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Abstract 
 
This is research on cultural identity and the history of design. The project, by 
applying aspects of postcolonial theories (third space, border theory and hybridity) 
to the history of the four women designers in the Art Deco period in Europe, 
explores the influences of Eastern cultures in developing their Western design 
perspective.  
 
Their experience in fighting against patriarchal society toward success is a useful 
analogy for my country Taiwan’s struggle to win recognition in the world. It is 
through the recognition of these four women designers’ contributions to design 
history that I present their stories as models to my design students in Taiwan to 
assist them in establishing their own design identity.    
 
The research findings indicate that these women designers’ benefited from 
Eastern culture and created a successful cultural mélange between the East and 
West. Similarly, my design students in Taiwan will have the opportunity to 
reverse the pathway in appropriating from the West to create new possibilities in 
the East.  I argue that hybridity is a key component for responding to and for 
addressing the identity crisis and internal disruption in present-day Taiwan. 
Through knowing and understanding these women designers’ achievements, 
Taiwanese students have a model for self-reflection to recognise the importance 
of our own cultural value to the world. 
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Prologue 
It was on 5 December 2004, I arrived at Brisbane Airport in the early 
morning from Toowoomba; I had my confirmed-return tickets from my previous 
flight five months ago and was about to take the Royal Brunei Airlines to Brunei, 
then back to Taiwan to meet my family. A few months before, I had had a 
pleasant trip from Taipei with a two day stopover in Brunei. I found it was a 
small but charming Islamic state full of exotic colours. So I was looking forward 
to take this return trip. However, this journey was beyond my expectation and 
imagination. When I arrived at the Royal Brunei’s counter, the attendant told me 
that my connected route back to Taipei was cancelled three months ago owing to 
airline finances; they apologised for being unable to contact me. They said they 
had arranged an alternative route for me; but I would have to fly from Brunei to 
Hong Kong then change to Taipei. This change forced me to stay in Brunei for 
two consecutive nights. They made the reservation of a hotel room for me and 
told me everything was well arranged and not to worry about it.  
When my flight arrived at Brunei Darussalam Airport it was late on a 
Sunday afternoon; the Custom officers stopped me and told me that I was not 
entitled to obtain an arrival visa because I am from China. I told them that I am 
from Taiwan and that even though my passport is written ‘Republic of China’ it 
means from Taiwan. Mainland China is the ‘People’s Republic of China’. They 
pretended not to understand my English. As a result they put me into the 
detention centre located inside the airport. Everything happened suddenly and 
beyond my control. My status was simply because a Taiwanese citizen becomes 
‘other’ to them; I had lost my own identity and was trapped in a political struggle.  
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My freedom was limited to staying in the international zone that included 
five small duty-free shops inside the airport; and a small, dark, windowless room 
that they provided for me. This limited zone in the airport was the third space for 
me; I was misplaced between the two destinations and had become a neutral 
person who was losing his identity.  
As Bhabha argues, “by exploring this third space, we may elude the 
politics of polarity and emerge as the others of our selves” (1994: 39). Through 
this incident, I saw the power authority had over me. However, while standing 
within the third space, I realised that this borderland was in fact a place of refuge 
for me. It was a space to escape all kinds of political disruptions and to find inner 
peace of self. I had therefore transformed as ‘other’ and had established a neutral 
position for myself. Thinking about this point, I realised that my personal 
suffrage was merely a small matter. Compared to people searching for identities, I 
was still lucky to have decent treatment. My adventure was similar to Tom 
Hanks’ character in the film The Terminal. I stayed in this third space merry-go-
round for two nights until my next flight on Tuesday morning.  
My stay at Brunei Airport enhanced my determination; it not only helped 
to complete my research but it also increased my understanding of the issues of 
border crossing and the third space. It was at that moment I started to realise 
Taiwan’s status in the world community.  It also strengthened my will and 
motivation for researching across the borders of postcolonialism through my 
personal experiences. 
 
 
Chapter 1 
Description of the study 
1.0 Introduction 
The four women designers selected for this study are Eileen Gray (1878–
1976), Coco Chanel (1885–1979), Sonia Delaunay (1883–1971) and Clarice Cliff 
(1899–1972). This study will examine the social contexts of these four women 
designers in the Art Deco period in Europe. It will investigate and analyse their 
works and their accomplishments using my personal experiences as a cultural 
amalgam of East and West and referencing theories that include border theory, 
third space identity, and hybridity in the context of the times. 
Art Deco was also named as the Style Moderne or Modernistic movement in 
the fields of applied art, design and architecture. Originating in 1910, this style 
developed into a decorative style in Europe and the United States during the 
1920s and 1930s. Held in Paris in 1925, the “Exposition Internationale des Arts 
Décoratifs et Industriels Modernes” marked the high point of the Art Deco Movement 
(“Art Deco”, britannica.com). The Art Deco style symbolised modernism 
directed towards everyday design works and applied art objects. Its products 
included both luxury design items with brand names and design objects in mass 
production. The primary motivation was to create high standard design works 
and anti-traditional elegance that symbolised wealth and sophistication. This style 
had ended by the beginning of the Second World War (Benton, 2003; Bouillon, 
1989). 
Through my interest in the Movement of Art Deco period from 1925 to 
1939, I realised that despite many books describing Art Deco, little information 
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could be found on women designers’ contributions and on their works. I 
wondered whether women designers were purposely left out of the historical 
accounts, as Richardson suggests, “When feminists searched the history books 
they found that women were still largely ‘hidden from history’” (Richardson & 
Robinson, 1993: 304). 
My selection of the female designers of Art Deco was triggered by reading 
about the 1925’s l’Exposition Internationale Des Arts Décoratifs et Industriels Modernes, 
an International Exposition held in Paris. That was the first event of the Art 
Deco movement.  
When I read through the documents I had collected on this event, I found 
out there were mostly male artists represented throughout the Art Deco 
exposition. I wondered whether women artists and designers had been excluded 
from this historical event. My research and findings indicate that my scepticism 
was correct. Women artists and designers were ‘ignored’ at this occurrence 
(Lugones & Spelman, 1995; Pollock, 1996; Rowlands, 2002; Terlouw, 1994; 
Waller, 1991). I speculated this could have been caused by the male dominated 
society in which women were marginalised through social injustices and unequal 
social systems. Further research indicated that there were four particular women 
designers who were neglected or had had various aspects of their contributions 
concealed from history at this time (1925-1939). Among them, there were: Eileen 
Gray, designer and architect; Coco Chanel, fashion designer and entrepreneuse; 
Sonia Delaunay, fashion designer and colourist; and Clarice Cliff, ceramist. This 
study has brought them all together for the first time in the history of design to 
form a selected representative background of women designers struggling for 
identity through their creations. As Slatkin puts it:  
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In 1973 Linda Nochlin published an essay: Why Have There Been No Great 
Women Artists? …that the study of Women Artists was not worthy of 
attention because there had been no ‘great’ women artists whose works 
were of the ‘quality’ which would merit scholarly attention. Since then, 
during the past 25 years, an enormous outpouring of convincing and 
compelling scholarship has been published (2001: 1). 
 I argue that, historically, the neglect of the women artists and the 
designers’ importance was caused by the patriarchal society in Europe or more 
importantly, the patriarchy was imbedded in art history. According to Linda 
Nochlin (Slatkin, 2001), prior to 1973, art historians did not make any effort to 
discover if there were any quality women artists’ who contributed to history of art 
and design. I would suggest that women artists and designers were simply 
ignored and hence neglected by the society of their time. Although these women 
designers were named by historians as the women pioneers of modernism (Cox, 
2001: 54; Fausch, 1994: 120; Rendell, 1999: 228, Wosk, 2002: 148), this research 
intends to reveal the fact that their contribution in Europe in the 1920s and 
1930s was neglected in the history of design.  
It is apparent that these women designers overcame many difficulties to 
start their own design practices. The significance of their creative value and social 
achievements as leaders in the early decades of the 20th century (Adam, 1987; 
Albritton, 1997; Charles-Roux, 1981; Zilkowski, 1998) is the cultural focus of my 
research. As Conway puts it, “Art historians have retrieved many women artists 
from obscurity and design historians are beginning to do the same for women 
designers”(1987: 63). This research and the analysis of the four women designers’ 
achievements intends to counteract the silences and gender issues that continue 
to be evident in design history. 
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 I believe these four women designers were suffered from colonialism, so, 
the use of gender issues and postcolonial theories, together with my personal 
experience in analysing their achievements, has particular relevance to this study. 
Taiwan has been successively colonised by the Ming Dynasty, Holland, Spain, the 
Taywan kingdom, the Manchu Dynasty and Japan (Ching, 2001). As a native 
Taiwanese, I have been trying to understand and compare the different notions 
of being colonised and inheriting a cultural heritage that reflected those 
colonisations. The long history of the colonisation in Taiwan underpins my 
interest in exploring postcolonial theories (especially border theory, hybridity and 
the third space) as a way to analyse relevant aspects of Eastern and Western 
societies between the First World War and the Second World War (1918–1939). 
 Watson (2001: 246) informs us that the term postcolonial was used “to 
describe a global ‘condition’ or shift in the cultural, political and economic 
arrangements” that followed after the European countries had departed their 
colonies. Similarly, I have experienced the disruptions caused by colonisation, yet 
the long existence of these foreign cultures in my country has merged into our 
everyday life and now also forms part of my cultural heritage. 
 Homi K. Bhabha’s postcolonial theory and the concept of hybridity in the 
culture of the Third World (Bhabha, 1990b: 57) can be used to describe and 
situate my cultural background and personal viewpoint as well as those of these 
four women designers. In 1986, as a person brought up in a country which was 
not internationally recognised, I had little confidence in myself when starting my 
postgraduate study in metropolitan Paris. There were many times when I had to 
adapt and reposition myself through history and language-learning to a brand 
new life in a colonising nation. This experience made me later understand and 
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have empathy with less privileged people in their social contexts, such as these 
four women designers. 
 By identifying myself as a cultural hybrid, this research will focus on the 
merging of divergent cultures during the Art Deco period in Europe, 
underpinned by my retrospective accounts of the transition of my own identity. 
It is through the merging of these divergent cultural experiences that I will be 
better placed to recognise and analyse how these four women designers were 
positioned under the cultural influences from the East and West. 
1.1  Methodology 
The primary research method to be used for this study is historiography 
with bricolage as my secondary methodology. 
1.1.1 Historiography 
  I include historiography as part of my research methodologies in the 
attempt to rediscover these four women designers’ details and contributions 
in the history of art and design. Bentley (1998: vii) maintains that “at its highest 
level of originality, a historiographical statement may attempt an enquiry which 
former generations would have been happier to call the ‘philosophy of history’ in 
an applied form”. 
My interpretation of Bentley’s arguments is that he has identified a dual 
description of historiography. The first application is using historiography as 
philosophical research, employing it for practical and relevant uses. The second 
application is just like deep ploughing into the soil, to uncover from past history; 
recovering special events, particularly contributions or neglected facts. 
Historiography can have implications with its effects on the present and the 
future. As Postan says: 
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Except for Marxists and most historians writing about the philosophy of 
history, the majority of the philosophers concerned with the methodology of 
historical and social study — and even some influential social anthropologists 
— have in recent years ranged themselves against the supposed fallacies of 
‘scientism’. They accept, however unconsciously, the idealistic dichotomy of 
‘physical’ and ‘humanistic’ studies of that of pure and practical reason, and 
consequently decry all attempts to use the methods of natural science in the 
study of history or of human affairs in general (1971: ix). 
I believe that researching these women designers’ histories is not only a 
study of human affairs but also a recovery of their contributions to break 
through the barrier of apparent inequality between men and women 
practitioners today. Given that I have conducted my research on these four 
women designers, an important sector in this study is a discussion on the 
significant changes to the social structure of their time in addition to how they 
coped with social injustices.  
My research using historiography will also investigate these women 
designers’ marginality within their society; they were the very first women 
designers to succeed in the avant-garde period, yet they had not only to deal with 
traditional family values but also to create their own social and professional 
values.  
By using historiography, I am also recovering and reinterpreting these 
four women designers' histories through the lens of my own identity as a 
Taiwanese. Bentley states:  
Historiography teaches blurredness in its constant assertion of cultural 
interference and the predominance of standpoint. Once allow 
historiography a role in an understanding of how history fashions itself, 
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therefore, and complexity comes in through every pore with its contested 
assumptions and tortured mentalités (1998: ix).  
As an educator in the design field, I anticipate that my arguments and 
findings through historiography and postcolonial investigation will certainly help 
my Taiwanese students and my society to establish a new aspect in our identity 
and the positioning of ourselves in the world. 
1.1.2 Bricolage as methodology  
This research is based on the study of culture. As a bricoleur (Schneider, 
2001: 167), I will attempt to adopt diverse tasks, collecting and interpreting the 
personal and historical documents on Art Deco design and analysing them. To 
complement the process of historiography (Bentley, 1998: vii; Jenkins, 1995: 16–
19), theoretical sampling (Glaser, 1978: 36), and visual research methods (Banks, 
2001: 12; Denzin & Lincoln, 2003: 192), I will apply a bricolage process in 
deconstructing and recuperating the central elements in the works of the women 
designers, reflecting upon these elements and comparing the different categories 
to reveal their creative processes.  
As Schneider argues, “The term bricoleur is used by Lévi-Strauss to define a 
kind of handyman who invents in the face of specific circumstances, using 
whatever means and materials are available” (2001: 167). I will use a bricolage 
approach to my research because this is a structure that allows me to collect data 
piece by piece and then assemble and verify the pieces by comparing these four 
women designer’s social achievements and the creative value of their works. 
“Society has become a hip-hop culture in the bricolage of cultures, multiple 
viewpoints, and proliferation of information, continually being recycled and 
reconfigured into new forms” (Rahn, 2002: 155). Under the bricolage process, 
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diverse viewpoints may emerge and then be transformed into a new story. The 
bricolage process will be comprised of the following qualitative research methods 
for this study.  
Theoretical sampling 
Theoretical sampling is a research method component of the bricolage. 
According to Glaser (1978) that: 
Theoretical Sampling is the process of data collection for generating 
theory whereby the analyst jointly collects … and analyses his data and 
decides what data to collect next (1978: 36).  
The data collection sampling process not only helps me understand the 
evolution of these women designer’s works, but also by collecting the data I can 
analyse the facts emerging as a basis from which to work. An aspect of this 
process is the need to contextualise the study. A literature survey and analysis of 
the relevant data, using visual and textual information, will be conducted within 
the fields of aesthetics, gender issue and cultural theory. I will explore cultural 
aesthetic theories within postcolonialism (Griffiths, 1998: 186; Mishar, 1993: 30) 
and its associated theories of Orientalism (Dudziak, 2003: 153;  Said, 1995: 144) 
and border theory (Billingslea-Brown, 1999: 3) to analyse and clarify how 
Western culture adopted aspects of oriental culture as the decoration pattern 
during the Art Deco period (Benton, 2003; Duncan, 1988; Hillier, 1971). 
Moreover, as an Asian, the process of establishing meaning and positioning 
myself as an intermediate person to carry out this research is an important issue. 
This will be used to illuminate the process of cultural exchange.  
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Cultural comparison and visual analysis  
The process of cultural comparison analyses and explains the diversity of 
cultural effects in Art Deco and for these four women designers. 
 John Berger argues in his book Ways of Seeing that “we never look just at 
one thing; we are always looking at the relation between things and ourselves” 
(Berger, 1972: 9). People’s mental abilities can handle multiple and complicated 
thoughts and compare the information or things with our personal experiences to 
appreciate and discover the value of everything. Comparing and analysing has 
thus become part of our ability to make judgements. Banks explains, “All visual 
forms are socially embedded, and many visual forms that sociologists and 
anthropologists deal with are multiply embedded” (2001: 79). Since visual forms 
are usually embedded, using comparison analysis to disengage these connected 
forms can help us discover their link in the social context. These visual forms are 
part of visual culture. My research on the women Art Deco designers will recover 
the value of the visual culture through comparison analysis research on 
investigating their works. 
 Rose (2001: 6) describes visuality “in which vision is constructed in 
various ways: ‘how we see, how we are able, allowed, or made to see, and how we 
see this seeing and unseeing therein’”. These ways of observing and seeing exist 
in our everyday lives; different ways of seeing will create value and generate 
different ideas.  Banks (2000: 108) observes that “[G]ood visual research rests 
upon a judicious reading of both internal and external narratives. At its roots, all 
visual objects represent nothing but themselves … nothing but their 
autonomy”(2001: 12). Through the narrative development of visual research, 
people can understand more clearly that visual research depends on a good 
argument. The visual images are independent; each image therefore carries its 
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own meaning. Harper notes that “visual research depends upon and redistributes 
social power” (Denzin & Lincoln, 2003: 192).  What Harper means is that 
without social contexts, visual research will become less meaningful and thus can 
not be translated into a new cultural meaning. As Harper argues, “What is the 
future … visual sensibility leading an energized social science that is 
experimentally ethnographic and theoretically interdisciplinary”(Denzin & 
Lincoln, 2003: 196). In this research, I will apply these theories to conduct 
cultural comparisons and visual analysis on the work of women designers’ in the 
context of their cultural and social achievements. 
1.2  Background to the problem 
 In this study, I argue that the women designers of the Art Deco era were 
partially neglected in design history. When it comes to research, studies directed 
toward women designers were drastically outnumbered by those toward males in 
the same period. Therefore, investigations on those women designers have 
significant potential for revealing the ‘facts of these women designers’ 
contribution to the history of design. 
 The history of modern design has been broadly discussed from a 
Westerners’ perspective. In this study, as a medium between the East and West, I 
propose to create a third space inference to look into modern design history; 
consequently, these women designers have added another dimension. Until now, 
no comparative research on these four women designers can be found. They all 
were born in the same period and participated in the same movement of Art 
Deco; thus, making comparisons about their design impacts and social 
achievements will carry much significance in this study. 
As a lecturer in the field of visual design in Taiwan, this research serves 
educational purposes: on the one hand, it will provide insightful information on 
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these designers for the field; on the other hand, it will highlight the fact that these 
four women designers broke through the colonial and gender barriers of that 
time. Furthermore, the gender imbalance issue in art and design’s textbooks is a 
fact seldom discussed by the researchers.  
Through the undertaking of this research, I hope to reveal the 
unbalancing effect of gender issues in the history of design between the two 
World Wars in Europe. This investigation will also connect the colonial acts from 
the Western countries with the Eastern world. It appears to me that for several 
hundred years, Europe had already favoured the patriarchal colonial factors of 
their white Western world’s viewpoint toward the Eastern civilisations. This 
‘believed superiority’ was the central issue reflecting and legalising their 
colonisation of the East; it also underpinned their appropriations from the 
Eastern cultures. 
It is important to reposition these women designers’ success stories and 
bring to light the place they merit in the history of design. In my university in 
Taiwan, I have already stressed to my students the challenges to women designers 
in the Modern era, suggesting that their efforts against prejudices and the unequal 
social system of their time can serve as a model to contemporary Taiwanese 
students and designers, because the gender balancing issue is a fact in Taiwan’s 
society right now.  Recovering these Art Deco women designers’ contributions to 
history will be a helpful analogy for Taiwanese designer students and students 
from other parts of the world to build their concepts of gender issues and also to 
establish their own identity from what they have learned from the West. 
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1.3  Statement of problem and limitation of the study  
This study will investigate and analyse, using aspects of post-colonialism, 
especially third space identity and gender theories the contributions of four 
women designers of the Art Deco period in Europe, in the light of a person 
journey of hybridity. 
I approach this study about four women designers in Europe between the 
First World War and Second World War (1919-1939), hoping to understand the 
cultural differences in Europe for them during that time. My research aims to re-
evaluate these four women designers’ achievements through contemporary art 
theories and my personal position as a design educator in Taiwan, whilst being 
informed through the ideas of others in the literature.  
This study will focus on the cause and the influence of L’Exposition Des 
Arts Décoratifs et Industriels Modernes in 1925, within the cultural conditions of that 
time, and will compile the achievements of the four women designers, comparing 
and contrasting their art works and the significance of their creative designs while 
positioning them within their cultural contexts.  
This research topic targets the women designers located in Britain, Ireland 
and France. However, it is difficult for me to access the major collections and the 
primary sources from the Britain and French museums and libraries while I am 
studying in Australia, where access to the original or believed authentic or 
‘primary’ resources is limited. Yet, while remaining a limitation, the ability and 
opportunity to access the ever-increasing resources of the databases and e-book 
systems via the libraries has lessened this problem; in fact, it could even be that 
this has broadened the research to include more points of view. 
The categories of Art Deco (Benton, 2003; Bayer, 1991; Duncan, 1988) 
and the other movements of Art Deco in Colonial Exhibitions will be limited to 
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a visual and cultural analysis to position these women designers’ styles and the 
meaning of their works in history. 
1.4  Rationale and significance of the study 
The year 1920 was a turning point in history. After the massive 
destruction caused by the First World War in Europe, people started looking for 
l’Esprit Nouveau, “a new spirit” (Fausch et al., 1994: 71) to express themselves. At 
that moment, there arose a number of women designers in Europe, who were 
more active and professionally recognised in the design field than in any époque 
before them. They made great achievements in the early decades of the twentieth 
century (Cox, 2001: 54; Fausch et al., 1994: 120; Wosk, 2002: 147–149). This 
phenomenon raises issues of gender that involved and questioned the role and 
positioning of women in the arts and provoked a variety of aesthetic viewpoints 
on their creative achievements.  
The First World War made a tremendous impact on human history. 
Cultural exchanges proceeded faster than ever before, as Roche stresses, “The 
First World War increased popular awareness of and interest in the need for 
international peace and cultural exchange” (2000: 108). Increased cultural 
exchange after the First World War enabled people get to know each other and 
then to promote the potential possibility of a peaceful world. Consequently, the 
East and the West started to blend into each other, which lead to the rise of 
cultural hybridity (Morton, 1998: 357–377). 
The Art Deco Movement commenced its influence during the interwar years 
(Bouillon, 1989; Duncan, 1988), when having suffered from mass destruction, 
Westerners opened their arms to Eastern culture (Clarke, 1997: 8; Long, 1952: 
13–14), and the act of merging energized a damaged Western culture, as Bates 
stresses “the Orient served as a site for the projection of ideas that served to 
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legitimate Western colonial power” (Bates, 2004: 113), so Western power and 
culture was nourished by the East. This phenomenon can be seen especially in 
the art and design fields, such as Japonism [Note 1], Ukiyo-e [Note 2], and the influence 
of Egyptian elements.  However, during the Art Deco period, design and cultural 
activities were still under colonial rule, and Europe was still exploiting colonized 
cultures. The West exploited the East and “according to Voltaire, the East is the 
civilisation ‘to which the West owes everything’” (Clark, 1997: 3). Through the 
colonisation process, the West appropriated many cultural elements from their 
Eastern colonies and thus the culture from the East was integrated into the West 
and became part of the hybrid Western culture. As Clarke argues, “the West has 
endeavoured to integrate Eastern thought into its own intellectual 
concerns”(1997: 8). It is this notion of cultural hybridity that links me, as a 
Taiwanese researcher, with the Art Deco Movement.  
Gender equality does not appear to be a reality of design history at that 
time (Bayley, Garner & Sudjic, 1986; Byars, 1994; Julier, 1993; Kaplan, 1995; 
Riley, 2003). There are many books defining “Art Deco” and there are some that 
introduce the individual women designers from the Art Deco period (Bayer, 1991; 
Benton, 2003; Bouillon, 1989; Duncan, 1988; Hillier, 1971). However, a book 
explaining the work of the major Art Deco women designers has been difficult to 
find. This indicates that this research project on women designers between the 
Wars has a large potential for significant research, to fill in the blanks and clarify 
some of the silences about these women designers’ contributions and their 
achievements in the field. This study will bring them together for the first time in 
the history of design by comparing these women designers’ contributions 
through their creations. 
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1.5  Proposed outcomes of the study 
This research project targets researchers and scholars by investigating and 
uncovering the neglected contributions of the four women designers in Art Deco. 
For a lecturer in a school of design in Taiwan, this research has future 
educational relevance for students, collectors and connoisseurs in the design field. 
It intends to make accessible the works of these key women designers, using 
historiographic, multiple comparison and visual analysis approaches. Apart from 
the art works, this research will also examine these women designers’ social and 
cultural achievements and use these data to design an information-providing 
website. 
In the following section, I will illuminate my third space identity through 
Taiwan’s colonial history and my family’s personal experiences. 
1.6  Commencing a third space narration 
Where do we come from? What are we? Where are we going? 
(Gauguin, Paul 1897–1898) [Note 3] 
 
Image 1.1: 1966; George Kerr, ‘Formosa Frontier Island’, 
showing the strategic importance of Formosa in East Asia 
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In 1517, the Portuguese navigated to Japan from Southeast Asia. During 
the journey, they discovered an island that was filled with natural beauty. 
Therefore, they named it "Ilha Formosa" (Copper, 1999: 25), which means 
beautiful island. Since then, increasing numbers of Chinese immigrants fled to 
Formosa to escape famine and wars. These newcomers were composed of pirates, 
convicts, war refugees and poor people (Copper, 1999: 12; Kerr, 1966: 3; Long, 
1991: 6). Most of them were male. They crossed the notorious Black-Water 
Channel, currently called the Taiwan Strait, eagerly looking for a wonderland and 
a better life  (“Paving the Way for a Sustainable Taiwan”, Government Information 
Office Taiwan, 2004). To survive and to reproduce, they chased away, intermingled 
with or slaughtered the aborigines and appropriated their lands and women 
(Brown, 2004: 144, 243; Kerr, 1966: 3; Long, 1991: 15). In a sense, they were 
crossing the border from an old tradition toward a new freedom that created a 
new space for them. These Chinese immigrants had escaped from an oppressed 
authority to become the colonisers of the Formosan aborigines. On this tiny 
island, just half the size of Tasmania (50.1%) [Note 4], more than twenty languages 
were spoken by the aborigines, who “Constitute three of the oldest branches of 
the Indonesian group” (Rubinstein, 1999: 37).      
Formosa was viewed as the Austronesian Homeland (Bellwood, 1991: 88–
91). For several hundred years, the aborigines’ cultures were merged with the 
Chinese culture into a new and unique culture, the Formosan culture. This 
unique culture shaped our family stories and both the aborigines and the Chinese 
are my ancestors (Brown, 2004: 144; Rubinstein, 1999: 41).             
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1.6.1  Oral history [Note 5] on the shifting spaces experiences in my family 
I come from a simple family of five children, the youngest and probably 
an unexpected child. We live in the northern part of Taiwan one hundred and 
fifty kilometres away from the capital Taipei. My parents are both Hakka people 
from totally different families with different cultural backgrounds and different 
life values.  
Hakka means ‘guest people’. As Long says:  
The Hakka’s origins are not entirely clear. They seem to have migrated 
from northern and central to southern China during the twelfth century, 
but to have retained a separate language and cultural identity. They were 
subject to discrimination, even persecution on the mainland.… They could 
not own land. The tough, physically quite large Hakka had begun to drift 
to Taiwan at the time of their twelfth-century migration (1991: 14).  
From the time that the Hakka people immigrated and integrated into 
Taiwan’s society, they absorbed the aborigines’ culture and other cultures from 
previous colonisations. In so doing, they formed a new and unique identity now 
recognised as the Taiwanese culture and different from the original Chinese, with 
cultural differences that makes Taiwan different from China. Bhabha argues:  
Cultural difference marks the establishment of new forms of meaning, and 
strategies of identification, through processes of negotiation where no 
discursive authority can be established without revealing the difference of 
itself …. Cultural difference is to be found where the ‘loss’ of meaning 
enters, as a cutting edge, into the representation of the fullness of the 
demands of culture (1990b: 313).  
Consequently, a complete form and state of culture is capable of including 
different forms of ways to participate, that admits and embraces new forms of 
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wisdom into the culture itself and that can cause the cultural environment of that 
place to progress.  
The Hakka people were ethnically marginalised by the Chinese society for 
a long time and therefore they appear to live in-between borders. It was said in 
our family genealogy that our ancestors were from the Guantung Province in 
China more than two hundred years ago. As Hakka people, my ancestors 
immigrated to Taiwan as a way to own land and start a new life.  
My father is the second son of a landlord in a small town with one 
hundred thousand inhabitants, bordered between Hakka and the aboriginal tribes. 
People living here had a difficult life in such a mountainous area, most of them 
worked hard to keeping their family together. It was also a friendly place where 
they knew each other as the children or grandchildren of someone well known to 
all.  
My paternal grandfather had a big family; he lived with his brothers' family 
and his own in a typical and traditional clan pattern. My grandmother was a 
traditional domestic woman probably with plains aboriginal blood. But with the 
patriarchal society of the Hakka people, men dominated almost everything in the 
family, so that the women in our family pedigree often appear without names. 
Since the aboriginal peoples do not have an official name and identity, this 
suggests evidence of intermarriage with the local women aborigines (Brown, 2004: 
29). Some of my grandfather's brothers and sisters had blue eyes, red hair, a 
pointed nose and were tall. We all suspect it was a hybrid outcome from the long 
colonisations of our history and that we are the evidence of a combination of 
Hakka, aborigines and the Dutch people. Because my grandfather owns a lot of 
inherited land, he lends it out to the poor farmers to make a living. Therefore, he 
does not have to work and stays at home.  
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For the sons of the proprietor and the most diligent children in this home, 
studying in Japan was one of the few options for people during the period of 
colonisation by the Japanese. Consequently, my father pursued his medical 
studies in Nagoya Imperial University, Japan (Nagoya Imperial University, 
www.nagoya-u.ac.jp, 2007). However, after my grandmother died while he was 
away studying, my grandfather remarried a girl younger than my father who 
became his stepmother. As a result, my father did not want to become involved 
in the complicated dilemmas of his family affairs, so he gave up his inheritance. 
My father did not complete his study in Japan, before the Second World War was 
over.  He was sent back to Taiwan after the war where he trained as a physician 
at the National Taiwan University. Then he met my mother through a close 
relative’s introduction.   
My mother is from a large working family. Her family lives in central 
Taiwan and is from the remote mountains bordered by the aborigines. They also 
have some plains aborigine origins. Their town is about one hundred and fifty 
kilometres away from my father’s hometown. They work hard to improve their 
lives. My maternal grandfather owns and started a bus company with his brother. 
The Japanese adopted them during the colonisation so they all have Japanese 
names and education. I would argue that my grandparent’s family from both of 
my parents’ sides encountered identity struggles as both the outsiders and the 
insiders. They were once Japanese, and then Chinese, and now proclaim their 
new identity as Taiwanese. As Lugones and Spelman exclaim:  
… only when genuine and reciprocal dialogue takes place between ‘outsiders’ 
and ‘insiders’ can we trust the outsider’s account … we are now both outsider 
and insider with respect to each other. The dialogue puts us both in position 
to give a better account of each other’s and our own experience (1995: 501).  
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The shifting identities from the original to the new create confusion and 
identity crises as an outsider or an insider or even with both identities in 
transition. Such a turbulent era caused unstable and unforgettable experiences for 
most Taiwanese, and this included my parents.  
My maternal grandmother is a primary schoolteacher. She was born 
during the Japanese occupation, so she teaches Japanese at school. After finishing 
her high school education my mother was supposed to leave Taiwan and study in 
Japan, as planned by my grandfather. This was stopped by my grandmother 
because of the dangers and turbulent situations before Japan was defeated by the 
Americans. My mother had to work in a local bank to start her own career. After 
the Second World War, my mother stopped working to stay at home because of 
the unstable conditions of our society generated by the arrival of Chiang Kai-
Shek's troops (Rubinstein, 1999: 276–277).  
At that time, Taiwan returned to ‘China’s cradle’ after fifty years of 
Japanese colonisation. Most of the Taiwanese were extremely happy; we thought 
of China as our ‘Motherland’ but this feeling did not last long.  This shifting 
domination became even more difficult to bear for the Taiwanese because of the 
corruption and the injustices of the new colonisers (Klintworth, 1991: 11–12).  
As Brownell stresses: 
For Said, Orientalism was the West’s way of coming to terms ... by 
defining the West as masculine, rational, and active, in contrast to the 
feminine, mystical, passive East. Gladney and Schein both observe that the 
Han-dominated Chinese state tended to portray its ethnic minorities as 
feminine, backward, superstitious, and in need of masculine Han guidance. 
Gladney labels this ‘oriental Orientalism’ and Schein calls it ‘internal 
Orientalism’.... Gladney suggests that ‘minority is to the majority as female 
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is to male, as ‘Third’ World is to ‘First,’ and as ‘subjectivized’ is to 
‘objectivized’ identity’ (2002: 20). 
 Orientalism purports to describe the negative impact caused by the 
Western dominance. However, Taiwan faced ‘internal Orientalism’ when it 
returned to China’s control, and the Chinese appeared to approach ‘oriental 
Orientalism’ to position the Taiwanese as a female desperate for the masculine 
Han’s dominance. China treated Taiwan as its possession and subordinate. They 
could not realise that all the Taiwanese needed was to be treated fairly to recover 
from the wounds caused by the Japanese colonisation. But there was an unequal 
system imposed on the Taiwanese by the Chinese Han people. Moreover, Chiang 
Kai-Shek’s troops were corrupted and used force on the Taiwanese (Corcuff, 
2002: 245; Kerr, 1966: 210–215). In effect, China owned Taiwan as the ‘First’ 
possess the ‘Third’ World. 
I would suggest that Taiwanese suffered from past successive colonialism 
and this suffering outweighs that of the four woman designers in this study. (The 
nature of suffering will be explained later in this section). Taiwanese were 
defeated in history by colonisers several times. Among the defeats is the incident 
on the 28 February 1947 (Kerr, 1966: 254–270). The major conflict between 
bare-handed Taiwanese students and Chiang Kai-Shek’s troops awakened 
Taiwanese to see Chiang Kai-Shek as merely another coloniser. Unfortunately, 
our ‘Motherland’ betrayed us by becoming a new conqueror.                  
Long describes this 1947 event as: 
… a fortnight-long rampage of execution, rape and pillage. Between 10,000 and 
20,000 people died. The slaughter seems not to have been wholly indiscriminate 
— the Taiwanese social and intellectual élite was especially targeted and a 
generation of potential Taiwan nationalist leaders was wiped out (1991: 54).  
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After being defeated by Mao Zedong in China, all of the Chiang Kai-
Shek’s troops and his party KMT together with two million people retreated to 
Taiwan in 1949. Chiang Kai-Shek then changed Taiwan’s name into the Republic 
of China and it became his final base against communist China. 
Taiwan’s modern political situation is a history of resistance to the 
repressions and suppression by the dominant colonisers. As Griselda Pollock 
argues, “The politics of theory is a political resistance to the repression of the fact 
of oppression, and to the suppression of the means of analysis of oppression and 
its transformation”(Pollock, 1996: 19). It is apparent that this oppression also 
affected my family and by studying and revealing the political theory of Taiwan, 
this not only reveals the truths hidden in history, but also reveals a new identity 
for the people who have been through these events. 
My parents have known each other since 1950. This was a turbulent year, 
not only for the Taiwanese but also for many Asian people. The Korean War 
started in this year and Taiwan became an important base for America to 
compete with communism. Anti-communism thus become the biggest issue and 
the every-day slogan for Chiang Kai-Shek’s government, and the Taiwanese were 
under the strict rules of the KMT (Kuomintang – the Chinese Nationalist). 
It was not an easy task for the Taiwanese to live under this colonised 
regime. According to Mishra’s argument following from Fanon’s thought, we can 
understand better the background and the cause of the White Terror in Taiwan. 
Under the rule of Colonialism, people can not benefit if free will, free thinking 
and freedom of movement is a luxury withheld from the colonised people, “that 
the colonised is either doomed to be a mere reflection of his master (located in 
the imaginary) or he must fight his master through active struggle” (Mishra, 1993: 
32). People have to choose between obeying and cooperating with the authorities 
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by becoming a walking shadow or to act against the system. It is apparent that 
using political resistance, even choosing violence, became a way to hope to gain 
real freedom. 
My parents were married on the 25 May 1951.  After they married, my 
father worked in his hometown’s public clinic as Chief Physician and my mother 
became a full-time housewife to support his new career. They hoped to have a 
good start and a happy life. However on 4 July 1951, not long after his marriage, 
my father was arrested by the KMT’s secret agents. They charged him with 
participating in a socialist study group, which was considered to be the ‘White 
Terror’ in Taiwan.  
Anyone found objectionable to the regime, at any level, in Party, Army, 
Government or private life, can be labelled ‘pro-Communist’ and be done 
away with. Guilt by association is easy to arrange and false or malicious 
accusations are encouraged by rewards (Kerr, 1966: 394–395).  
Thus, my father was put in jail and suffered inhuman treatment for eleven 
months. Some of his acquaintances were shot. He survived because it was 
considered ‘useful’ for a physician to perform his services in the jail for them. 
“During the White Terror, around 140,000 Taiwanese were imprisoned or 
executed for their real or perceived opposition to the Kuomintang (KMT) 
government led by Chiang Kai-shek, according to a recent report by the 
Executive Yuan of Taiwan” (“White Terror in Taiwan”, uta.edu, 2006). 
After my father had been released by the authorities, he opened a clinic in 
his hometown, with help from my mother. My father became the first physician 
who practiced and moved between the borders of the Hakka villages and the 
aboriginal tribes. To prevent further negative impacts on my parents’ life from 
the oppression, they spoke no more on political issues. Since then, they have set 
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up a mission for devoting themselves to the health care of their fellow country 
people. As Bhabha argues, “In any particular political struggle, new sites are 
always being opened up, and if you keep referring those new sites to old 
principles, then you are not actually able to participate in them fully and 
productively and creatively” (1990a: 216). Consequently, my parents have found a 
direct way to forget about their wounds. A new territory opened for them in 
dedicating themselves to improving their fellow countrymen’s health and living 
conditions. It was also a way to minimise the negative impact on themselves and 
to recover from the White Terror event. 
These events happened long before I was born. However, the negative 
impacts still affected my family, especially my parents, such as frequent 
depression, anxiety, and nightmares. Political issues became taboo in our family 
and at school. Through school education, they taught us many distorted histories; 
many students preferred to keep silent rather than to believe or to speak out. 
Being desperate about our government and its politics, my parents turned their 
focus to their children’s education to make better opportunities for us and to 
develop open minds. They hoped that we would follow their wishes to study 
abroad and to see the world. Shifting identities therefore became a normal factor 
among my family members. It is important to note that in December 2005, 54 
years after the White Terror event, the Taiwanese government ruled by 
Democratic Progressive Party (DPP) has finally recovered my father's honour 
and, in his heart, made recompense. 
 My family has endured what is merely one of so many histories of 
suffering which many Taiwanese experienced as a response to colonisation. As 
Ching puts it:  
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… these personal experiences of my formative years are embedded in and 
diffused by several historical conditions: Japanese Imperialism and 
Colonialism, civil war in China, post-war Kuomintang (KMT) anti-
Communist authoritarianism in Taiwan, American Cold War policies and 
post-Cold War China-Taiwan relation (2001: x).  
I am arguing that, similar to my parents and many of our country fellows, 
the Taiwanese have to deal with shifting identities for many years. In recent 
decades, we have been colonised by the Japanese because Taiwan was given up 
by the Manchu Dynasty to Japan; then under Chiang Kai-shek’s dictatorship 
when everyone became anti-Communist.  
We were considered and treated historically as ‘other’ through so many 
reprisals. Now, we are proud of being an emerging Taiwan with a new identity 
facing the military menace from the Mainland China. It is therefore important for 
us to better understand our colonial histories and postcolonial ideology.  
So, the complicated relationship in history between China and Taiwan is 
an important issue we are still facing today. Edward Said’s argument can be used 
to explain this phenomenon:  
Eliot’s ideas about the complexity of the relationship between past and 
present are particularly suggestive in the debate over the meaning of 
‘Imperialism’, a word and an idea today so controversial, so fraught with 
all sorts of questions, doubts, polemics and ideological premises as nearly 
to resist use altogether (1993: 3).  
It is a complicated matter to describe Imperialism between colonising and 
colonised countries. The complexity of the relations from both sides with the 
hates of the past, the diverse beliefs and the conflict of experiences still persist.  
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It is very hard to reach a resolution for both sides if they do not give up their 
prejudices against each other. 
 Taiwan’s political situation has now moved to democracy over two 
decades. The Taiwanese are enjoying massive progress in human rights, believing 
that we should forgive and forget the past miseries in our history. But, we must 
not ignore it totally because it is extremely important for educating our young 
generations about reconciliation issues while being proud of all changes we have 
been through. 
 Consequently, as a researcher, lecturer and also a person who has had a 
family history of oppression by colonialism, I am sympathetic and compassionate 
when viewing these four women designers’ histories and contributions to their 
society. I am motivated to analyse and explore the evidence of their achievements. 
1.6.2 The nature of Formosan culture 
Using postcolonialist theory as a way of reconciling Formosa’s history 
(Harris, 2001:276–277; Said, 1994: 55), I maintain that through colonisation these 
diverse cultures have become our cultural ancestors and contributors. It is the 
processes of assimilation during our history that merged these divergent cultures 
and formed this exceptional culture over time. As Bhabha argues, “It is that third 
space, though unrepresentable in itself, … that the meaning and symbols of 
culture have no primordial unity or fixity; that even the same signs can be 
appropriated, translated, rehistorised and read anew” (1994: 37).  
 According to Bhabha’s argument, third space is a renovated space where 
all kinds of cultures can meet together in this innovative dimension to recompose, 
intermingle and rebirth a new amalgam, to get rid of the burdens and limitations 
of the old traditions and gain a new meaning for the new. Longhurst (2000: 14) 
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also considers Bhabha’s notions of third space and hybridity where he claims that 
“by exploring this third space, we may elude the politics of polarity and emerge as 
the others of our selves” and later, “hybridity … is ‘a process of identifying with 
and through another object, an object of otherness, at which point the agency of 
identification — the subject — is itself always ambivalent, because of the 
intervention of that otherness’”.  
It appears that Bhabha’s idea of hybridity is to create a new space, a third 
space, to challenge the existing social values (Bhabha, 1994: 36–37). The history 
of Formosan culture was rooted in the East and expanded with the inclusion of 
Western and other Eastern influences to create a new space.  
From 1624 to 1945, the Dutch (dispatched by the Dutch East India 
Company), the Spanish, the Taywan kingdom, the Manchu Dynasty, Japan, and 
Chiang Kai-Shek’s KMT (Kuomintang — the Chinese Republicans and 
Nationalists) successively colonised Formosa (named by Portuguese navigators in 
1517) (Aspalter, 2001: 2–3; “Taiwan”, britannica.com, 2006).  It is very rare in 
history that such a small island was colonised by so many diverse ethnic groups 
(Corcuff, 2002: 245; Kerr, 1966: 4; “Taiwan”, britannica.com, 2006), and prised 
for its strategic location and richness in natural and agricultural resources. 
Despite the fact that Formosa was exploited by the West, Western 
influence was absorbed by the Formosan culture to become part of it. In so 
doing, Formosa treated the external influences as a cultural advantage. Formosa 
is therefore an excellent example of a third space location where a hybrid form of 
cultures was mixed from the inclusion of Eastern and Western cultures. 
I have alluded briefly to the historical background of Taiwan, where I 
grew up. I would therefore reinforce my reflection on Taiwan’s colonial history 
by using Mohanty’s arguments:  
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The term ‘colonisation’, has been used to characterise everything from the 
most evident economic and political hierarchies to the production of a 
particular cultural discourse about what is called the ‘Third World.’ 
However sophisticated or problematical its use as an explanatory construct, 
colonisation almost invariably implies a relation of structural domination, 
and a discursive or political suppression of the heterogeneity of the 
subject(s) in question (1994: 196).  
In 2007, only twenty-four countries in the world recognise Taiwan as an 
independent unity; Taiwan’s status in the world has yet to be decided or 
recognised by the majority of the world’s countries particularly by the Western 
countries despite its economical and democratic achievements (“political status of 
Taiwan”, fpc.state.gov; 2007). 
I have a deep compassion, faith and duty to this land. In this research, I 
am positioned within the third space, using Taiwan’s historical background as the 
foundation, to argue how these four women designers in the Art Deco period 
had similarly colonised experiences; how they were once ignored by their society 
because of their gender, and overcame these obstacles to become successful. 
Their experiences can act as metaphors for the Taiwanese people because they 
have merged divergent cultures into their personal styles.  
The Taiwanese were set free from colonisation and dictatorship only two 
decades ago in 1980s (“Political status of Taiwan”, fpc.state.gov, 2006). It is 
therefore important to introduce the notions of postcolonialism to Taiwan’s art 
and design students to help them position themselves in the contemporary 
practice, regain their confident and build up their own identity. I believe this can 
be achieved through our education system especially I as a lecturer teaching art 
and design in Ling Tung University, Taichung, Taiwan [Note 6], it is my duty to 
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launch a new value for myself and for my students. My idea is that we can not 
only learn from our own colonial history but also can compare it with the 
successful histories from the West.  
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Chapter 2 
Crossing borders 
2.0  The cultural scene in Europe before the end of the First 
World War 
The four women designers of this research into Art Deco had achieved 
many contributions in the history of art and design. During their creative 
progress, they crossed many borders. They had not only enlarged their creating 
fields and earned working opportunities, but also linked Art into design and 
applied it to daily use. 
This section will investigate the historical and the cultural scenes that 
framed these four women designers’ achievements before the end of the First 
World War. They lived in an environment full of challenges to fulfil and to realise 
their dreams. I will also explore what their cultural background looks like and 
how they incorporated experiences influential to this study. Edward Said explains: 
In the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries, the great geographical 
synthesizers offered technical explanations for ready political actualities. 
Europe did command the world; the imperial map did license the cultural 
vision (1993: 55).  
According to Said’s argument, Imperialism and the European conquerors 
did use many ways to expand their geographical territories. During that time 
period, our world was under the control and cultural influence of European 
colonisation. Consequently, most of the Third World, under the shadow of 
Europe’s cultural dominance, lost its sovereignty and had to depend on Europe. 
Said continues to stress, “By 1914 … Europe held a grand total of roughly 85 % 
of the earth as colonies, protectorates, dependencies, dominions, and 
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commonwealths” (1993: 6). Edward Said (1993) describes on the French attitude 
toward colonialism in the year 1910 as:  
Though for the most part the colonies have won their independence, 
many of the imperial attitudes underlying colonial conquest continue. In 
1910 the French advocate of Colonialism, Jules Harmand, said … ‘we 
belong to the superior race and civilisation …. The basic legitimation of 
conquest over the native peoples is the conviction of our superiority, not 
merely our mechanical, economic, and military superiority, but our moral 
superiority (Said, 1993: 17).  
According to Jules Harmand (Said, 1993: 17), France was not only a super 
power in the world, but also a master and a conqueror of its colonies. Through 
cultural Imperialism France intruded on the Third World and used superiority as 
a pretext to justify their colonisation. Tierney (1999) argues that during the early 
twentieth century, women made great contributions to the French social order. 
They served their country in response to the shortage of manpower because of 
the industrial progress and the casualties caused by the First World War. Prior to 
the World War I, they started from scratch by doing the manual work regardless 
of their original social positions (Tierney, 1999: 533). In return, French society 
compensated women with some social benefits. However, those conceptions and 
considerations reflected a patronising view point.  It was a small step and these 
benefits did not contribute to women’s autonomy in society. Working class 
women were merely the reproductive and the working tools within a patriarchal 
ideology.   
From this background and before the end of the First World War, women 
designers were contributing their knowledge and effort to the society of their 
time. They also earned positions and respect in certain professional fields. 
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Tierney exclaims that, “Women work as designers (of buildings, furniture, textiles, 
clothes, ceramics, and graphics), they consume designed goods, and their 
identities as women are made visible in the design of fashion and advertising” 
(1999: 357). Nevertheless, women designers at the beginning of the twentieth 
century were constrained to develop their talents in certain design fields such as 
fashion and advertising because of the traditional expectations of their society.  
However, during the First World War in Europe, women’s position in 
society did change, as Blum and Hamer argue:  
1914–19: The scene changed after 1914 during the First World War, when, 
due to a manpower shortage, women were drawn into the labour force to 
help with the war effort. Because their new occupations required more 
functional apparel, they began to wear clothes that had a simpler, more 
masculine appearance. Wartime involved them in activities previously in 
the domain of men, giving them a taste of new freedom (1989: 11).  
The casualties of the men during the First World War altered women’s 
occupations in their society. Women filled men’s jobs in many fields and thus 
enlarged women’s view of this world, because they were required to compete 
with men in their workplace. In the process, women not only liberated 
themselves from their traditional restricted life but also began to pursue a new 
independence. 
The designer’s working condition in Britain before the end of the First 
World War was also changing:  
In 1915, the Design and Industries Association (D.I.A.) was set up in 
England. This organisation was especially concerned with the promotion 
and improvement of mass-produced items. The use of machines was 
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permitted but their use had to be kept within limits and they had to be 
hand-operated (Terlouw, 1994: 7).  
Designers in Britain embraced the machine age of progress and mass-
production. However, manual operation assisted by machines was still limiting 
the production process. This procedure involved machine production with hand-
made quality. This can explain Clarice Cliff’s manual production process for her 
ceramic design. 
The First World War and its casualties changed French industry; women 
finally got the chance to develop their own profession rather than be confined to 
domesticity; women’s working rights were gradually supported and protected by 
the law. Women discovered the potentiality of the power they possessed and 
gained positions which could only previously have been held by men. 
Consequently, women gradually found they had the opportunity to compete with 
men in their professional fields. The First World War not only enlarged the 
woman’s scope in life but also enabled them to pursue their qualifications at 
work.  
The major Western countries were involved during the First World War; 
wartime’s needs encouraged many women to participate in different working 
fields. It was at that moment that Chanel designed her jersey dress that enabled 
women to move and to work freely at home or in the conduct of their work. The 
simple-cut design with smooth material fitted the women’s new wartime 
appearance and soon won fame across the world for Chanel. As Chambers notes:  
The participation of American women in the First World War emphasised 
the need for the practical type of dress that was as comfortable as a house 
dress and yet was suitable for business wear. It was at that time that 
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Gabrielle Chanel, the Parisian couturière, won fame with her simple wool 
jersey dresses (1951: 107).  
Changing fashions were an important measure for the women’s changing 
rules during the 1920s. It can be argued that they adapted a male style to 
women’s dress to move freely and to have more confidence in themselves. The 
new hybrid appearance for women became a visual mix, crossing between an 
idealistic dream and conventional values.   
2.1  Cultural frames and women’s professional 
development 
In order to better understand the social and cultural background and 
cause of the two great wars in Europe, it is important to consider the role of 
women and the scenes of power among the European countries between the 
Wars. 
It is apparent that women between the Wars met many challenges when 
weaving their own identity; they were simultaneously producers and also the 
customers of the goods. Women dealt with this new kind of producing and the 
consuming relationship that created and questioned a new cultural image of 
femininity (Buckley, 2002: 84-85). Women were no longer solely domestics; they 
positioned a new model of woman who were both working and taking care of the 
family in society. A modern icon for woman was thus created. 
Despite this, many British women between the Wars worked to improve 
their social position in the fields of political and sex discrimination. However, 
after the First World War, the experiences of the suffering made most of the 
married women workers return to their home. The women who remained at 
work suffered from unequal treatment in comparison to their male co-workers 
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returning from the war, which resulted in many of the women leaving work 
(Perkin, 2002: 282). It could be said that this phenomenon occurred because the 
British women between the Wars were still largely unaware of how to maintain 
their self-identities and the right to work. 
Equal rights to study for women were also an important indicator to 
examine the woman’s position in society at that time. As Tierney argues, 
“Although women’s colleges were established in Cambridge in 1869 and Oxford 
in 1879, both universities withheld degrees until 1920–1921” (1999: 187). 
Through education, women had access to knowledge and information. These 
women students’ studies enhanced their understanding and lead to their 
professional careers later on.  
When speaking of the women’s position in France between the Wars, 
Tierney (1999: 534) claims that: 
In the interwar period, little progress was made in changing women’s 
civil and political status in the Third Republic. 
In comparison with Britain’s women winning the right to vote and equal 
opportunity to work with men before 1928 (Perkin, 2002: 282–283), France was 
relatively retarded. French women were oppressed and exploited by society and 
by the dominant male population under the pretext of the decrease in the 
population caused by “the massive losses of young Frenchmen during the First 
World War. 
The national policy required women to become married domestics once 
again. The constant decrease in the women’s working rates in France indicated 
that there were many women who suffered under this unjust regime. Even 
though the prime minister of 1936, Léon Blum, included three women in his 
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cabinet, he could not change the fact that French women could not vote for their 
own political ends. 
 
 
Chambers describes the process of the French women’s independence 
between the Wars:  
War destroys not only people, property, and material but it also destroys 
institutions. The old aristocracy in France was changed after the First 
World War when women entered the business world and again during and 
after the Second World War when career women entered politics and 
raised families at the same time (1951: 211).  
Even though the war was cruel, it still had some benefits for society. The 
end of the First World War helped break down the great barrier of the old regime 
controlled by the noble classes, and women could gain a better chance to work 
outside their family or in the production field.  
Because of the First World War, women did engage in further planning of 
their own lives:  
In the factories and at home women had already begun to play a more 
active part in life, adopting many traditionally male roles and habits …. 
The modern woman, product of the War, would initiate a gender crisis in 
1920s fashion, in which Cubist and androgynous looks would co-exist with 
romantic and more conservative styles (Lussier, 2003: 13).  
It was during the 1930s that more women benefited from the evolution of 
their society and also from advancing technology; they could have more 
confidence in themselves and more independency in controlling their own body 
than ever before, and changed the family structure by having fewer children. 
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These trends resulted in women having the ability to handle both their family and 
work; and this encouraged more imagination for planning their own future. 
 
2.1.1 Development of Art Deco 
The Art Deco movement witnessed a drastic change in the cultural 
structure; as Terlouw (1994: 6) observed this transformation of Europe’s cultural 
environment and the creative arts gave rise to new developments of exotic styles 
and hybridity. For instance, in the pottery field and taking Clarice Cliff as an 
example, exotic printed patterns were adopted from the East and applied into her 
pottery series, such as the Bizarre, Fantasque and Delecia series (Terlouw, 1994: 
13, 51) thus creating a new style and arising the exotic imagination of the public. 
In Section 4.3 (Page 167), I will explore this further to compare and strengthen 
these four women designers’ works with Art Deco’s cultural evolution. 
The ideology of Art Deco was founded before the beginning of the First 
World War. By the end of the war, it was fully grown and had become stylish as it 
responded to the needs of society (McClinton, 1972: 7). As Lussier explains:  
The end of the War was marked by a wave of exuberance and euphoria 
which lasted until the stock market Crash of 1929…. Fashion became a 
way of life … the general impulse was to seek out the exotic, and adopt 
the modernity of contemporary urban life (2003: 13).  
The post-war period was a vivid and fast growing movement to catch up 
with what had been lost during the war, and fashion trends became a way to 
reflect modern life. People looked for a new spirit and excitement and having a 
good standard of living in the modern environment became a dream for many. It 
was this kind of atmosphere reflected in Eileen Gray’s Ballets Russes of decorative 
items (Elliott and Helland, 2002: 179), in Coco Chanel’s costume jewellery with 
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African influence (Lussier, 2003: 20), in Sonia Delaunay’s use of exotic elements 
in her costume design for Cléopâtre (Morano and Vreeland, 1986: 15-16), and in 
Clarice Cliff’s Bizarre series (Terlouw, 1994: 13), which gave rise to the quest for 
exoticism. 
The Art Decor style responded to the cultural exchange between the East 
and West, “The 1920s saw the triumph of exoticism. Art Deco drew its 
inspiration from many sources: the mythical Orientalism of the Ballets Russes, 
animals and flowers from China and Japan, Ancient Egyptian imagery, African 
art and traditional Russian motifs” (Lussier, 2003: 22). This mysterious form was 
an accumulation of cultures which then became a composite of the elements and 
styles of many exotic countries. This new Art form appropriated from the East to 
give new strength to Western designs. Consequently this stimulated not only 
cultural exchange but also popularity within the market place. 
The Art Deco style was an amalgam of cultures and styles. The use of 
bright colours was an influence from Fauvism, which, together with the Russian 
ballet designers, created an innovative exotic and expressive mode. Also, Cubist 
painters appropriated designs from other cultures, such as African masque and its 
geometric forms, thus enriching the content of Art Deco (Jervis, 1984: 31).  
The four Art Deco women designers in this study had also evolved from 
these painting and performing styles. They represented the progression of the 
decorative movements and absorbed cultural differences from the East and West, 
and were well into their personal styles before the onslaught of the Great 
Depression. I am reminded that Art Deco was a colonial and patriarchal 
movement where these women designers were challenging while dealing with the 
economical crises. 
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I would, therefore, explore the facts of how the opportunities and careers 
of these four women designers appeared before the Great Depression. 
The 1920s witnessed Eileen Gray’s progress in design; she had established 
a firm foundation for her design career. In 1923 she exhibited some of her 
furniture in the important Salon d’Automne and also in Le Salon des Artistes 
Décorateurs under the theme ‘Eastern Influence’ (Adam, 1987:156, 396); she also 
opened a gallery called Jean Désert for displaying and selling the design works of 
herself and her friends. In 1926, Gray built her first house under the influence of 
modernism at Roquebrune (Adam, 1987:179; Baudot, 2003: 15). In 1927, Gray 
started to design tubular-steel furniture by combining the “synthetic and natural 
materials” to avoid “designs that involved the impact of cold metal against the 
skin” (Constant, 2000: 130, 132). In 1928, her works were selected by author 
Howell S. Cresswell in the book entitled ‘Oriental Lacquer on modern Furniture’. 
The year 1929 was an important year for Gray because Jean Badovici devoted the 
entire issue of the journal L’Architecture Vivant to her architecture E. 1027: Maison 
en Bord de Mer. It was also the year she accomplished the building she had started 
in 1926 (Adam, 1987: 396; Constant, 2000: 213). From the events above, we can 
see Gray’s design practices were a firm foundation for the challenges of the Great 
Depression. 
While investigating Coco Chanel’s designer career, we can see a similar 
process to Gray’s. Starting from the early of 1920s, Chanel succeeded in her 
profession with “fragrance, No 5, marketed from 1921; other fragrances include 
No. 22, 1921, Cuir de Russie, 1924” (Martin, 1995: 99). The year 1920 to 1924 were 
Chanel’s ‘Slav Period’ of using Russia’s cultural elements in her fashion designs 
(De La Haye, 1994: 31) to produce an exotic appearance. In 1924, Chanel was 
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“invited to design the costumes for Diaghilev’s Ballets Russes performance of Le 
Train Bleu” (De La Haye, 1994: 47) which started her gift for stage design.  
In the Art Deco Exhibition of 1925, Chanel presented her fur coats in the 
Pavillon de l’Elégance. (Lussier, 2003: 90). From 1925 to 1929, Chanel launched her 
fashion designs of ‘the Garçonne look” (De La Haye, 1994: 40) with the ‘Little 
Black Dress’ (Charles-Roux, 2005: 227) from which emerged as a new fashion 
trend for women. In 1926, she created “a vogue for mismatched earrings by 
herself wearing a black pearl in one ear and a white in the other”, and then in 
1929 she “produced a series of gypsy necklaces” (De La Haye, 1994: 53–54) that 
enhanced her exotic contents. Like Gray, these creations from Chanel unwittingly 
provided her with reassurance against many challenges from the Great 
Depression. 
When examining Sonia Delaunay’s works before the Great Depression, 
we can deduce that her great cooperation with artist friends was the starting point 
of her design career.  
The 1920s were the most successful years for Sonia Delaunay in inventing 
and cooperating with other forms of creative expression. The cloth factory in 
Lyon gave Sonia orders for simultaneous textiles during 1922–23 (Damase, 1991: 
171; Morano & Vreeland, 1986: 9); in the same year, she produced the costume 
designs for the play Le Cœur à Gaz (Damase, 1972: 132). Between 1922 and 1926, 
Sonia Delaunay completed five projects of costume designs for the play ‘Cette 
Eternel Femme’ (Morano & Vreeland, 1986: 16). In 1925 Sonia Delaunay took part 
in the Art Deco Exhibition and exhibited her works of Boutique Simultané with 
couturier Jacques Heim on the Pont Alexandre III (Damase, 1991: 69). In 1928, 
she drew a series of sketches of costumes to participate in the Carnival in Rio 
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(Damase, 1991: 61). In 1929 she gave a famous speech in Université de Paris – La 
Sorbonne on “fashion has become constructive, clearly influenced by painting” 
(Morano & Vreeland, 1986: 22). Sonia Delaunay’s inventive journeys during the 
1920s had not only strengthened her innovative ability but also enabled her to 
collaborate with many forms of design. I would suggest this became her pathway 
for building a solid foundation for her creations between the art and her fashion 
business.                                                                                                             
Even though Clarice Cliff was the youngest designer among these four 
women designers, she had also established a brilliant career during the 1920s. 
Beginning in approximately 1925, the manager of Wilkinson pottery, Colley 
Shorter, employed Clarice Cliff to start researching new forms of pottery designs 
to match market needs (Jervis, 1984: 116). In 1927, “Colley sent Clarice to the 
Royal College of Art in London” (Cunningham, 1999: 27) to learn the new 
method of pottery modelling. From the above facts, I would suggest that Cliff 
first chose to obey Colley Shorter’s order under the patriarchal dominance of the 
British pottery industry’s traditions of that time. She then later fell in love with 
Shorter (Terlow, 1994: 12, 15) and thus started the life-partnership that shared 
and developed their decisions on pottery productions. During 1927–28, Clarice 
planned to re-decorate the unsold pieces in bright colours and with geometrical 
motifs thus producing the Bizarre series as the starting point of her professional 
practice (Gallagher, 2000: 90; Terlouw, 1994: 13). In 1929, Clarice Cliff’s new 
series of Inspiration and Latona came onto the market (Cunningham, 1999: 30), 
which also earned the great popularity of the consumers, thus enlarging Cliff’s 
strategy of creating for sales.  
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It can be argued that the efforts of these four women designers prior to 
the Great Depression reinforced the foundation of their creative abilities to 
combat this great recession in history.  
2.1.2 Challenging patriarchal barriers  
The interwar years saw the aristocracy of male modernists move against all 
forms of decorative motifs. They opposed the women designers who practised 
decoration as a profession and as a result women designers suffered from this 
prejudice by their male associates. As Elliott and Helland inform us that: 
The condemnation of decoration by the likes of Le Corbusier, Adolf Loos 
and Clement Greenberg, to name only a few of the most notorious 
examples, has been well documented by scholars who note how these 
male critics associated decorative practices with foreign, primitive, criminal, 
decadent and feminine influences (2002: 2). 
Women designers were thus undermined through being marginalised by 
their male colleagues and were excluded from the mainstream of modernism. 
However, if we review this period of history now it is apparent that these women 
designers were involved in modernism and contributed to its development.  
The original idea from Loos was to reduce the decorative patterns in the 
domestic and living environment to reduce costs. He was against all forms of 
decoration and focused on the functional use of his design works. This schemes 
minimized the use of material and simplified the notion of ornament with 
geometric lines so that from his architectural designs emerged a new trend of 
minimal modernism (Matthias, Austria, §II, 5: Architecture, after c 1890, Grove 
Art Online; 2006). This belief was presented as positive thinking; however, the 
extreme and paranoid thoughts that appeared in his 1908 essay made late 
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decorators and women designers suffer under its notorious influence and 
background for decades. Elliott and Helland tell us about the influence of Loos’s 
thinking: 
Loos’s infamous 1908 essay, ‘Ornament and Crime’ … recent discussions 
of Loos view of decoration are summarised in Gusevich, 1988. Le 
Corbusier’s denunciation of ornament can be found in The Decorative Art 
of Today and Towards a New Architecture … and in his earlier 1918 book, 
Après le Cubisme, co-authored with Amédée Ozenfant, in which the 
author’s assert that decorative art is at the bottom of the hierarchy of the 
arts (2002: 14). 
I argue that Loos and Le Corbusier were both strong contributors to 
modernism, and had a significant authority and success in history of design. 
Nevertheless, their roles as persecutors of decoration are facts that we might 
forgive but should not forget. The patriarchal influence on women designers also 
existed in the Art Deco movement, women artists and designers were 
marginalised (Miller and Ward, 2002: 130) by this trend and had little 
participation (Benton, 2003; Bouillon, 1989; Duncan, 1988). It could be argued 
also that these women designers’ refined designs and the variety of the decorative 
styles were goals that their male counterparts could not achieve. They 
demonstrated that decoration was far from being a crime and would position 
these women designers as insiders in modernism where the significance of their 
domestic ornaments in design history should not be underestimated.  
Based on Loos's argument, ornament was a symbol of an inferior social 
class. His thinking was based on an upper class viewpoint that was excessive and 
discriminatory. He also believed in a culture homogenisation: creating a 
dominating culture. Investigating his deliberation from a current perspective 
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suggests that it is not trustworthy and contrary to the diversity of our cultural 
composition (Fausch et al., 1994:60). 
In the beginning of the twentieth century, Le Corbusier condemned and 
twisted women’s exploits. He thought that these women performed decorative 
patterns branding items with metal, and that needlework was a frenetic act. He 
accused women's boarding schools of taking part in shaping this trend by 
offering more opportunities of learning practical art and history of art courses 
(Fausch et al., 1994: 73). The prejudice from Le Corbusier made him think that it 
was useless to train women to learn about decorative applications, because he 
believed only man possessed the real sense of perception for the assembly of 
meanings in decorative components (Fausch et al., 1994).  
After the First World War in Britain, women were still far from acquiring 
freedom to work. There were many obstacles introduced by their male 
counterparts or from society itself. For instance, the first women architects 
graduating from school found it hard to find a job (Rendell, 1999: 253). However, 
once the progressive trend had started nobody could stop it, and gradually 
women creators saw more possibilities for their professional development. 
In the beginning of the interwar years, women designers began to speak of 
their opinions and their creative thoughts after a long period of oppression by 
society which caused their voices to be silenced. The silence of women’s voices is 
the phenomenon caused by the power authority. However, before or during the 
interwar years, as society rapidly changed and after a long silence, women 
designers started showing their talents in many fields (Lugones & Spelman, 1995: 
496). Gradually, these women designers established themselves as an example 
and beacon to those women still hidden in obscurity. As Slatkin argues: 
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It is unarguable that the contributions of women to the visual cultures of their 
societies go far beyond the small handful of women who became ‘professional artists’. 
Women have participated in the visual arts on many levels, including the activities of 
amateur creators and as patrons, critics, and viewers (2001: xii).  
Women designers in modern history suffered for a long time from an 
uneven treatment compared to their male peers. They endured an unbalanced 
social position presented by society (Tierney, 1999: 359). This reflects an 
inequality in modern design history, created by historians with their unaware and 
unbalanced viewpoint in researching the creative value of men and women 
designers. This process resulted in a long period of male patriarchal dominance in 
the history of design. Historians — such as Golding (1994), Herbert (2000), 
Lynton (1989), Marcus (2005), Pevsner (2005), Poggioli (1968), Read (1995), and 
Russell (1985) — recording a modern history of design tended to overpraise the 
male artists and designers’ contributions and ignored the women artists and 
designers’ existence and their achievements in history.  
2.1.3 The impact of the Great Depression 
The Great Depression started on the 29th October 1929 because of the 
stock market crash in New York, lasting the whole of the 1930s (Brendon, 2000; 
Buckley, 1985). It was a phenomenon that affected the global economy and also 
impacted on these four women designers’ struggles to survive. We are told that 
the Great Depression was a setback in the progress of our civilisation. The 
European countries and the United States’ economies were devastated by its 
impact (Holtzman, 2000: 112), but it also brought challenges and new 
opportunities for the people who could confront this disaster.  
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Up to the end of 1937, the world’s economic condition had not fully 
recovered from the Great Depression (Himmelberg, 2000: xiii, xvii, xxii). The fall 
of the global economy caused a high unemployment rate and reduced the public’s 
desire or ability to purchase things. This era also affected the four women 
designers’ lives and was a turning point for each of them. 
I would argue that the difficulty of the living conditions caused by the 
Great Depression was a great challenge (Brendon, 2000: xiv) for the survival of 
these four women designers. Therefore, it is important to know how they 
conquered their hardships and contributed their insightful design ideas to society. 
Haine describes the situation in France:  
The depression in France lasted longer and recovery was slower. Even in 
1938, as Great Britain and Germany were gearing up for war, French 
industrial production stagnated, and the country’s share of international 
trade had shrunk from 11.2 percent in 1929 to 5.8 percent in 1937 (2000: 
152).  
While France suffered similar conditions to the other Western countries, 
the negative economic situation lasted slightly longer than for the other nations. 
This was another obstacle to overcome for the women designers in France. 
Investigating Britain’s economy conditions for the crafts during the Great 
Depression, we can realise that:  
Crucial to the development of pottery manufacture between the wars was 
the state of the British economy… By 1929, the country began to suffer 
from the effects of world depression …. Britain had been in a state of 
depression even since the war. Unemployment never dropped below one 
million during the 1920s, and while imports increased above wartime 
levels, exports reached only 80% of their pre-war total (Buckley, 1985: 11). 
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 Through Buckley’s descriptions, we can see that British’s economy was 
not in good shape during the 1920s. The high unemployment rates plus the 
decline of the exportations which damaged British’s economic condition was 
followed by the Great Depression from 1929 and during the 1930s to worsen 
further the conditions of everyday life in Britain. Buckley continues:  
During 1931, the worst year of the Depression, unemployment in the 
Potteries rose to 36% and workers were forced again to accept a 10% 
wage cut. Significantly, it was women, the weakest and least organised 
section of the work force, who suffered most (1985: 12).  
Women designers in Britain, such as Eileen Gray and Clarice Cliff, lacked 
the legal protection of the labour unions and were therefore unaware of their 
own rights in a conservative and unprivileged society (Simpson, 1992: 47). 
Both Eileen Gray and Clarice Cliff suffered at the beginning of the Great 
Depression. However, as we will see in the Chapter 4 they fought individually 
and established sustainable designs to survive during this difficult time.  
2.1.4 Art Deco and the Great Depression 
Hillier (1971: 23) explained that the Art Deco movement was a developing 
style with a strong continuity, with a difference in character and spirit in the 
1920s to 1930s, caused by the Great Depression. 
For example, Haine (2000: 151) describes about the influence of the last 
colonial exhibition during the Depression:  
The last real spark of optimism among the French elite occurred with the 
staging of the Colonial Exposition of 1931 in Paris. Indeed, this marked 
the last significant celebration of Colonialism anywhere before its dramatic 
disintegration after the Second World War…It became a showplace for 
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the ‘France of one hundred million people’ that politicians extolled (60 
million colonials plus the 40 million within France itself). The exposition 
was also the last gasp of the ‘crazy years’ (les année folles). 
 Even though there were still many exhibitions with contents from 
Colonialism after 1931, the 1931 Colonial Exhibition in Paris witnessed the final 
exhibition labelled with the Colonial name. This exhibition was influential 
because it boosted the economy during the Great Depression, by using the 
colonial’s exotic and fantasy illusions to catch the public’s attention. 
It can be argued that Art Deco during the twenties witnessed progress and 
prosperity because of the trend for luxury design. In contrast, Art Deco in the 
thirties encountered the impact of the recession and developed a frugality in 
design to accommodate the reality of life. For example, to match daily needs and 
stimulate sales, Clarice Cliff designed bold colours and fashionable pottery wares 
with affordable prices that conquered the Depression (Terlouw, 1994: 14).  
Thus the four women designers in Art Deco who are the subject of this 
study fought for their survival and managed to achieve many of their ideas during 
the Great Depression. They were from different social backgrounds, but because 
of the impact of the Great Depression, they went from their original background 
to ‘working class’, working manually to support themselves. And because of their 
brilliant ideas, they then assumed a ‘middle class’ background during the late 
1930s. 
During the 1930s, the crucial impact of the Great Depression affected the 
four women designers in this study. For instance, Eileen Gray survived by facing 
this challenge in her own way (Benton, 1992: 308). She first joined the union for 
the modern artists and participated in their exhibition in 1930; then she 
developed ideas in furniture design with her tubular chairs (Moser, 2005; Rendell, 
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1999: 300). Invited by Le Corbusier, Gray exhibited her ‘Centre of Leisure’ 
project in the 1937 Paris Exhibition, and exchanged her ideas with Modernist 
designers.  
Gray’s unique contribution to design and architecture at that time was to 
create an assembly of furniture set inside an interior design which complemented 
the architecture she built. Through her efforts in improving the quality of living, 
she had created a more liveable environment, a new territory for the avant-garde 
era (Elliott and Helland, 2002: 183). She was surely one of the very first woman 
designers and architects who had thought about solving the frigid and brutal 
environment of the period with her functional and multi-functional designs 
(Constant, 2000: 122–123; Elliot & Helland, 2002: 176). But her hard work was 
overlooked in historical accounts because of the conservative thinking during the 
Great Depression (Elliott & Helland, 2002; Himmelberg, 2000). Gray had to 
fight with the conformist, traditional values, and the male designer’s domination 
and in the meantime insisted on maintaining her creations and values during the 
Great Depression.  
When examining Coco Chanel’s performance during the Depression years 
we see: 
The thirty outfits for the three leading actresses in The Greeks Had a Word 
for them were designed by Coco Chanel. The top French couturière was 
brought over from Paris by Samuel Goldwyn in 1931 to work on the film 
about three New York social climbers… However, Chanel soon returned 
to Paris, disenchanted with the work of designing for films (Massey, 2000: 
72).  
After this effort, Chanel returned to Paris to continue to manage her 
fashion empire. Before 1935, she had produced an increased variety of perfumes 
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such as ‘Bois des Iles’, ‘Chanel No. 22’, ‘Cuir de Russie’ to combat the Depression by 
using advertisement and widening the market demand (Stegemeyer, 1980: 15). 
At this time, Sonia Delaunay began her own business of fabric design with 
an “ample line of fashions produced by her Atelier Simultané in Paris between 
1924 and 1931” (Buckberrough, 1990: 39). From this workshop and to build their 
friendship, she published a book entitled Tapis et tissues in 1929 that included the 
work of Eileen Gray with her designs (Constant, 2000: 235). Sonia Delaunay was 
a founding member of the Union des Artiste Modernes (UAM) just like Eileen Gray 
(“l’Union des Artistes Modernes – UAM”, ac-creteil.fr, 2006). From these beginnings, 
they connected with other artists in this union to establish their mutual ideas. 
From 1930 to 1936 Sonia Delaunay made many creative contributions to 
the fields of art and design. In 1930, she published:  
… the album Sonia Delaunay: Composition, Couleurs, Idées … 1932, publishes 
‘Artists and the Future of Fashion’ in Jacques Heim’s house journal … 
1935, RD (Robert Delaunay) interested in luminous advertising and with 
Sonia sets up a stand at the Salon de la lumière where they present ‘micatube’ 
lamps … 1936, wins the first prize for a luminous poster in the contest 
organised by the Paris Electric Supply Co. (Damase, 1991: 171). 
From this description, we can see that Sonia continued creating in spite of 
the globally difficult times. She was positioning her talent between art and 
lifestyle design. This partly realised her theory on abstract painting and art, and 
she also applied her concept into everyday design. 
Sonia had not only created works for herself but she also designed 
costume suits for the haute couture, she shaped “two designs for Coco Chanel, 
1936” (Cocke, 1969: vi). Sonia continued to materialise her ideas in other ways:  
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In 1937 Sonia Delaunay … was designing mural decorations for the Air 
Pavilion at the International Exhibition of Arts and Techniques in Paris. 
As her own contribution to the project, she painted three murals in 
gouache — of an abstracted airplane propeller, control panel, and engine 
— all with the Delaunays’ signature ‘simultaneous’ colour contrasts (Wosk, 
2002: 152).  
In doing this, she used her knowledge of painting to reflect the 
technological progress of the time. Sonia Delaunay’s willingness to trial many 
possibilities to put her theory into practice enabled her to express herself through 
a variety materials and styles. Sonia Delaunay challenged the Great Depression 
from 1929 to the late 1930s. She showed her creativity by incorporating theory 
into ideas.  
As a pottery designer, Clarice Cliff not only created fanciful forms and 
patterns to satisfy the market demands, she also had to endorse her design in the 
department stores around England to respond to the costumers’ needs. Her 
sensitive observations in marketing transformed her designs and defeated the 
effects of the Great Depression. Gallagher informs us: 
Clarice Cliff (1899–1972) was one of the leading ceramic designers 
working in England in the Art Deco period. Her bold palette of oranges 
and yellows and range of distinctively shaped pottery wares lit up the 
greyness of the drab depression years (2000: 89). 
She was a designer who created a new boundary, connecting design with 
commodification. Clarice Cliff was an exceptional designer who had the wit and 
foresight to mix exotic cultural elements (Terlouw, 1994: 77) together with bold 
sharps and bright colours as a way to fight with the Great Depression. 
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2.1.5 Women in the Arts: Gender identities 
Haraway argues, “Feminist theory and practice … seek to explain and 
change historical systems of sexual difference, whereby ‘men’ and ‘women’ are 
socially constituted and positioned in relations of hierarchy and antagonism” 
(1989: 290).  
Gender inequality issues have long existed in society (Lemel, 2001: 333; 
Vianello, 2004: 2). Feminists worked to amend this problem through theoretical 
research and through building and practising an atmosphere of equality in society 
as a way of diminishing the differences between the social classes and a 
confrontation on gender issues (Bhagat, 2005; Bloom, 2002; Chadwick, 1990; 
Pollock, 1996).  
Under the influence of the feminism women become aware of gender 
issues and began looking for freedom of ‘self’ (Cornell, 1998: 17), involving equal 
opportunities and gender balance with their male colleagues. As Slatkin puts it: 
Art historians must address issues of ‘imagery’ in their areas of expertise to 
deconstruct the ‘natural’ categories of ‘Man’ and ‘Woman’ and their 
implicit power hierarchies. Such intellectual efforts provide us with one of 
the only escape routes for future generations to reinvent new, more 
tolerant, and more flexible definitions of gender (2001: xii).  
The feminist movement opened possibilities for women and witnessed 
their professional development (Lugones and Spelman, 1995: 495). Women 
designers between the Wars were also oppressed by patriarchal society and spoke 
out of their obscurity. The process of their struggling to success is an important 
issue to explore. Slatkin continues: 
As Natalie Kampen has defined the term: ‘Gender is the social 
transformation of biological sex into a cultural category’, many feminists 
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quote a famous phrase by Simone de Beauvoir in her path-breaking study, 
The Second Sex, ‘One is not born a woman, but, rather, becomes one’ (2001: 6). 
If we look into these four women designers' roles in their societies, we 
may argue that they were engaged in multiple positions in their professional 
practices as designer, entrepreneuse, culture missionary, inventor … , rather than 
traditional homemaker. As Litosseliti argues, “Accordingly, (gender) identity can 
be seen as multiple and fluid, and never complete, ‘the emergence and re-
emergence of the self’” (2002: 7). Gender identity is an ongoing compound and 
changeable state its character is constantly reflected on self-identity and 
connected to social values and expectations. 
Gender issues are important in this study because these four women 
designers claimed multiple identities in their practice and explored shifting trends 
in fashion or design and engaged in many fields that women had not previously 
been able to approach. In many aspects, they appeared independent, confident 
and self-liberating. They had many breakthroughs in the gender barriers of their 
time and were set up as models for the future generations. 
This material is important in obtaining a deeper understanding of my 
country and my students in light of the European women designers’ experience. 
Comparing those European women designers of the interwar period with the 
Taiwanese women design students, the question of identity is the main issue on 
both sides. The experience of struggling for one’s self-identity is an important 
subject for me and for all my students. 
2.1.6 Postcolonial theory: Colonialism and postcolonialism  
The term Colonialism “marks the historical process whereby the ‘West’ 
attempts systematically to cancel or negate the cultural difference and value of the 
‘non-West”(Gandhi, 1998: 16). According to Loomba, “Colonialism and 
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Imperialism are often used interchangeably… the word Colonialism, comes from 
the Roman ‘colonia’ which meant ‘farm’ or ‘settlement’” (1998: 1). Being 
colonised by other countries for hundreds of years, the Taiwanese can forgive 
but cannot forget the colonial history of its island; we can learn from our past 
colonial experiences. The suffering of the people caused by the dominant 
countries in Taiwan's past has gone, but hybridity of the ways of seeing and the 
benefit of the cultural influences from all the previous ruling countries gives us a 
new meaning and even a more powerful ways of thinking. Loomba states, 
“Colonialism was the midwife that assisted at the birth of European capitalism, 
or that without colonial expansion the transition to capitalism could not have 
taken place in Europe” (1998: 4). 
Similarly in the Art Deco era, designers made their design works 
profitable by assembling multi-cultures, multi-nations and multi-styles (Lussier, 
2003: 22; Menten, 1972: Introduction). The West colonised the East and 
transformed, integrated and finally owned some aspects of the Eastern culture 
(Gallagher, 2000: 13, 97). The Art Deco Movement showed the merging process 
of the Eastern culture into the West (Bates, 2004: 127; Lussier, 2003: 22). It can 
be argued that the women designers in this study also appropriated design ideas 
from the East and West. I will discuss this issue later in Chapter 4. 
Postcolonialism’s definition changed because of its evolution in history, 
from the mid 1940s, the term postcolonial refers to those newly independent 
states after they were colonised by Western countries during the Second World 
War. However after the late 1970s, postcolonialism’s description changed to 
describe all kinds of phenomenon caused by colonisation (Griffiths, 1998: 186). 
As a Taiwanese and a lecturer in design, I argue that understanding 
postcolonialism is a crucial issue not only to position myself in Taiwan’s past 
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colonial history but also as a chance to express the reconciliation to history that 
grounds my identity. 
Taiwan's contemporary society has been facing some problems that arise 
partially from the past colonisation experience, such as the lack of ethnic dignity, 
continuing a tradition and the loss of power.  How to get rid of the negative 
influence from colonialism is a serious issue in Taiwan's society. This also affects 
me because I have experienced some uncertain moments in terms of my identity 
issues from my study experiences overseas and from my worries about Taiwan's 
identity problem in the world. Associated theories of postcolonialism are 
important to this study. These theories include border theory, hybridity, third 
space identity and gender issues, complementing and connecting to each other.  
Postcolonialism can be misunderstood as a limited idea and connotation 
of a transition status after colonialism or misconceived through the secession of a 
country from its dominated master. Instead of using an immature act to replace 
colonialism, postcolonialism seeks to argue and fight with colonialism’s contents 
through deconstructing its authority and erasing its social class. However, 
colonialism is subtle, influential and prevailing. It had penetrated into every 
colonised country and altered the social, political, educational, cultural and 
religious contents, and changed everyday life. Alan Lawson’s argument defining 
postcolonialism as a “politically motivated historical-analytical movement [which] 
engages with, resists, and seeks to dismantle the effects of colonialism in the 
material, historical, cultural-political, pedagogical, discursive, and textual 
domains” (Gilbert, 1996: 2) was an insightful interpretation of postcolonialism. 
He positions postcolonialism as a political struggling and historical analysing 
activity, in the hope of diminishing the side effects and negative impacts from 
colonialism in our history, culture, education and language. Gilbert tells us that: 
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Postcolonialism’s agenda, however, is more specifically political: to 
dismantle the hegemonic boundaries and the determinants that create 
unequal relations of power based on binary oppositions such as ‘us and 
them’, ‘First World and Third World’, ‘white and black’, ‘coloniser and 
colonised’ (1996: 3).  
From this argument, Gilbert thinks the politics of postcolonialism is 
to demolish the territory created by power authorities of an unequal 
dualistic confrontation. Postcolonialism is, therefore, a reconciliatory 
method to set free the opposite conflicts between two extremes, such as a 
dominant and a dominated people or the role of authority toward a 
powerless side. Ahluwalia presents a similar viewpoint: 
Aijaz Ahmad shares Dirlik’s sentiments, declaring that the East “seems to 
have become, yet again, a career — even for the ‘Oriental’ this time and 
within the ‘Occident’ too” (Ahmad, 1992: 94). Ahmad argues that post-
colonial theory merely re-inscribes the very forms of domination which it 
seeks to deconstruct (2000: 2).  
It is apparent that the East was colonised historically by the West for a long 
time, resulting in deep cultural influences and domination by the ‘Occident’. The 
East has absorbed the western materials into its content. I believe that the best 
way to deal with this phenomenon is to use postcolonialism to transform the 
negative influences of colonialism into positive self-healing forces. 
Postcolonialism, as the following quote cited by Ahluwalia illustrates, follows a 
post-modern concept and provides a direction for the West to understand or to 
approach the Third World.  For Anne McClintock the relationship between the ‘post’ 
required-isms is more of a marketing strategy, whereby post-colonialism appears to be 
riding on the post-modern bandwagon. She views the post-colonial turn as a disciplinary 
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trend which legitimises Third World studies in the West, making them more palatable 
and less threatening than previous incarnations (2000: 3).  
 Taiwan, part of the East and traditionally perceived as a region of Third 
World, has experienced consecutive colonisations. Accordingly, Taiwan makes a 
“palatable” target for postcolonial research. As Prakash argues: 
I have referred to postcoloniality as an aftermath, as an after — as a 
location formed in the fragile functioning of colonialism. Postcoloniality in 
this sense does not represent either the transcendence or the reversal of 
colonialism, and it sidesteps the language of beginnings and ends. 
Containing a link to the experience of colonialism, but not contained by it 
(1996: 188).  
I would suggest that when colonialism weakened, it was replaced by 
concepts of postcolonialism. The latter surpassed and adjusted its contents to 
thrive and exposes colonialism’s corrupted meaning. Postcolonialism neither 
emphasises its beginnings nor its end; it has a connection with colonialism 
because it carries some fragments and memories of colonialism. I argue that 
postcolonialism presents a road to reconciliation and to amend the harm caused 
by the oppression of colonialism. Especially in our history, Taiwan was 
successively colonised by Eastern and the Western countries for several centuries, 
has endured dictatorships for many decades and is now gradually recovering 
from martial law. I suggest that using postcolonial theories can be the road to 
transitional justice and may also reconcile the way for Taiwanese to revive after 
colonialism. 
Border theory is connected with postcolonialism by defining one position 
crossing into another. 
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Border theory  
When investigating border theory, I started by looking up the meaning of 
the word in the dictionary. “Border: A side, edge, brink, or margin; a limit, or 
boundary; the part of anything lying along its boundary or outline”(“Border”, 
Oxford English Dictionary, 2004). My understanding of border is a boundary placed 
between two or more connected spaces. When referring to border theory, border 
then becomes an invisible limit, a connection that incorporates two or more 
different notions and ideas. I found that there are many terms to describe this 
concept, such as boundary, borderlands, bordure, border territory, frontera, and 
frontiers. There are also expressions to portray the passage between territories, 
such as border-crossing and crossing borders. Other definitions like border-
crossers, border dialogues and border identities are the by-products of its kind. I 
would discuss these terms incorporating arguments from others. 
Gloria Anzaldúa informs us: 
A border is a dividing line, a narrow strip along a steep edge. A borderland 
is a vague and undetermined place created by the emotional residue of an 
unnatural boundary. It is in a constant state of transition. The prohibited 
and forbidden are its inhabitants (1987: 3).  
My interpretation of the meaning of border is a thin band and limited area 
between the previous and the new domains. A borderland is a wider but 
undefined area, a temporary refuge in which sheltered the unprivileged and 
marginalised peoples as a provisional safety zone that enabled them to survive. 
Billingslea-Brown explains: 
I engage the ongoing work in cultural studies and feminist and black 
aesthetic theory to foreground multi- and inter-disciplinarily, themselves 
forms of border crossing, as praxis. Because border theory, the metaphor 
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of borderlands in particular, translates the phenomena of shifting, multiple, 
heterogeneous borders where different histories, experiences, perspectives, 
and voices intermingle(1999: 3). 
Billingslea-Brown took part in researching underprivileged peoples’ 
accounts, such as feminist and black peoples struggling for survival, and their 
connection with the cultural studies. According to her idea, border theory is like a 
platform, a borderland, where different kinds of narration, knowledge and people 
can interact with one another. Similarity, by blending styles as a foundation, 
artists and designers interacting together in the Art Deco Movement is a 
common scene.  
Duncan (1988: 8) tells us that, “Elements from Cubism, Russian 
Constructivism and Italian Futurism … are readily evident in the decorative arts 
vernacular used by most Art Deco exponents … further influences, such as the 
world of high fashion, Egyptology, the Orient, tribal African and the Ballets 
Russes”. The Exposition Des Arts Décoratifs in reality is following this kind of notion, 
assembling many cultures, styles and designers and then blending them into a 
new brand. I use the notion of border to describe my position and the position 
of the women designers in between the spaces of different cultures. The notion 
of no real frontier between cultures is an ideology that has influenced me. In this 
research I want to explore how those women designers in the Art Deco period 
through their works, followed the merging process from East to the West, using 
the analogy of border theory. Aldama cites José David Saldívar’s argument on 
cultural and border studies: 
In an earlier essay, ‘Limits of Cultural Studies,’ Saldívar articulates the 
cultural and border studies imperative in more detail, arguing that cultural 
studies must be both regional and global: ‘Finally, cultural studies, a border 
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zone of conjunctures, must aspire to be regionally focused, and broadly 
comparative, a form of living and of travel in our global borderlands’ 
(2003: 21). 
I would suggest that, after the long colonisation and oppression by the 
Western countries, cultural and border studies can become a necessary matter for 
the East to build their own cultural values, these ideas will be compared across 
cultural barriers to match regional and global needs (Aldama, 2003: 21). I argue 
that, through cultural and border studies, strength can be built to confront the 
continuing sustained unfair and unequal system caused by colonialism. 
Michaelsen and Johnson stress that: 
One could synthesize these critiques of border studies and suggest that 
they search, as a group, for ways to rethink and reroute border studies’ 
tendency to imagine the problem of proliferating border identities as its 
own solution once true or historically accurate stories about 
marginalisation and hybridity have been told; once ancient pasts are 
remembered; once peoples are properly differentiated and situated and, at 
the same time (which amounts to a later historical time), properly 
amalgamated or coalesced (1997: 30–31). 
 I acknowledge that border theory presents an innovative way to explore 
the possibilities between the history and the imaginable future, using a new 
approach to criticise and reflect upon in reevaluating the negative impact caused 
by colonialism. As Renato Rosaldo argues on Anzaldúa’s ideas: 
Gloria Anzaldúa has further developed and transformed the figure at the 
crossroads in a manner that celebrates the potential of borders in opening 
new forms of human understanding …. In rejecting the classic 
‘authenticity’ of cultural purity, she seeks out the many-stranded 
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possibilities of the borderlands …. She argues that … ‘we’ now stand in a 
position to become leaders in developing new forms of polyglot cultural 
creativity (1993: 216). 
 Gloria Anzaldúa’s research on border theory has added the discovering of 
the hidden frontiers and released new possibilities for understanding the 
innovative and creative forms of humanity. Anzaldúa refused either to negotiate 
or to accept the traditional legitimacy value of cultural purity. She was looking for 
alternative potential boundaries, and she was emphasising the leading position 
that border theorists stand on in the hope of expanding new types of multi-
lingual and multi-cultural creativity. Anzaldúa’s argument can also confirm and 
refer to my own experiences of the explored in-between the Eastern and Western 
cultures, which will be discussed later in Section 4.1.1 (Page 98). 
Hybridity 
Hybridity refers to the biological and cultural facts that connect with our 
history, are inherited from our family and enrich our cultural characteristics. It is 
established by taking two or more different of forms or ideas, mixing them, and 
then amalgamating them into a new and unique form.  
Brah and Coombes tell us that: 
‘Hybridity’ started life as a biological term, used to describe the outcome 
of a crossing of two plants or species. It is now a term for a wide range of 
social and cultural phenomena involving ‘mixing’, and has become a key 
concept within cultural criticism and postcolonial theory (2000: i).  
In Taiwan's cultural heritage and in my own family history, the mixture of 
different races is common thus I am interested in the mixture of various cultures 
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in history. I therefore position myself as culturally and physically hybrid and as an 
intermediary to interpret hybridity in the cultural fusion of the Art Deco era.  
Brah and Coombes argue, “much contemporary criticism has focused on 
hybridity as the sign of the productive emergence of new cultural forms which 
have derived from apparently mutual ‘borrowings’, exchanges and intersections 
across ethnic boundaries” (2000: 9).  
During the prevailing years of Art Deco in Europe, many cultural ideas 
were imported from abroad, “Decorative ideas came from American Indian, 
Egyptian, and early classical sources” (“Art Deco” britannica.com, 2004). They 
merged into this cultural form, the exotic style (Benjamin, 2003: 214), 
characterised by mutual borrowings and exchanges across ethnic boundaries that 
created the hybrid culture of Art Deco. 
 I would suggest, after Claude Levi Strauss’ idea of bricolage, that hybridity 
is a process of collecting elements then recomposing them into mixed forms 
(Kapchan, 1999: 240-241). The bricoleur designer is a person who understands 
the meaning of classical forms and is capable of transforming and recomposing 
them into new appearances. It can be argued that these four women designers in 
this study were also bricoleurs, because they were using a similar method of 
borrowing cultures from other sources and influences and turning them into an 
alternative expression. Yet the fusion of cultures through bricolage without 
cultural awareness is apathetic and unmotivated, mixing forms and cultures using 
an unaware and post-modern approach. A process of hybridity can be considered 
a more motivated and active way to approach a cultural combination. Brah and 
Coombes explain: 
The concept of ‘hybridity’ has now acquired the status of a common-sense 
term, not only in academia but also in the culture more generally. It has 
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become a key concept in cultural criticism, in postcolonial studies, in 
debates about cultural contestation and appropriation and in relation to 
the concept of the border and the ideal of the cosmopolitan. The 
phenomenon that the term ‘hybridity’ seeks to address produces varied 
responses (2000: 1).  
 According to Brah and Coombes (2000), the notion of hybridity is now 
becoming a rational expression in both everyday culture and academic research. 
It is a crucial term now used in cultural criticism and in postcolonial studies, 
using cultural arguments, associated with ideas from border theory, within an 
international scene. Low suggests that: 
Bhabha calls the new colonial split subject a ‘hybrid’. Hybridity points to 
the emergence of identity ‘after the traumatic scenario of colonial 
difference … returns the eye of power to some prior, archaic image or 
identity’ (Bhabha, 1985:150). Hybridity is a discourse of partiality which 
works against the colonial reproduction of (unitary) meaning; it ‘reverses 
the effects of colonialist disavowal (Bhabha, 1985: 157)’ (1996: 197). 
Bhabha’s argument indicates that hybridity is an element separated from 
colonialism, and hybridity is the reflection and needs that concentrate identities 
after the painful colonial experience, to recover the lost identity before the 
colonialism. With reference to my own Taiwanese background, most of my 
country’s people are the hybrid outcomes from many races (Brown, 2004: 2; 
Coombes, 2000: 2; Rubinstein, 1999: 41), and my study experience overseas had 
also enabled me to merge the cultures from the East and West. Similarly these 
four women designers in my study, their successful stories and works were also 
witnessed to the merging processes from the East into the West. 
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As Shahnaz Khan notes, “Bhabha’s notion of …hybridised individuals, 
caught in the discontinuous time of translation and negotiation, erasing any 
claims for inherent cultural purity, inhabit the rim of an ‘in-between reality’ 
marked by shifting psychic, cultural, and territorial boundaries” (1998: 463–464). 
I argue that Bhabha’s idea of hybridised states present it as a mixed status, a 
space where a confrontation of arguments and loyalties coexist. Hybridity is a 
new form, away from cultural heritage’s purification; to manifest and accept the 
co-existence of the dual or multiple influences of changing spiritual, cultural and 
territorial borders. As Puri describes it: 
In liberal multicultural discourse cultural hybridity has long offered a way 
of advancing culturalist notions of difference as inclusion or 
nonconflictual diversity; it functions there as an assimilationist discourse at 
a time when ‘separate’ ethnic identities and inequalities threaten to become 
unmanageable. But far from resolving the crisis of multicultural societies, 
particular hybrid identities have been intimately connected with modes of 
both domination and resistance (2004: 4). 
 When considering Puri’s argument, I envisage cultural hybridity as a 
serious tool through which to discuss multi-culturalism and the transition of 
relationships between dominator and oppressed people. Many cultural 
researchers use hybridity as a way to include different opinions or diversified 
ideas without conflict. Instead of resolving the problems caused by our multi-
cultural society, hybrid identities choose to collaborate between the dominator 
and the exploited peoples. Spivak quotes in her book, Translation as Culture: 
Here and now, I can only caution against some stereotypes: that such an 
interest is antihybridist, culturally conservative, ‘ontopologist,’ ‘parochial.’ 
Indeed, I am inviting the kind of language training that would disclose the 
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irreducible hybridity of all languages. As I have said elsewhere: ‘The verbal 
text is jealous of its linguistic signature but impatient of national identity. 
Translation flourishes by virtue of that paradox (2003: 9).  
Hybridity has been misunderstood, wrongly labelled and has encountered 
many obstacles; these resistances come mainly from the cultural conformist, 
inflexible anthropologist and from the regional narrow-minded people. Spivak 
expects that in the future there will emerge a new form of language from the 
‘hybridisation’ of all languages. I would stress that languages are the hybrid 
mingling of linguistic elements, and that cultures emerge from the blending 
process of languages. The mixture of language and culture components leads us 
to a new space different from the original sphere. This created a new territory 
that is the third space.  
Third space identity 
As a person who grew up in Taiwan, studied in France and now is 
studying in Australia, I have increasingly been under the influences of those 
cultures. The notion of being in between for me is a new space, a new territory of 
thought in which people can pass through while referencing different cultures.  
Homi Bhabha (1990a) describes the third space as: 
… the in-between space of hybridity from where cultural change can be 
brought about quietly, without revolutionary zeal, by ‘contaminating’ 
established narratives and dominant points of view (Ang, 2001: 2).   
 I emphasis this notion of an in between space as a space between the 
limited traditions and future progress, it is a space shaped quietly because of 
discontent with tradition and the expectation of a better development in the 
future. The stories recited in the third space concern its authority. For example: 
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Already in the 1920s, Paul Klee describes the relationship between a 
viewer and a work of art using the term ‘the space-in-between’. That is, the 
space, situation and opportunity, which can open up between two persons, 
or, for instance, a viewer and an object. It is, most of all, a question of 
encounter, which possibly creates the third space. An event, which 
simultaneously belongs to both parties” (“Third space — a merry-go-
round of opportunity” Kiasma Magazine, 2004).  
The relationship between the spectator and the work can create a third 
space and explain Sonia Delaunay’s works, in which different groups of circular 
forms and colours (Wosk, 2002: 148-149) create the space-in-between associated 
with the spectator.  
“In an interview on the third space, Bhabha (1990a: 211) explains that for 
him the third space is hybridity” (Longhurst, 2000: 124). This position the space-
in-between as a mixture of cultures reassembled into a new form. 
These four women designers in Art Deco were positioned between the 
traditional and the modern periods of design history wherein the styles in their 
works appeared mixed (Adam, 1987; Albritton, 1997; Constant, 2000; Duncan, 
1988; Terlouw, 1994). Such hybridity was not only a trend but also a reflection of 
the influence of colonial culture.  
As Hayward stresses, “This in between space is, then, a third space — it is 
neither the first nor the second of the two interdependent cultures whose 
hybridisation makes up the postcolonial subject” (2000: 271). I argue that the 
notion of third space is created because of the need of cultural reality, cultural 
hybridity in the third space which in postcolonialism demonstrates the richness 
and power benefits of cultural blending. Bhabha explains: 
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The concept of third space represents the act of encounter which is always 
in a fluid state since it is always in a state of becoming and hence, cannot 
be fixed into any stable final formulation (1994: 208). 
So the notion of third space is an unfixed and changeable space, shifting 
according to changes in the environment. It is therefore not confined in any kind 
of traditional concept and has always the potential for further development. 
 According to Khan’s explanation of Bhabha’s (1995, 114; 1998: 463–494) 
arguments, the third space is contradictory, repetitive and ambiguous, rejecting all 
forms of colonial activities and prohibiting the persistence of conventional signs 
of betrayal. These characteristics are then borrowed, interpreted, re-narrated and 
revised as a new environment. This excursive frame enabled an additional 
possibility of confrontation and intercession. The initiative of the third space is a 
space different from other experiences for us, in which we can make an 
hypothesis and materialise unexpected appearances as a way to organise history.  
The third space is a completely innovative environment, a fresh concept 
and imaginative territory. There one can transform the impossible into the 
possible to realise hopes and aspirations. Many kinds of cultures, languages, and 
ideas encountered here can subsequently sparkle with new possibilities 
(Teelucksingh, 1990: 90).  Third space is an exclusive field that includes ideas and 
enables the possibilities of materialising developments. 
 According to the writer Soja’s thinking (Hadi-Tabassum, 2006), third 
space is a space of transgression, a space step beyond the boundary that opens 
many possibilities and insightful viewpoints. It surpasses the first space and 
further gets through the dualism of second space through the process of 
deconstruction, condensing meaning and borrowing methods similar to multiple 
discussions. In fact, Soja’s third space idea is that of a post-structuralist powerful 
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and a multiple-linguistic space (Hadi-Tabassum, 2006: 20). Soja tried to search 
the space of meaning between differences and strangeness, far beyond the 
disrupted first and second spaces and moving beyond power of dual structures. 
Soja’s classified advance on third space connotation includes the geographical 
space as an extremely-opened space. It is an extensive range of space containing 
critical multi-linguistic exchanges in which are allocated multiple-viewpoints — at 
once conquering the confrontation of dualism and reaching to the perfect 
mélange of cultural hybridity. Hadi-Tabassum continues: 
By introducing discontinuities within the natural order of things, the third 
space allows for the denaturalisation of borders and boundaries that may 
have seemed concrete and structurally rigid, so in the face of critique, 
borders and boundaries can become shifting, fluid and no longer binding. 
Old boundaries soon are transgressed and disrupted and finally replaced 
by new divisions (2006: 111).  
When the old frontier and regime are demolished, then the third space 
substituted and became an innovative borderland. Homi K. Bhabha argued that 
for him, hybridity was not important for being able to determine the two original 
movements that gave rise to the third. Rather, hybridity itself enabled other 
positions to emerge (Bhabha, in Chambers, 1994: 67).  
For this study, the third space is important because this is an innovative 
space, an intersection, a creative place which allows other positions to emerge 
and then sparkle into a new form of culture. As a researcher, I am also standing 
in the third space, positioning myself as an oriental person exploring a new 
territory vis-à-vis these four Western women designers’ contributions and their 
works.  
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This section has addressed the relationship between the theories, the 
culture contexts, and the four women designers. These issues are connected, 
informing the complex ideas embedded in this research. The main theoretical 
bases for this study are relevant aspects of postcolonialism, border theory, 
hybridity, and the third space.   
 The review of the Art Deco movement includes aesthetic foundations, 
gender identities and individual conditions of the four designers: Eileen Gray, 
Coco Chanel, Sonia Delaunay and Clarice Cliff. 
 This chapter has explored the cultural scene in Europe before the end of 
the First World War, the development of Art Deco, the impact of the Great 
Depression, on  women designers’ challenging the patriarchal barriers, as well as 
their gender identities, amid relevant notions of postcolonialism, including border 
theory, hybridity and third space. It has revealed that these women designers 
were challenged by the impact of the First World War and with the Art Deco 
movement, they had not only showed their determination and will in facing the 
challenging of patriarchal society, but had also succeeded in their design practices. 
 In chapter 3, I will investigate and explore the role of the international 
exhibitions held in the early twentieth century in Britain, France and Taiwan, and 
their relationships to the Art Deco movement. 
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Chapter 3 
Art Deco and Exhibitions 
I explore the research on the processes of women designers pursuing their 
identities in the Art Deco period as an analogy of looking for my own identity. I 
regard these experiences as border crossing adventures. To clarify these 
understandings and make my research more visible, I will start with a background 
description of key colonialist events to connect these women designers and their 
epoch with myself. 
 This chapter will investigate the relevant Colonial and Empire Exhibitions 
held between 1900 and 1940 in France and England and their connections with 
the Art Deco movement.  
3.1 Art Deco movements: the background, causes, 
influences and outcomes 
As Tombs describes it, the “Art Deco aesthetic is the perfect marriage of 
tradition and modernity” (1991: 220). When cultural merging took place during 
the Art Deco era (Clarke, 1997; Hillier, 1971; Long, 1952; Lussier, 2003; 
McCready, 1995), the traditional cultural values and the need for modernity were 
blended; not only original cultures but also new forms of culture could be seen at 
the same time. Hashimoto notes that, “Cubism and Art Deco were a few of the 
art and design movements that were influenced by the new world of mass 
production and machines” (2003: 12). The cultural ideology of Art Deco was 
geared toward modernism: the richness in illusion of exotic styles, the ideas of 
mass production for consumption and the use of modern technology.  
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3.1.1 Historical colonisation 
By colonising the East, the West grew strong, but the East diminished 
(Klein: 2003; Morton: 1998). This impact has been seen in many reviews of the 
Colonial, Empire and Art Deco Exhibitions (for instance, the Exposition Coloniale 
de Marseille, the British Empire Exhibition, and the Art Deco Exhibition in Paris). 
These exhibitions served as the colonial face of the West and its attitude toward 
Eastern countries, where Western culture was enriched by referencing and 
appropriating the East. The major Western colonial nations impacting this study 
were France, Britain and in the East, Japan. 
The West regarded itself as the saviour of the East; it positioned itself as 
reasonable, innovative, mature and mannish and treated the East as illogical, 
straggly, immature and womanly. The Western countries use this idea as a pretext 
for the right to own and control the East. So during the 1920s and 1930s, oriental 
culture became devaluated and suffered further from a long history of 
colonisation by Western cultures (Klein, 2003: 10).  
In a similar way, Japan’s modernisation process started with the ‘Meiji 
restoration’ from 1868, “which launched Japan on the course of westernisation” 
(“Meiji”, britannica.com, 2007). And “By the 1890s Japan had completed a first 
period of modern industrialisation based on textiles and was about to enter a 
second season of change centred on the heavier, military industries” (Inkster, 
2001: 1). After completing their westernisation, in 1895 Japan defeated the 
Manchu dynasty and occupied Taiwan, imposing their colonisation on this island 
for the next fifty years. I would argue that through westernisation, and through 
appropriating knowledge from the West, Japan has regarded itself as a thriving 
successor of the West and transformed itself as a new coloniser. They too treated 
other Asian nations as effeminate, backward, and in need of a masculine superior 
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guidance (Brownell, 2002: 20). Japan therefore justified their colonisation as the 
saviour toward other Asian countries. 
3.1.2  Colonial and empire exhibitions and their influence  
A series of Colonial and Empire Exhibitions took place during the period 
1900 to 1940, not only in Europe but also in the United States. They were 
connected with each other and were influenced by or attached to the major Art 
Déco Exposition held in Paris in 1925, which demonstrated the tendency of cultural 
merging from the coloniser to the others (Bouillon, 1989; Duncan, 1988; Hillier, 
1968).  
This series of Colonial Exhibitions was controversial if we observe it from 
the postcolonial view point, the Colonial Exhibition also called a ‘human zoo’ 
[Note 7] was an exhibition by the European countries with the goal of showing the 
public the different facets of this country in its colonies (Hodeir & Pierre, 1991; 
“On A Neglected Aspect Of Western Racism”, migs.concordia.ca). Exotic 
cultures, tribes and reconstructed villages were shown as merchandise to make 
them profitable during these culture festivals. The human zoo is an ironic way of 
describing the arrogant but ignorant Western power attitude toward the East. 
Under this dominion, the East and its peoples were demonised by the West as 
savages, uncivilised tribes that needed to be tamed under Western civilisation. 
Through the notion of the human zoo, I observed that the Western powers 
found the pretext to rationalise their control and colonisation toward the Eastern 
civilisations. 
Even though the 1900’s Universal exhibition in Paris was a significant 
event (see the relevant quote of L’Exposition Nationale Coloniale de Marseille, 1922, 
in the following section), it was under the influence of Art Nouveau and was not 
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connected to the Art Deco movement yet. Therefore, this exhibition was neither 
presented under the theme of colonialism, nor relevant to the focus of this study. 
 
L’Exposition Coloniale de Marseille, 1906 
The Exposition Coloniale de Marseille “From the 15th April to the 15th 
November of 1906: Marseille. This was the first ‘colonial’ exhibition shown in 
France. It was initiated and directed by Jules Charles-Roux. It attracted 1,800,000 
visitors who came to visit a large number of palaces and pavilions” (Translated 
from “Exposition coloniale”, fr.wikipédia.org, 2006). This was the beginning of a 
series of colonial exhibitions presenting the power and domination of France 
toward its colonies. This chain of exhibitions not only attracted visitors from 
Europe but also made a profit in showcasing the exotic cultures and 
demonstrating French power to the world. 
 
The Festival of Empire Exhibition in London, 1911 
In 1911, the Festival of Empire Exhibition held in London was another 
of the very first exhibitions of its kind. Once again the Western Countries 
demonstrated their power and strength acquired from colonisation. Eastern 
elements were also presented at this exhibition; where Eastern components 
such as Chinoiserie, Japonism, Egyptian Art, and the African masks merged 
into the Western culture and became a part of it (Hoffenberg, 2001: 20). 
Colonial cultures could exist and were shown in these exhibitions only under 
the shadow of their Western dominant countries. Eastern cultural elements 
served as refreshments for the Western culture, where the West, as the 
conqueror, appropriated and consumed the East. Thus Eastern cultures 
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entered the Western world and their daily life through this process of cultural 
merging.   
It can be argued that the Empire Exhibition was, in fact, a scheme to 
intensify the control of imperialist colonisation. This exhibition was pragmatic in 
discovering and adopting prospective leaders from the colonials (Roche, 2000: 
59). It also served to assimilate these people and to prevent any uprisings from 
happening. 
Thus the Empire Exhibition was unquestionably a political method of 
reinforcing the influence of the dominant country over its colonies under the 
guise of cultural events. As Hoffenberg stresses about Australia’s involvement:  
South Australia’s Journal of Industry encouraged local merchants and 
manufacturers to display their wares at the 1911 Festival of Empire 
Exhibition in London. Its editors promised that the event ‘will be 
exclusively a British Empire Exhibition’ to illustrate imperial economic 
wealth and self-sufficiency (2001: 100).  
In fact, the British Empire colonised Australia as a member of the 
Commonwealth Realm; Australia participated in this exhibition as part of an 
exotic source for showing its diversity of animal species, aboriginal tribes and 
economical progress. Australia was a good example of a colony complementing 
the economical progress and showing the capacity for making its own 
contribution to the British Commonwealth. 
 
L’Exposition Nationale Coloniale de Marseille, 1922 
In 1922, France held, for the second time, a colonial exposition in 
Marseille — the National Colonial Exposition (Exposition Nationale Coloniale de 
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Marseille). This was the French colonial exhibition that continued to demonstrate 
and showcase French dominance and its exotic colonial cultures to the world 
(Roche, 2000: 59). Hewitt informs us that: 
In France, amongst a number of national and municipal events held during the 
period 1900–1940, three are of particularly significance, the Universal Exhibition 
of 1900 held in Paris, the Marseilles Colonial Exhibition of 1922 and the 
International Exhibition of 1937, held once more in Paris. Nowhere is the 
search for a French identity in the first half of the century better demonstrated, 
and nowhere are the fault-lines seen in French politics and society (2003: 18).  
The colonial exhibition series witnessed and showcased the exotic 
customs, French culture and French identity to the world. The three exhibitions 
mentioned above are considered by Hewiett to be the most significant, because 
not only did they display a French cultural identity to the international scene, but 
they also served at the right moment and location to propagandise the French 
colonial power to correspond with the French political and social demands. 
Even though it was not the first time that the Ankor Wat temples were 
included in the exhibitions, the duplication of these Cambodian Temples in the 
1922 Marseille’s colonial exhibition was considered as the ‘Masterpiece’ or the 
‘key work’ for the people living in the cities (Cooper, 2001: 70). This large-scaled 
construction, filled with mysterious religious fantasy and exotic atmosphere, 
attracted attention and became the most successful icon in the exhibition.  
According to Cooper: 
The culmination of the uniquely colonial propaganda which had first 
found expression in the embryonic Marseille exhibitions of 1906 and 
1922 …. The importance attached to this colonial manifestation was 
reflected in the choice of France’s capital city as host. Although the 
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Marseille exhibitions had been successful, they had not constituted a 
reflection of France’s colonial greatness in its maturity (2001: 66).  
French Colonialism’s promotion was trialled during the two Marseilles 
exhibitions. The 1906 exhibition was similar to the germination period, but the 
1922 exhibition showed consideration by the French government in choosing 
this location as a trial before installing it in Paris. Even though both the 
Marseilles exhibitions were highly successful, the multiplicity of French colonial 
and cultural influences was not yet revealed. Two years later another colonialist 
exhibition was realised in Britain. 
 
The British Empire exhibition at Wembley, 1924 
Roche (2000: 59) discusses in his book Megaevents and Modernity “The 
‘British Empire Exhibition’ at Wembley in 1924/5 … attracted around 27 million 
visitors”. A great success, this exhibition demonstrated the grandeur and the 
supremacy of the British Empire and attracted business opportunities. As Massey 
(2000: 34) comments and cites from the British Empire Exhibition’s Pocket Guide: 
The British Empire Exhibition … at the time was an attempt: “To find, in 
the development and utilisation of the raw materials of the Empire, new 
sources of wealth; to foster inter-imperial trade, and open fresh world 
markets for Dominion and home products. To bring the different races of 
the British Empire into closer and more intimate association, and to 
demonstrate to the people of Great Britain the almost illimitable possibilities 
of the Dominions, Colonies, and Dependencies overseas” (1924: 2). The 
exhibition was a huge undertaking, at a total cost of $4.5 million (US), which 
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attracted 17.5 million visitors to its 216 acre site in 1924. This desire on the 
part of government to reassert the power of the British Empire. 
The British Empire Exhibition was a bold undertaking and had a multi-
dimensional mission because it not only transformed the raw material from the 
British Empire’s dependent countries into a new refined production and 
tightened the control and connection from the ‘motherland’ toward its colonies, 
but it also created immense possibilities and potential opportunities of wealth 
from the colonies. It is apparent that this exhibition was another act of 
Colonialism; its purpose was to create wealth through exhibiting the British 
colonies to the world. Roche also commented on this same event: 
The expo was a success as a popular spectacle attracting over 17 million 
visitors in the first year and over 9 million in the second year it was open. It 
presented a wide variety of pavilions … including, among others, India, 
Ceylon, Malaya, Burma, Hong Kong, South and West Africa, Guyana, as well 
as the self-governing dominions of Canada and Australia (2000: 63).  
This exhibition served as the introduction to the British Empire. Through 
a single visit, people from all over the world could feel the influence and power 
of the Empire embedded in her domination over and her gains from, the diverse 
cultures of other countries. The following year the French held another 
exhibition. 
 
L’Exposition Internationale Des Arts Décoratifs et Industriels Modernes de 
Paris, 1925 
In 1925, L’Exposition Internationale Des Arts Décoratifs et Industriels Modernes 
was held in Paris. “The 1925 Paris Exposition reinforced France’s leadership of 
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the luxury end of the market” (Massey, 2000: 51). By organising the exhibition in 
Paris, France was not only advertised its leading position of high quality crafts, 
design and fashion trends to the world, but also demonstrated the national power 
of France in the conquests and benefits from their colonised countries.  
   
Image 3.1: 1925; Art Deco Exposition view from the 
Northwest and night scene in the Grand Palais 
Bowman and Molinare comment on this event: 
The International Exhibition of Decorative Arts and Industry opened in 
Paris in 1925. It was originally intended to take place before the War and 
was conceived as a showcase for French craftsmanship…The Pavillon 
d’Elégance, decorated by Jeanne Lanvin, showed work of over 60 couturiers 
displayed on stylized models … Sonia Delaunay — pointing the way to 
new design directions — showed her simultaneous dress and fabrics at the 
Boutique Simultanée (1985: 17). 
The Exposition Des Arts Décoratifs did not occur as scheduled before the 
First World War. Instead it showcased the progress of the post-war European 
cultural and economical development. It is important to note that this was the 
first exhibition in which two of the women in this study, Chanel and Delaunay, 
participated. The massive pavilions and boutiques along the Seine demonstrated 
the economical growth of French society. Celebrated designers came from all 
over the world to materialise their innovative fashion designs that enriched and 
positioned the French fashion business as a global leader. The Exposition Des Arts 
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Décoratifs served as a way for France to upgrade the quality of its fashion industry 
and also promoted the French designers’ brand names to international fame. 
The design works shown in the 1925 Art Deco Exposition were diverse.   
As Lussier also stresses: 
The Pavillon de l’Elégance, created by designer Armand Rateau … Life-size 
replicas of fashion-illustration figures, these mannequins had sculpted hair, 
slanted and vacant, Brancusi-like eyes, tubular bodies and elongated 
limbs … Chanel presented her fur coats (2003: 90).  
From this description, we can realise that this exhibition was a massive 
and popular event at that time with a reported six million people visitors 
(Terlouw, 1994: 7). Most of the works were designed to improve the quality of 
life. It showed modernism in its wonder and diversity of styles. Most of the art 
crafts and design works were practical and matched lifestyle requirements. It 
stimulated consumption and promoted fashion trends to the Western world for 
the next fifteen years, until the beginning of the Second World War. When 
Chanel launched her fashion coats made of fur in the 1925 exhibition, Sonia 
Delaunay also showed her entire collection developed from her theory of 
Simultanée.  
Sonia Delaunay contributed “a pyjama and bathrobe made of what she 
called ‘simultaneous’ fabric” (Brunhammer & Ties, 1990: 106), and “Coco Chanel 
with other fashion designers exhibited their works at the ‘Galerie des Elégances’” 
(Zilkowski, 1998: 156). Both Coco Chanel and Sonia Delaunay devoted their 
wisdom and works to the 1925 Expo Art Deco and won recognition from the 
public. They were both presenting themselves as women designers and successful 
practitioners in a male-dominated society. Coco Chanel represented a French 
designer with ambition toward the international scene. As a Russian immigrant to 
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France and a Jew (“Expression under suppression”, Yale-New Haven Teachers 
Institute, yale.edu, 2002), Sonia Delaunay added a further meaning, with 
personality of mixed identities; a practice between art and design; and a woman 
of success both in her family and in her profession.  
We can separate differences between the two mainstream pavilions of the 
exhibition. The former one with conventional ideas such as Ruhlmann’s furniture 
designs, the later one with a forward-thinking and modernist innovator, Le 
Corbusier, with his avant-garde building Pavillon de L’Esprit Nouveau, both 
completed the ideas of Art Deco (Massey, 2000: 44). After the French Expo Art 
Deco, the concept and spirit of Art Deco as a French colonial sensation, spread 
out to the world.  
 
L’Exposition Coloniale Internationale de Paris, 1931 
The 1931 International Colonial Exhibition in Paris (l’Exposition Coloniale 
Internationale de Paris) was one of the most significant and influential colonial 
exhibitions in history because of its scale and participation. Roche tells us: 
In what was probably the high tide of this imperial expo genre, France 
staged a ‘Colonial and International’ expo in Paris in 1931 which attracted 
over 33 million visitors and is described by Rydell as providing a ‘stunning 
imperial fantasy land’ (2000: 59).  
This exhibition featured primitive art from French-colonised African 
countries. The exotic style and the strength of France were its main themes. “It 
became a showplace for the ‘France of one hundred million people’ that 
politicians extolled (60 million colonials plus the 40 million within France itself)” 
(Haine, 2000: 151). The 1931 Colonial Exposition showcased French ambition 
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and affectation to the world, where they were still following the Art Deco style; 
and using exotic, primitive elements as ornament. Blanchard et al. comment: 
The 1931 International Colonial Exhibition was one of the last places where 
ethnological villages were recreated and officially tolerated as part of a 
specifically colonial setting … provided an inventory of Greater France with its 
‘typically native’ pavilions. Subjects of the Empire came to display their ‘native’ 
crafts or perform shows. Even though the barriers had been removed, the 
cultural distancing was just as marked (2001: 82).  
Yet, displaying the native people and villages during the Colonial 
Exhibition was just like putting humans in the zoo. Under the colonial 
constraints, French colonial natives were looking at each other and were shown 
in a pejorative way.  
Although the 1931 Colonial Exhibition was a huge success, there were 
people against its ideology. During the 1931 International Colonial Exhibition 
period, a parallel exhibition called the counter-exhibition was organised by the 
Surrealists as an anti-colonialism action against the ideology of the French 
authority. Norindr (1996) (tells us that this counter-exhibition was ‘La Vérité sur 
les Colonies’ – ‘The truth about the colonies’). The French Surrealist’s design was 
to mount a rational and socially challenging campaign against French authority. 
Planned by the Anti-imperialist Union, the French humanity mission intended to 
unveil the darkest features of French Imperialism and its colonisation. It aimed to 
bring to light the mistreatment committed in the French colonies and focused on 
the wrongdoing perpetrated on the aborigines. The exhibited creative works were 
offered from the Surrealists’ private collections, including the famous poet Louis 
Aragon, and the poet and artist André Breton, both of whom were also 
communists (1996: 10).  
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Berenson (2004: 127) reports that Morton devoted a whole chapter to 
describe the Surrealists’ counter exposition that was intended to ridicule and 
belittle this show in the bois de Vincennes. While Lyautey regarded this Expo as an 
enormous commercial venture to promote French Imperialism, the Surrealists 
and Communists cooperated to show their resistance to French Imperialism.  
This counter-exposition took place in what was previously the Soviet 
pavilion during the 1925's Art Deco Exposition. The Surrealist coordinator 
condemned the aggression and plunder of imperialism at the same time as Russia 
was reforming its social system, achieving a similar effect as their French 
colleagues. Hendry’s (2000: 59) views on the rising of the anti-exhibition power 
were: 
The security of this power became more and more ‘wishful’ (in Benedict’s 
terms) in the face of growing left-wing criticism, which became explicit in 
a small ‘exposition anti-impérialiste’ set up alongside the official Exposition 
Coloniale Internationale in Paris in 1931.  
This counter-exhibition was based on the rise of socialism in Europe and 
also the concern of equality issues toward mankind. In this context, the Colonial 
Exhibition was considered by the left wing to represent the domination and 
oppression of human beings. Landau (2002: 247) points out that only 4,426 
Parisian visitors went to the counter exhibition as compared to the 33 million at 
the Colonial. The French were not ‘seduced by an anti-Colonialism that 
celebrated the Soviet Union’.  
Thus most French people were indifferent toward the anti-Colonialism 
event; as long as it carried no immediate threat to them or to their lifestyle. The 
French Communists were usually treated by the media as radicals, thus their anti-
Colonialism exhibition and campaign earned little support.  
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The 1931 Colonial Exhibition indicated a world trend where these series 
of exhibitions could demonstrate the power of a nation (Landau, 2002: 247). 
Nevertheless, it was also proof of the acts of a coloniser toward its dominated 
countries. It was, in fact, an exhibition to continue to show the power and 
domination of Colonialism. I would argue that the ‘exoticisation’ of Eastern 
culture in this exhibition had not only undermined the East but also demonised 
the Eastern peoples as inferior, savage and uncivilised, to showcase the West with 
the contrasting meaning as an advanced, modern and civilised society. 
 
L'Exposition Internationale Arts et Techniques de Paris, 1937 
In 1937, L'Exposition Internationale Arts et Techniques opened in Paris.  Sonia 
Delaunay designed the mural decorations for the Air Pavilion, using her 
“simultaneous colour contrasts” theory [Note 8] (Wosk, 2002: 152). She designed 
several mural paintings using this concept in cooperate with the technical 
progress of the period.  
 
Image 3.2: 1937; ‘Pavillons des colonies: 
Indochine et Afrique équatoriale’ 
Jervis informs us that, “Sonia Delaunay … at the Paris 1937 Exhibition, 
she designed decorations for the Air Pavilion” (1984: 145).  
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Sonia Delaunay used her simultaneous colour contrasts theory applied to 
the design field, especially in the design of every day items. Under this theory, 
circular forms collaborate with colours in contrasting coherent movements. She 
tried to enlarge her design capacity by creating objects to improve the quality of 
life.  
In 1937, Eileen Gray also participated in the International Colonial 
Exhibition because her works were appreciated by Le Corbusier. Jervis (1984: 
211) tells us that she “designed a number of architectural projects, most notably a 
cultural centre shown in the Pavillon des Temps Nouveau”. 
It was also a great opportunity to show her talented architectural projects 
to the international design scene.  
These colonial and Art Deco Exhibitions revealed new decor motifs from 
the East, such as the primitive patterns from Africa, Ukiyo-e and Japonism from 
Japan and other decor motifs from China. These oriental influences were used to 
enrich the Western cultures (Duncan, 1988: 8, 39). 
The four women designers in this project either participated (Chanel and 
Delaunay in the official exhibition, Gray participated the Salon des Art Deco), or 
visited (Clarice Cliff) these colonial and empire exhibitions between 1910 and 
1940, especially in Europe. Investigating these exhibitions can reveal not only the 
merging process of East and West but also the significant influence of the Art 
Deco. Furthermore, connecting these four women designers with the colonial 
and empire exhibitions of the New World and the Old can shed light on the 
backgrounds and scenes of the between-the-wars era.  
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3.2  Connecting myself with colonial and empire exhibitions 
Geographically, Formosa seems far away from the West; but the 
connection between Taiwan and the Western culture can be seen in some 
International Exhibitions, especially connected with Taiwan’s dominator, Japan. 
Taiwan participated in the world exhibitions, including Japan’s contribution in 
the 1910’s Japan-British exhibition in London, and also in Taiwan during the 
1916 to 1935 period of the Taiwan Exhibitions. These exhibitions showcased 
Taiwan’s culture to the world under the colonial and propaganda purposes of 
Japanese colonisation. Edward Said stresses this Imperial controlling pattern 
which is concerning to Taiwan: 
Britain and France between them controlled immense territories … all these 
fell under the sway of and in time were liberated from British or French rule; 
in addition, the United States, Russia, and several lesser European countries, 
to say nothing of Japan and Turkey, were also imperial powers for some or 
all of the nineteenth century. This pattern of dominions or possessions laid 
the groundwork for what is in effect now a fully global world (1993: 4).  
         
     Image 3.3: 1887; ‘Aborigines from Southern Formosa with their guns’; 
and 1875, ‘Savage Man and Woman’ 
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The nineteenth century’s Imperialism served as a foundation to form the 
present domination by the persisting powers of the world. Because Formosa was 
part of the Japanese colonies at that time, it was presented by Japan in these 
exhibitions as a conquered country and as ‘native others’. Imperialism did 
colonise Taiwan through Japan’s domination, using the same colonialist methods 
as Britain and France.  This serves to connect me with the Colonial and Empire 
Exhibitions in this study.  
The two preceding nineteenth century images illustrate the Formosan 
aboriginal people’s dependence on guns for hunting and protecting themselves. 
According to Conant: 
In the international contest of imperial power that exhibitions expressed 
through the display of colonised peoples, Japan was not to be left behind … 
the official pavilions included a bamboo tea house that represented the 
newly acquired colony of Formosa. In 1910, at the time of the joint Japan–
British exhibition in London, a Japanese diplomat made clear the connection 
when he was reported as saying, ‘that his people had been sending artistic 
treasures to Europe for some time, and had been regarded as barbarians, 
but … as soon as they showed themselves able to shoot down Russians with 
quick-firing guns, they were acclaimed as a highly civilised race’ (1991: 88).         
The Formosan culture was presented to the West by the Japanese 
during the Japan-British exhibition in 1910 as a colony of Japan — in a 
pejorative and twisted way — as uncivilised tribes. Through this exhibition, 
Japan tried to demonise Formosan peoples as uncivilised and barbarians. 
Not only to show Japan’s conviction of helping these disadvantaged peoples 
but also to contrast the progress of the Japan-British civilisation. But 
ironically, the Formosan people represented in this exhibition won dignity 
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and were considered civilised persons because they beat the Russians with 
their quick-firing gun technology. It is therefore ironic that a group of people 
could change their identity from barbarians to cultured individuals as a result 
of this single event. Hendry cites Street’s arguments that: 
There is no doubt that the 1910 exhibition in London demonstrated 
Japan’s claim to be an imperial power. There were three ‘villages’ of 
native Formosans, Ainu and rural Japanese … each set out with houses 
and native people to demonstrate crafts and ceremonies. There was also a 
huge Colonial Palace displaying evidence of Japan’s accomplishments in 
Formosa, Manchuria and Korea … all laying emphasis on the ‘beneficial’ 
activities of the Japanese in building hospitals, educational establishments 
and so forth … This exhibition thus demonstrated Japan’s ability to 
display ‘specimens or zoo-like exhibits’, to satisfy curiosity and to 
reinforce the confidence of the public in their own ‘progress’ (Hendry, 
2000: 58; Street 1992: 122). 
 The Japanese Empire was playing the role of ruler over the Formosa 
tribes during the 1910’s exhibition and the Formosans and villages were displayed 
as a human zoo by Japan to demonstrate how lenient and merciful they were in 
building the infrastructures for improving these natives’ living standards. I argue 
that these appearances were a way to rationalise Japanese colonisation and 
camouflaged their long-term intention of intensifying their control over these 
new colonies. Through this exhibition, Japan aggressively showed their purpose 
in becoming part of the West and also as the rising power of a new ruler in the 
East.  
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Image 3.4: 1884, ‘Formosan types and costumes –  
Butan captives in Japan’ 
Hendry also quotes from Benedict: 
The Japanese displays sought to demonstrate to Europe how they had 
‘lifted’ these and the people of their colonies in Formosa, Korea and 
Manchuria into a ‘modern’ age … Japan was now well and truly one of the 
independent nations representing others, rather than being represented by 
others (Benedict 1983: 45; Hendry, 2000: 59).  
As a nation from the East, Japan amazed the West by dominating 
and appropriating cultures from other Eastern settlements. The notion of 
‘representing others’ was Japan’s position during the 1910’s Anglo-Japan 
Exhibition, demonstrates a fact of colonisation, the Formosan aborigines 
were twisted and served as a tool to show the coloniser’s taming ways to 
lead these ‘uncivilised peoples’ to become ‘civilised’. This represented the 
colonial act of Japanese propaganda to the West. The other Eastern 
cultures had to be characterised under Japan’s domination. From this 
exhibition, Japan gained respect and praised by other Western countries 
and thus entered into Western activities to increase their importance in the 
world community.  
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The Taiwan Exhibitions, 1916- 1935 
There were three exhibitions held in Taiwan in 1916, 1925 and 1935. This 
was during the Japanese reign with the purpose of propaganda for the ruling 
empire. The first two Taiwan Exhibitions were less significant due to their 
smaller scale and influence.  
          The 1935 exhibition was an international event, called the ‘Taiwan 
Exhibition’ held as the central event of the fortieth anniversary of Japan 
colonising Taiwan (Chang, 2005). During the fifty days of the exhibition, there 
were nearly three million people who attended, mainly from Japan’s colonies (Hu, 
2005), such as Manchuria, Korea, Taiwan, and also from Japan, China and 
overseas. Taiwan became the central feature and the model of Japanese 
propaganda in displaying its Empire’s ambition to the world. The exhibition 
buildings were constructed in the Art Deco style (Wu & Hsu, 2006) of a 
geometric and exotic style, witnessing the trend of modernism. It was by using 
the exotic elements from the East and incorporating them with the Western 
content that the Taiwan Exhibition displayed the Empire’s propaganda purposes 
as well as the colonial meanings. 
 
Image 3.5: 1935, Taiwan Exhibition held mainly in Taipei with Art Deco style 
I would stress that the 1935 Taiwan Exhibition showcased both the 
positive meaning of colonisation by the Japan Empire, and also demonstrated 
Japan’s ambition and desire toward Asia’s regional countries. The Taiwan 
Exhibitions served as a model of Japanese colonisation in Asia which also 
witnessed Taiwan’s process of modernisation and connections to world progress 
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with its hybrid influences from Art Deco into Taiwanese culture. When it comes 
to the issue of building Taiwanese identity, it was not until the recent research on 
these Taiwan Exhibitions that Taiwanese scholars (Chang, 2005; Hu, 2005; Wu & 
Hsu, 2006) emphasised and unearthed the facts which were devalued before by 
our previous Nationalist government. I would suggest this was caused by the 
‘internal Orientalism’ (see Page 23) that our previous Nationalist government 
preferred, by covering the facts and demonising the contributions made by Japan 
during the Japanese regime. 
               
    Image 3.6: 1935, Taiwan Exhibition showed the Art Deco style Architecture  
Even though Taiwan was still under the Japanese colonisation at that time, 
I suggest that through Taiwan Exhibitions the Taiwanese gained positive 
opportunity to connect to modernism and the West. The Taiwan Exhibitions 
showed Taiwan’s process of learning from the West and enriched our Eastern 
content through the method of cultural hybridity. The Taiwan Exhibitions had 
not only illustrated the merging of the East and West cultures but also showed 
Taiwanese confidence to the world. Through the Taiwan Exhibitions, the 
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Taiwanese enjoyed the progress of modernisation and earned more respect in 
political, economic, and tourism capacity among Asian countries.           
3.3  Orientalism on display 
By seeing the West adventuring into Orientalism, Edward Said claims that: 
Orientalism is not a mere political subject-matter or field that is reflected 
passively by culture, scholarship, or institutions … It is rather a 
distribution of geopolitical awareness into aesthetic, scholarly, economic, 
sociological, historical, and philological texts … my real arguments is that 
Orientalism is — and does not simply represent — a considerable 
dimension of modern political-intellectual culture, and as such has less to 
do with the Orient than it does with ‘our’ world (1995: 144).  
It can be argued that through being exhibited in many Western cultural 
performances, Orientalism gradually entered deep into the Western culture’s 
ideology and become a part of it. The West explored then understood better the 
Eastern culture’s characteristics, and transformed this other into its major culture 
richness, and the Western definition of ‘orient’ was increasingly and geo-
politically separating from the Occident. Through these exhibitions, Formosa was 
seen as a new and an exotic experience for Western people; it brought a fantastic 
image to the public. 
That Formosa’s name was well-known in Europe starting from the 
beginning of eighteenth century was due to a notorious and fraudulent book 
written by Psalmanazar which made Formosa important in Western society.  
3.3.1  Utopia book of Formosa 
Ruthven informs us that:  
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The Historical and Geographical Description of Formosa (1704), written originally 
in Latin by an armchair ‘travel liar’ who ‘pretended not just to have been 
there, but to come from there’, and thus spoke with the authority of a 
native informant about Formosan infanticide and cannibalism. Its author… 
a Catholic who posed as a pagan before being converted to Protestantism 
and mistaken for Jewish, Psalmanazar was a Frenchman who masqueraded 
as Irish in Italy and Japanese in Germany before arriving in England as a 
Formosan. And this was the man whose life, Johnson declared, was 
‘uniform’, in the second edition of his Description of Formosa (1705), and 
in answer to critics who accused him of having made it up (2001: 30). 
 
Image 3.7: 1704; George Psalmanazar’s ‘Description of Formosa’, 
and ‘figures of Formosans’ 
In the eighteenth century Psalmanazar had invented and added fraudulent 
contents of savagery, cannibalism and paganism to his book, in certain ways to 
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please the Western inquisitiveness of peeping at Formosa. This book gives a 
negative account of Formosa and its culture.  
Psalmanazar’s writing on Formosa represented Western arrogant as a 
cultural conqueror toward a savage island, presenting a backward Formosa 
waiting for salvation from the West. In addition, Psalmanazar’s conversion to 
Christianity dramatically brought him from the identity of an Eastern barbarian 
to the Western civility (Dudziak, 2003: 153). Queneau describes it as: 
George Psalmanazar… later pretended he had visited the island of 
Formosa and invented the language he claimed to have learned from a 
native there…attained a position at Oxford teaching future missionaries, 
and was eventually persuaded to write an account of his travels, in which 
he stated, among other things, that the Formosans sacrificed eighteen 
thousand boys under nine years of age every year. (2000: 154). 
Western people were attracted and fascinated by Psalmanazar’s counterfeit 
stories because of this picture of bizarre Eastern culture and its exoticism. Even 
though it was a forged narrative, the pride and arrogant attitude of the West 
dissolved in the face of this fascinating and strange culture encounter. It is 
evident that this false experience and fake personal identity from the East that 
once became a real authority in the West and attracted the public’s attention is a 
phenomenon to show the West’s attitude toward the East’s savageness. This false 
account of Formosa once became the Westerners’ authority, demonised and 
savaged, toward this innocent territory and to its peoples.  As Turner argues: 
George Psalmanazar’s ... Description of Formosa (1704) … recorded that 
the Formosans’ laws were ‘exceeding Strict. Adulteries for the second 
offence were punished with death, but a man was allowed to have as many 
wives as he could maintain which was to be judged of by an officer for 
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that purpose.’ Some of this material seemed morally ambiguous — in this 
case the harshness of laws against adultery was intermixed with orientalist 
fantasies of polygamy (2002: 58). 
 Psalmanzar’s forged accounts inform us of the contradictory narratives of 
Formosa. On the one hand, they depicted the severe laws against infidelity; on 
the other hand, they confirmed that a man could have as many wives as he 
wished. Again, it showed Westerners’ patriarchal attitude toward the Eastern 
barbaric custom. Psalmanzar created an imaginary space for his Western male 
associates with this fictional polygamy, and Formosa was undermined and 
demonised by this approach from the Western perspective, which also witnessed 
the Western arrogance toward Eastern civilisations.  
 
Image 3.8: 1704; George Psalmanazar, ‘the Funeral, 
or Way of Burning the Dead Bodies in Formosa’ 
The image above exposes Psalmanazar’s fraudulent account of a 
Formosan funeral, or the ‘way of burning the dead bodies in Formosa’ with 
elephants, gothic style church, and the Western costumes which did not exist in 
the eighteenth century Taiwan. 
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Psalmanzar’s Description of Formosa is a revelation not only for Taiwanese to 
perceive Western arrogance and its supremacy toward this island, but also for me 
to compare and to better understand how the four women designers became 
successful under the disadvantaging social conditions of their time. By 
researching, developing an understanding of their transformation process could 
encourage Taiwanese students to learn from the West to enrich our Eastern 
understandings. 
 This chapter has investigated the series of exhibitions connected to Art 
Deco, held in France, Britain and Taiwan. These exhibitions linking with Art 
Deco included the empire and colonial exhibitions, the main Art Deco exhibition 
of 1925, and also Taiwan exhibitions. The main findings of this chapter suggest 
that these exhibitions witnessed the Western countries and Japan’s appropriation 
from the East, and also their colonisation toward others. 
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Chapter 4 
The analysis 
This chapter will investigate the key ideas of domestic and utilitarian 
concern, gender issues, appropriation and the issues of the exotic. These four key 
issues are interconnected and complementary to each other. They are also 
critically connected to the four women designers’ creative processes and with my 
own story. 
I will begin by describing my domestic experiences in the borderlands in 
this analysis, because they can be witnessed as the extension of my notion of 
home across many borders, which represent invisible boundaries beyond cultural, 
political and economical barriers. 
4.1  Domestic and utilitarian concern 
The cultural scene adopted in Taiwan concerning the practical way of 
living for most of Taiwanese is based on a sense of usefulness. As Bhabha argues, 
“in order to recognise the ‘complex cultural and political boundaries that exist on 
the cusp of these often-opposed political spheres’” (1994: 173). Anywhere can be 
a home for me; I believe that the border exists in the edge of the opposite side 
between a multi-faceted cultural and political confrontation. Once we distinguish 
it we can break through this disrupted frontier and identify ourselves.   
4.1.1  Personal experiences and border explorations 
 The border experiences explored as part of this study can be seen as 
upgrading my way of perception from a domestic foundation. This process can 
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also be found in Eileen Gray and Clarice Cliff’s learning and practice 
developments as they crossed many borders. 
Positioning myself in the borderlands 
For me, a border is a platform, an endless territory or a newly-discovered 
wonderland, in which people can express freely whilst exchanging their thoughts, 
ideas and cultures (Bhabha, 1994; Coombes, 2000). There is no real frontier 
between borders (Anzaldúa, 1987; Said, 1984; Said, 1993). People should be able 
to easily shift their position from one to another (Bhabha, 1990a; Griffiths, 1998). 
My ideology is that our world should be ‘Beyond Borders’ (Sans Frontières), where 
people can break through cultures and barriers to express their thoughts freely.  
Michaelsen and Johnson argue, “the entry point of ‘the border’ or ‘the 
borderlands’ goes unquestioned, and, in addition, often is assumed to be a place 
of politically exciting hybridity, intellectual creativity, and moral possibility. The 
borderlands, in other words, are the privileged locus of hope for a better 
world”(1997: 3). These frontiers and borderlands are privileged locations that 
admit culture-blending, in the hope that this new hybrid form of culture will 
embrace and create a world better than before. As Henderson, citing Said, 
explains:  
In his essay ‘Mind of Winter’ Edward Said constructs a relationship of 
oppositional co-dependency between the notions of ‘exile’ and ‘home’. As 
Said suggests, the associations between these two concepts can often be 
ironically reversed, with home becoming a place of endangerment, and exile 
a place of sanctuary. At the same time, living outside the borders of the 
‘homeland’ and inside the borders of ‘another country’ often entails a 
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border journey into the memory and imagination that negotiates between 
old and new, past and present, self and other, safe and danger (1995: 4).  
According to the arguments above, Said establishes co-existing 
subordinate relationships between the banished and the dwelling. However, both 
concepts are often overturned where the concept of home becomes a dangerous 
location, and the exile turns into a refuge. Following Said’s concept, I would 
argue that any place can be a home, and exile does not mean ‘away from home’. 
Both positions could be exchanged or even co-exist. In this idea of borderland, 
these dualities of thought not only persist but also confront each other. 
Therefore, my acknowledgment of border can not only position these four 
women designers’ situations and their achievements but also can describe my 
own position and now I learn from their successful experiences. 
My experiences between the East and West can learn from and refer to 
Said’s arguments: 
The man who finds his homeland sweet is still a tender beginner; he to 
whom every soil is as his native one is already strong; but he is perfect to 
whom the entire world is as a foreign land. The tender soul has fixed his 
love on one spot in the world; the strong man has extended his love to all 
places; the perfect man has extinguished his (1984: 55). 
 Said’s comments on man’s feeling and sense of duty to his country and to 
the world are an inspiration for me as well as for my fellow countrymen. Indeed, 
the duty, compassion and affection to one’s nation, even to the world, are a great 
challenge for everybody. Everyone can reach for a different sphere and can have 
a different notion or interpretation of ‘the meaning of being’ in this world.  
My journey of shifting positions from one to another was a simple 
passage for me; it came with the needs to pursue knowledge and to expand my 
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vision. It began in 1983, soon after I graduated from the Fine Arts department in 
the National Taiwan College of Arts [Note 9], I became an art tutor teaching 
children’s art, linking with the Taipei Veterans General Hospital [Note 10], which 
was my very first working experience. I coordinated two other tutors and 
organised the lessons, materials and pupils. I learned a great deal during those 
three years of working with the young children at the beginning of their creative 
ability, using materials as stimulation tools for creation. As Bhabha argues: 
I have lived that moment of the scattering of the people that in other times 
and other places, in the nations of others, becomes a time of gathering. 
Gatherings of exiles and émigrés and refugees, gathering on the edge of 
‘foreign’ cultures; gathering at the frontiers; gatherings in the ghettos or cafés 
of city centres; gathering in the half-life, half-light of foreign tongues, or in the 
uncanny fluency of another’s language … gathering of incriminatory statistics, 
educational performance, legal statutes, immigration status (1990b: 291). 
My foreign experiences have some similarity to Bhabha’s poetic 
description above. In 1986, I applied for an exchange project between Taiwan and 
Paris’ Fine Arts Colleges, and became a trainee in the École des Beaux Arts de Paris 
[Note 11], under the supervision of Professor Abraham Pincas, to study technique in 
materials. Paris was a great cultural city to me; my eagerness to learn was like a 
hungry hunter penetrating the wild forest. Paris was also a great city that emerged 
out of cultures, languages, races, and ideas. Studying in a foreign country for me is 
also like a shifting platform from the East to the West, and from a conservative 
society, under the martial law and dictatorship of Taiwan toward the free 
expression and Western civilisation of France.  
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The way I conquered my language problem during my stay in France was 
a long and difficult process, to enter through the passage into the Western culture. 
As Kamboureli stresses: 
To live bathed in a language other than my mother tongue; I have to 
partially down the being that was nourished by the mother tongue…The 
borderline that marks the conflict between the first and second language 
marks as well the stage of language where words are beings in themselves 
prior to becoming the proper names of things (1985: 10).  
I learned French through a similar pattern to what Kamboureli has argued. 
First, I had to put away my mother language, then to start learning French like a 
child. I built up the new skills by applying everything I learned to daily life. Once 
I had learned how to get used to reading between the lines of the words and the 
context, then I could really own my ability in this language. The words were then 
no longer unfamiliar to me, and a new cultural understanding had entered to my 
life as my new language ability developed. Kamboureli continues to argue, “I 
changed language, I grew a second skin, wrapped around my self another self. 
I’ve become a metonymy of my past”(1985: 21). The more I learn from the 
language, the more I can feel the strength and magic power it has brought to me. 
Having language skill seems like getting a new pair of wings, I grow and benefit 
from the evolution of my language and culture learning. 
My eagerness and anxiety to learn a new language and gain knowledge was 
a great incentive for me, finding time was a problem and never enough. After 
eight months of preparation and competitive exams, I was accepted by three 
schools. Through their education, I discovered many new platforms for 
absorbing knowledge. As an apprentice in the restoration of stained glass in the 
Ecole Nationale Supérieure d'Arts Appliqués et des Métiers d'Art [Note 12], I had the 
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opportunity to improve my understanding of European history. During these 
three years of training, we restored churches and schools; we even worked in the 
Cathedral of Chartres [Note 13], using the traditional methodology retrieved from 
the thirteenth century. In the meantime, my education in painting at the 
contemporary art school: l'Ecole Nationale Supérieure d'Arts Paris-Cergy [Note 14], 
enriched my understanding as well as creating the ability to connect with the 
relevant movements and artists. Paris, for me, was an ideal city in shifting from 
the traditional to contemporary territories.  
   
Image 4.1: My works and exhibition during the time in Paris 
In 1991, three years following the lifting of martial law, Taiwan’s 
democracy was progressing and our society opened its arms to the world. After 
completing my two master degrees in Paris, I decided to go back to Taiwan to 
disseminate my ideas, hoping to influence young students. My next platform was 
lecturing in basic design and the history of art and design in universities in Taipei, 
Taichung and Hualien. I discovered that the information I brought from the 
West served for the young students in Taiwan as an open window onto the 
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contemporary world. I positioned myself for my students as a medium between 
the East and West. While teaching, I modelled my own experience of ten years 
ago on them; while working to keep myself informed and maintain liaisons with 
the West, I co-exhibited and exhibited my works, at UNESCO’s headquarter in 
Paris, at the district museum in Vienna and the museums in Taiwan. I have also 
co-published two textbooks with two lecturer friends, to spread our ideas and 
understanding; the first book was printed in 2001, The Appreciation of Modern Art, 
Wenjin Press, Taipei, Taiwan [Note 15], and the second book in 2002, Art and Life – 
Appreciation of Contemporary Fine Arts, Neo-Wenjin Press, Taipei, Taiwan [Note 16].  
These practices are the platforms I have created to position myself in my 
society. The more I devoted myself to those activities, the more I felt that there is 
an invisible issue that has impacted our destiny. These experiences helped me to 
think repeatedly about the following questions. How can I position myself in the 
world? What are the characteristics of a Taiwanese? How can we establish our 
own identity?  
Lack of self-confidence is a problem for Taiwanese, dating from long ago. 
It was caused by Taiwan's uncertain position in the world and from the past 
colonisation of our country by so many invaders over such a long period. 
Furthermore, even though we are now a free democratic country, with China's 
repression of Taiwan and the limited cultural and political contacts for us with 
the outside world, we feel isolated, alone and marginal. How we can define our 
own platform, set up new values and pride for ourselves and establish a 
borderland for our own identity? This is a crucial argument for all of us.  
During my stay in Europe, I have learnt about a period in history that 
matched the colonial period in my country and was the beginning for women 
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designers as a profession. I discovered many similar points between them and my 
own identity. Naturally, this subject became my next platform to explore. 
After lecturing for twelve years in Taiwan, I felt that I needed to recharge 
my ‘energy of thought’ as well as to increase my research ability to match my new 
role. In 2003, I decided to start a new exploration into the history of design and 
to learn the state-of-the-art in research methodology. I choose Australia and USQ 
for my research platform because it is a nation exploring with the postcolonial 
ideology. It is also a new territory for me to explore. This was my second episode 
of shifting borders from one culture into another, and my second time to move 
from the East to the West to study and I felt challenged and happy. Except that 
this time Taiwan has become free and democratic; full of obstacles and facing 
new challenges. Furthermore, my wife, Caroline, has started her full-time PhD 
study in TESOL at the Ohio State University. We were two continents apart but 
have managed to meet once in a while. It is as though we live in two floating 
platforms in the sea, reconnecting every half-year.  
Immediately after completing my PhD proposal for the USQ at the 
beginning of 2005, I was rewarded with two years full scholarship from the 
Taiwan Government; it seems to me that my proposal and ideas are welcomed by 
my country. My argument for positioning Taiwanese in the third space and using 
hybridity from our colonial history is a new concept to them; therefore, I have 
this great opportunity and the funding to accomplish my research. In 2005, I 
presented two papers, first at the E&PDE International Design Education 
Conference in the Napier University, Edinburgh [Note 17]. Then the IDC – The 
International Design Congress - held in the National Yunlin University of 
Technology, Taiwan [Note 18]. In March 2006, I presented another paper at the 
InSEA World Congress, Viseu, Portugal [Note 19].  
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I exchanged ideas with new friends I met. The presentations were a new 
challenge for me. Participation in these experiences is just like shifting borders 
again — my ideas and standing points, shifting, encountering other people, 
thoughts and cultures, then integrating and adjusting into a better thought. These 
practices served as inputs to keep me moving forward.  
 My experiences in crossing academic borders makes me realise that even 
though there are many obstacles ahead of us, one’s willingness and determination 
will bridge the gaps, erase the invisible borderline and make the best showing of 
one’s self. 
4.1.2  Comparing Eileen Gray’s and Clarice Cliff’s domestic 
experience 
I have discussed aspects of my personal experiences of exploring the 
borders. Eileen Gray’s and Clarice Cliff’s domestic and border experiences, were 
unique in their own way as their experiences crossed several domestic and 
fashion borders. 
When investigating Eileen Gray’s creative process, Constant informs us 
that: 
Gray sought to overcome the dehumanising qualities often associated with 
abstraction by engaging the subjective qualities of experience… She 
exploited it more fully in her collaborative design for E.1027. Because her 
architecture drew upon the ideas of her avant-garde contemporaries, it was 
both acclaimed by her peers and forgotten in the historical accounts of the 
Modern Movement (2000: 7). 
Eileen Gray hoped that her design works could solve the cold, inhuman 
conditions caused by modernism. To do so, she completed a series of furniture 
designs inside the house she built, the E.1027, with the hope of creating 
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functional works to match daily needs. These ideas were, in fact, to come from 
her avant-garde friends or their works; she was even praised by Le Corbusier for 
her works (Constant, 2000: 125). Yet, she was completely forgotten by modern 
history for many years (Martin & Sparke, 2003: 89). Her ideas about designing for 
the best outcomes for living created a new territory, an invention and a place 
where no other designers or her peer architects had attempted before (Benton, 
1992; Constant, 2000; Rowlands, 2002), which indicates the uniqueness of her 
refinement as a woman designer. 
The fact that Eileen Gray’s works were undermined in history was 
because of the similarity of her works with her architect counterparts. Somehow, 
history forgot her efforts of contributing to life with more liveable dwellings. The 
major difference between her works and the works of these celebrated architects 
was in her arguments that these architects’ works failed to consider ‘real life’. 
Neglecting the needs of daily life resulted in the dehumanisation caused by their 
buildings being idealistic but unliveable (Elliott and Helland, 2002: 184). Even 
though Eileen Gray did not convince these architects, she set herself up as a 
good example of crossing the borders from Art Deco to modernism as a better 
way of improving the quality of living. The domestic issue of creating to address 
utilitarian concerns in Eileen Gray’s designs had made her different from her 
male associates of her time. She dedicated her knowledge and creativity to 
improve the quality of life for both men and women.  
Clarice Cliff was born in an area of pottery production; she inherited the 
culture of the region and learned pottery as her life profession. From a poor 
family background, she had to work hard to earn her own living. Because she was 
a gifted and hardworking person, she had finally earned the chance to pursue her 
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study in art (Terlouw, 1994: 11). Thus, she began her career and created a new 
territory of her own. 
Terlouw informs us: 
Clarice Cliff was born in 1899 in Tunstall, Staffordshire. This area, which had 
been an important centre for the production of pottery since as early as the 
eighteenth century, was called The Potteries and is situated around Stoke-on-
Trent…. About 400 small pottery factories were located this area (1994: 10).  
In examining Clarice Cliff’s design, we can discover that she created 
design works for both household and utilitarian needs. As Elliott and Helland 
inform us: 
Cheryl Buckley also addresses the household of the modern woman, but in 
this case focuses on the modern woman of the suburbs (with fewer 
servants and children than relatively privileged married women of previous 
generations), who purchased British pottery designed by Susie Cooper, 
Clarice Cliff…Buckley argues that the decorative modernism that 
characterised the work of these women designers should not be 
understood as some sort of tepid British variation on a hard-edged 
Continental theme, but rather as a clever application of modernism in the 
context of a particular industry and national tradition (2002: 10).  
According to Buckley’s argument, the creative works of the British 
women pottery designers, including Clarice Cliff, should be considered a 
breakthrough of applying continental modernism to their own traditions and 
production processes. Other criticisms, such as the claims of immature imitation 
from continental Europe, reflected misunderstandings and poor interpretations. 
It can be argued that these women designers should be considered as the British 
pioneers in pottery design at that time where they produced work for the 
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domestic market. As such, they had created an additional third space 
environment of contemporary ideas bordered by their local traditional demands 
matched to British’s cultural requirements.  
      
Image 4.2: 1930s; Clarice Cliff, Conical Sugar Sifters 
and Stamford Teapots 
The 1930s were the years impacted by the Great Depression. Clarice Cliff 
had the wit and idea to analyse the formal components of the Modernist and Art 
Deco styles. She then made good use of these elements to produce fashionable 
design items with decorative patterns, to meet household needs as a way to 
survive within the Depression (Elliott and Helland, 2002: 53). It was a difficult 
moment for the British pottery factories to fight on the one hand, the drop in 
export markets, and on the other to face the influx of low-priced objects from 
overseas for the domestic market. Elliott and Helland continue: 
Both Cooper and Cliff … were concerned with designing for the ‘modern’ 
home and family, and they were pioneers in developing new ranges of 
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wares for the domestic interior. Their designs were small-scale, adaptable 
to different uses and needs (2002: 59).  
The data suggests that these British women designers achieved a silent 
revolution by turning their backs on the conservative culture. They improved the 
domestic quality of daily life by designing stylish dishware based on concepts of 
modernism. 
These women pottery designers in Britain emerged as a female 
consciousness in their society. Their concern was to negotiate between the 
domestic decorative design influenced by modernism and the demands and needs 
of the market (Elliott and Helland, 2002: 58). In doing so, these women designers 
had created a new space of female awareness, in which decorative design and 
modernism could co-exist, sparkling with inventive ideas.  
From the discussion above, I would suggest that both Eileen Gray’s and 
Clarice Cliff’s border experiences had similar meeting points. They created design 
works to meet the lifestyle and domestic needs of that time. Through 
understanding and learning from their domestic experiences of crossing many 
borders to find a better way of self expression, I can use their successful process 
as an analogy for investigating my own domestic experiences. I then realised that 
hybridity is the main issue underpinning the life world of many in the Taiwanese 
culture.  
4.1.3  Hybridity and my domestic experience 
 Hybridity issue is important in this study; I would therefore address my 
understanding of hybridity from my own domestic experience. 
 Taiwan is an exceptional island because it is a territory during our history 
where the mixing bloods and cultures happened constantly. Therefore, to 
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position myself in the notion of hybridity, I need to discuss Taiwan’s hybrid 
history and experience. Taiwan’s hybrid experience is important to the world and 
can be traced back over many years. This mixing of experiences saw different 
people emerge from our unique culture into the world. Lo tells us that: 
Taiwan served as a stepping-stone for the Austronesian (Malayo-
Polynesian) people in their movement from South China to islands of 
Southeast Asia and the Pacific … linguists constructing the family tree of 
the Austronesian family of languages depict the Formosan languages as its 
earliest and most divergent branches (Shepherd 1993, p. 28; 2002: 26).  
In Taiwan we can trace back through twenty-nine Formosan languages 
that connect with the Austronesian languages to the present. The Austronesian 
languages have become part of our cultural heritage.  
Taiwan as an Austronesian homeland 
Rubinstein says in his book entitled Taiwan a new history that: 
In 1963 Isidore Dyen proposed that Formosa might be the place from 
which the Austronesian languages originated (in Chang, 1963). He proposed 
that the place of origin of the Austronesian languages should be the place 
where the greatest number of language families is concentrated. With more 
than twenty languages that constitute three of the oldest branches of 
Indonesia, Taiwan is logically the place to look for the origin of this 
language family. Dyen’s proposal did not attract attention to Taiwan for 
linguists until Peter Bellwood published ‘The Austronesian Dispersal and 
the Origin of Languages’ in Scientific American in 1991. Within a year, this 
theory was being advocated in aboriginal circles in Taiwan (1999: 37). 
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After these scientists’ had researched the linguistic origins of Taiwan, 
many Taiwanese had developed a sense of duty and a mission about our cultural 
background and the influence our ancestors had brought to the regions. The 
diversity of the languages we had in our history evidenced the tradition of cultural 
merging within the area of Southeast Asia.  
Aboriginal genes define Taiwanese identity 
As Rubinstein stresses: 
In February 1997 a message in an e-mail discussion group called the 
‘Taiwan Future Discussion Group’ made a startling assertion: The majority 
of Taiwanese are descendents of Austronesians (60%) and only minor 
proportion of Taiwanese are the descendants of immigrants from 
mainland China, no matter [whether] they are speaking Holo, Hakka, 
Chinese, or English today. This is also supported by the recent biological 
research findings indicating that the blood DNA profiles of most 
Taiwanese are different from [those] of Chinese (1999: 41). 
Hybridity in Taiwan not only exists in the blending of languages, but also 
exist in the mixing of blood. Most Taiwanese are already hybrid as revealed by 
the research using DNA tests. This hybridity is evidence of the mixing of many 
races in our history. 
Taiwan can be used as an example to illustrate this theory, which includes 
both hybridity and multi-culturalism, where multi-culturalism refers to the co-
existence among cultures. Previous cultures and peoples in Taiwanese history 
have already unified into one group (Coombes, 2000: 2). Nevertheless, other 
forms of cultures evolving and co-existing within our local culture could emerge 
as a new Taiwanese identity. As Lo puts it: 
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The term hybridity as it has been used throughout history has multiple 
connotations. As Robert Young (1995) points out in his study of the 
genealogy of this term, the concept of hybridity is an integral part of that very 
colonial system that today’s scholars seek to dismantle. According to Young, 
the usage of the term hybridity in the vocabulary of the Victorian extreme 
right presupposes the existence of ‘pure’ and distinct racial categories and 
centres on the issue of the fertility of interracial ‘hybrids’. Recent scholarship 
in postcolonial studies, however, has radically transformed the meaning of 
hybridity. The central concern here is about the creativity and cultural 
imagination of the hybrid, which are located in between categories (2002: 199). 
In traditional and conservative thinking about the meaning of hybridity, it 
is almost the synonym of an insult, a pejorative thought referring to impure races 
of peoples. However, in postcolonial thinking and by using its associated theories 
such as the border theory, hybridity and the third space identity, this idea then 
has a new definition as a creative thought. Hybridity has thus been integrated into 
a positive philosophy.  
The existence fact of hybridity not only can be seen on the side of the 
conqueror, but also in the peoples who have been colonised by the others. Their 
blood, living experiences and even their cultures are affected. Therefore, 
hybridity creates a new border, a new possibility and a new starting point for the 
people involved in it (Lo, 2002: 137-138). Consequently the hybrid in culture or 
in blood could further strengthen our recognition of identity, and the place where 
we live. 
Using hybrid ideology in recognising our Taiwanese identity; Brown's 
arguments show us Taiwanese’s new tendency. As Brown puts it: 
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Since 1987, for the obvious political purpose of justifying their distance from 
the PRC, people in Taiwan have increasingly claimed Taiwanese identity to 
be an amalgam of Han culture and ancestry, Aborigine culture and ancestry, 
and Japanese culture (but not ancestry), in the making for almost 400 years, 
and separate from China for the entire twentieth century (2004: 2).  
It is a fact and a sad thing that during more than four hundreds years of 
history, Taiwan was colonised by so many colonialists. Through our own hands, 
Taiwan became an independent state and established a democratic system with 
the direct election of our own president. However, Taiwan is still considered a 
scapegoat by other nations. We are still controlled or interfered with by the 
United States, China and even Japan. The identity crisis is, therefore, a major 
issue and creates much confusion among Taiwanese people. The notion of 
recognising the ancestors from our blood or from our cultural background has 
lead to the possibility of constructing our own ideology as a new compound of 
the new Taiwanese identity.  
4.1.4 Establishing Taiwan’s third space identity    
 To understand the notion of the domestic experience in my background, 
one should trace back to Taiwan’s history in the third space experience. Since 
Taiwan’s local history was basically formed through the colonial experience by 
the different colonisers. I am therefore connecting Taiwanese colonial history to 
the third space. 
Third space for me is a new territory: a place that allows one to achieve 
and realise new possibilities. It is a non-conventional space in which the self 
marginality and isolation become an advantage and a plus in constructing the 
utopia.  
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Coombes (2000: 12) agrees with “Bhabha’s imaginative deployment of the 
concepts of ‘disjuncture’ and ‘disavowal’ which together yield his notion of ‘third 
space’”. Bhabha used his imagination to realise his idea of separation from the 
old institution, he denied the unity and all traditional values in wishing to 
establish ‘new structures authority’ and ‘new political initiatives’ (Bhabha, 1990a: 
211) which is the third space identity. Bhabha argues: 
The production of meaning requires that these two places be mobilized in the 
passage through a third space, which represents both the general conditions of 
language and the special implication of the utterance in a performative and 
institutional strategy of which it cannot ‘in itself’ be conscious (1994: 36).  
I suggest that what Bhabha stressed above is two individual meanings 
mixed and then transformed during the process of becoming the third space. 
This new space represents the verbal communication, the particular suggestion to 
express the action of wish accomplishment and the tactical system where one can 
not maintain the self awareness. The emerging of third space shows the end of 
self-consciousness by replacing it with the mixture of multi-cultural hybridity as a 
new identity. 
Taiwan is also called Formosa, a place that has long suffered from 
colonisation in its history by numerous intruders. Taiwan is my motherland, a 
place where I store all my memories and nostalgia. Taiwan was discovered by the 
West about five hundreds years ago, when, according to Copper, “a Portuguese 
vessel sailing through the Taiwan Strait en route to Japan sighted Taiwan, and 
there appeared in the captain’s log the words Ilha Formosa or ‘beautiful island.’  
But the Portuguese did not lay claim to Taiwan, nor did they try to colonise all or 
even part of it” (1999: 25). When the Portuguese discovered Formosa, this 
beautiful island was still free from colonisation but it did not last long. Formosa’s 
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destiny was already decided by the West, because of its geographical and strategic 
importance.  
Prakash (1994) claims that even by the early seventeenth century, Taiwan 
was already identified for its unique tactical position in the region. It would seems 
that since Formosa was considered in the seventeenth century as a ‘no-man’s 
land’ in Asia (Prakash, 1994: 158), thus positioning Formosa in a third space 
(Bhabha, 1990a: 211; 1994: 37) in the region with the other potential conquerors. 
With its tactical importance in that area, more and more countries tried to obtain 
Formosa as a base between the other Asian territories. 
Taiwan today has emerged with a mélange of aborigines and Han 
(Chinese) (Brown, 2004: 21) as its new identity. Because of this historic 
assimilation, both Han and Aborigine cultures have combined to become a 
unique Taiwan culture (Brown, 2004: 29). I position this new form of civilisation 
in the third space. It has shown its importance because of its exclusive cultural 
mélange from history which had created an alternative space enabling today’s 
Taiwanese to concept realise their new identity. 
Starting from the early seventeenth century, there were many colonialists 
who occupied this land and its peoples. From 1626 to 1642 the northern part was 
colonised by the Spanish; from 1624 to 1662, the Dutch, dispatched by the 
Dutch East India Company (Prakash, 1994: 158), occupied the south. Then in 
1642 the Dutch defeated the Spanish and unified the whole of Taiwan, thus 
establishing Formosa’s first government (Kerr, 1966: 3). 
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Image 4.3: 1633, ‘Fort Zeelandia built in Tainan’, 
and ‘the Island Formosa and the Pescadores’ 
 The Dutch era in Taiwan was based on finding ways to maximise the 
profits from this land by attracting Chinese immigrants to this island Taiwan was 
then considered by the Dutch to be a trading base within the region. 
To facilitate control and enhance agricultural production in Taiwan, the 
Dutch encouraged the Han’s migration from mainland China and then integrated 
them with the local aborigines (Brown, 2004: 15–16). It would appear that this 
inter-marriage between the Han and the aborigines created a mixed and 
complicated situation for the locals and the colonisers (Kerr, 1966: 3). This was 
the first period of imperialism and the colonial domination of the Formosans. 
 From 1661 to 1683, the mixture continued under Zheng's kingdom. The 
Manchu Dynasty at that time did not regard Taiwan as an important territory to 
retain, nor did it seek to proclaim its sovereignty. This indifference gave the 
Dutch and eventually Zheng the opportunity to take over (Kerr, 1966: 4). 
It seems that the main reason for Zheng’s (Cheng’s) kingdom’s 
occupation of Taiwan was to make Taiwan a base from which to overcome the 
Manchu Dynasty. Zheng’s rule was based on the Han’s supremacy and 
domination over the aborigines. Therefore, during the Zheng regime in Taiwan, 
the assimilation was in favour of the Han’s authority (Brown, 2004: 134). The 
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Han peoples in Taiwan preferred to proclaim their identities as pure Han rather 
than a mélange. 
 Under Zheng’s regime, the objective was for the aborigines to be 
absorbed into Han identities. I suggest that even though this tendency seemed 
unfavourable to Taiwanese plains aborigines, these mixed generations obtained 
double identities from their preceding cultures. This heritage positioned them in 
the third space — the space of negotiation — thus enabling Taiwan culture to be 
more diverse with a unique meaning different from other cultures.  
From 1683 to 1895, Taiwan was under the Manchu Dynasty’s colonisation.  
Copper tells us of the difficult condition that the early Chinese immigrants to 
Taiwan experienced during this period (1999: 12). These immigrants were 
extremely poor and risked their lives to get to Taiwan because this probably was 
the only known solution for their survival. However, other rulers such as the 
Dutch and the Spanish regarded Taiwan simply as another colony; their mission 
in Taiwan was based upon exploiting Taiwan rather than devoting themselves to 
this land.  
The decline of the Manchu Empire showed the importance of Taiwan’s 
position to the world. Many Western countries greedily showed their interest in 
seising, colonising or buying Taiwan for their strategic and political needs. The 
West’s anxiety for Taiwan determined its miserable future under colonialism. 
From 1895 to 1945 Taiwan was under Japanese control. When the 
Manchu Empire (the Qing Court) was overcome by Japan, Taiwan became a 
scapegoat of the war. Taiwanese were furious, because they felt sold out and 
betrayed by their own motherland (Corcuff, 2002: xii). Taiwanese at that time 
were well informed of their own position in the world, resulting from the 
previous modernisation effort that had taken over this island. They established 
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one of the very first Republics in Asia — the Republic of Formosa, (also known 
as the Taiwan Republic) (Corcuff, 2002: 14–17) to prevent Taiwan from being 
taken over by Japan. However, this ephemeral Republic only survived for ten 
days (Hughes, 1997: 4) leaving in vain the Formosans’ attempt to establish their 
nation (“Republic of Formosa”, Jstor.org).  
The Taiwanese struggle to have their voice and identity recognised 
internationally failed for the 1895 Republic (Corcuff, 2002: xiii). The original aim 
by the Chinese Royalists to establish a republic in Taiwan was simply a way to 
prevent Japan from taking over Taiwan; they remained willing and faithful to the 
Manchu Empire. Nevertheless, the Shimonoseki treaty was considered by many 
separatist and Western powers as a fact and thus the official day that Taiwan 
separated from China (Copper, 1999: 29). These supporters of independence 
argue that since the Manchu Empire abandoned Taiwan to Japan, and the 
Taiwanese disliked Japan’s colonisation, they deserved a third choice, the 
alternative solution of being independent. I argue that this ephemeral Republic of 
Taiwan in 1895 created an identity space as an alternative choice that corresponds 
to Bhabha’s ideology of the third space. Even though it has now passed into 
history, this act marks an important step in Taiwanese awareness that they had 
once fought for their independence and identity.  
 Some historians treated Japan’s colonisation of Taiwan as a positive 
improvement. However, I consider that this was enslavement of Taiwanese. To 
get this result, Japanese treated Taiwan as a profitable colonisation; to make a 
success of this settlement, they were not only biased against the locals, condoning 
seizures, but also applied the strictest laws to Taiwanese people (Copper, 1999: 
30). Taiwan’s rapid internal stabilisation and economic progress both enhanced 
Japan’s national power and their international reputation. With their cruel version 
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of law and order, the Japanese government also eliminated the disruptions of this 
island caused by the war.  
The Japan era in Taiwan showed a more significant and positive 
contribution to Taiwanese, especially for the older generation experienced under 
both powers (Kerr, 1966; Rubinstein, 1999). With the stable infrastructure built 
by the Japanese, Taiwan thus had the potential for its economic prosperity to 
become a model for the Chinese-speaking community in the world; I would 
consider this as a recompense for past colonialism.  
The elder generation in Taiwan still remember the old colonised regime 
under Japan and most of them, including my parents, have positive opinions on 
‘the good old days’ (Elegant, 1990: 358), simply because the subsequent 
oppression by the Chinese Nationalist was even worse and people suffered even 
more in comparison to the Japanese occupation. After suffering all these 
colonisers in Taiwan’s history, it is important for its present population to 
establish its Taiwanese consciousness rather than the Chinese identity; it not only 
matches our reality and interests but also because Taiwan has enough strength to 
proclaim her voice to the world. 
In 1945 Chiang Kai-Shek renamed Taiwan to become the Republic of 
China. The end of the Second World War in 1945 was a new beginning and a 
hope of new freedom for Taiwanese (Formosan) peoples, however, with the 
Chinese Nationalists; KMT took over Taiwan, resulting in Taiwanese suffering 
under another colonisation (Kerr, 1996: 61).  
The event of February 28, 1947 was a milestone witnessing the conflict 
between the decolonisation and reintegration (Rubinstein, 1999: 292–293). I 
suggest that the confusion caused chaos and difficulties in getting a real liberty 
for Taiwanese. The decolonisation had become meaningless because of the 
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Nationalist policies that limited freedom. Taiwanese were reluctant to follow 
the reintegration because it was under the camouflage of colonialism. The 
Taiwanese demanded self-government and total freedom, thus resulting in the 
unavoidable conflict with the Nationalists. As a result, the authority of ‘other’ 
controlled and dominated Taiwan started a new colonisation. 
Nowadays, many Taiwanese, including the new inhabitants who arrived 
after 1949, believe that even with the constant debates on the reunification with 
China versus a move toward independence (Corcuff, 2002: 248), no agreement 
has been reached. Many Taiwanese, including the new inhabitants, choose to 
recognise Taiwan as their real home (Copper, 1999: 12) wishing to establish a 
new position and value as a ‘New Taiwanese People’. This new definition is 
independent of the person’s arrival time in Taiwan, just so as long as one’s heart 
and mind are with Taiwan. The idea emerged out of the identity of the New 
Taiwanese and is now widely accepted by many local people. With democratic 
progress, nowadays, the young generations in Taiwan are based on equal 
opportunity and competition and ethnic differences have become less significant 
in our society (Maguire, 1998: 127).  
 I believe that there are many circumstances that impact Taiwanese in 
making their decision to be independent or to unify; including the fear of 
military threats and the fear of losing economic progress and the uncertainties 
about the recognition of a national identity (on which side is our motherland?). 
Personally, I think this dilemma will last for a long time, unless we can teach 
the younger generations to build up their identity consciousness.  
 Viewing the evolution of Taiwan’s colonial histories, I have seen and 
realised that changing identities is very common throughout the history of 
Taiwan. Historically, Taiwanese suffered from colonialism by the West and also 
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from the East, such as China and Japan, caused by historical and geographical 
consequences. Even though Taiwan maintains a close tie with China it is now 
facing everyday military threats and missile menaces by Mainland China. These 
experiences have resulted in the mistrust of China by many Taiwanese.  
Taiwan’s political and economical transformation has a significant 
meaning as a state once ruled under dictatorship. The democratic process has 
developed this island country’s international reputation. I would like to emphasis 
the progress that Taiwan has achieved by positioning itself as a good example to 
be able to contend with China (Maguire; 1998: 213); Taiwan could become a role 
model for its democratic progress. 
A third space identity as a new Taiwanese 
Even though Taiwan’s present political situation is isolated and neglected 
by the international society because of China’s “One China policy” against 
Taiwan, Brown tells us that “Taiwan’s new narratives of unfolding, however, 
distance Taiwanese identity from the Chinese nation by incorporating Aborigines 
in ways that acknowledge Aborigine cultural influence and even matrilineal 
ancestral contributions” (2004: 21).  
This history witnessed the process of hybridity where most Taiwanese 
have inherited aborigine’s blood (Brown, 2004: 144; Rubinstein, 1999: 41) from 
the ‘matrilineal ancestral contributions’ (Brown, 2004: 21). This emergent lineage 
can be a new hope for all Taiwanese. As a Taiwanese, I would suggest in using 
the third space identity as an alternative route we proclaim our real 
distinctiveness toward international relationships. 
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4.1.5  The four women designers and third space experience 
 Similar to the isolation of Taiwanese from the international scene, the four 
women designers in the Art Deco era were ignored and neglected by their male 
counterparts as well as by their society. It is, therefore relevant to compare and 
understand the four women designers’ domestic and third space experiences in 
the Art Deco era. 
 In light of my third space experiences, background and study, I am 
encouraged and intrigued by Eileen Gray’s story of creating design works as a 
new way of improving the quality of everyday life. Eileen Gray’s idea of creating 
for daily life was a new concept; as Adam argues, “She accepted the basic ideas of 
the modern movement with its belief in hygiene, purity and machine thinking” 
(1987: 125) which brought her into the inner field of household design. She 
mass-produced design items for the domestic needs. 
 Elliott and Helland argue about the new trends of creating for the needs 
of domesticity: 
The notion of creating an appropriate environment for the display of work 
was something that also motivated Eileen Gray, Romaine Brooks and 
Gluck, as Bridget Elliott demonstrates. Working with feminist theories 
which re-conceptualize the home as a site of spatial resistance rather than 
one of engendered subjectivity, Elliott argues that these three very 
different women artists created their own version of the maison d’artiste by 
putting old decorative strategies to new uses (2002: 10). 
 Following on from Elliott’s argument, it could be suggested that these 
women designers’ ideas about ‘appropriate environment’, to ‘create own version 
of maison d’artiste’, ‘a site of spatial resistance’ and by ‘putting old decorative to 
new uses’ underpinned their way of life. They wished to create their own private 
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space that was embodied with functional decorations. Thus, this space had a 
sense of an inner, private, home, living and a self-creating environment that 
contained the meaning of domesticity within it. This Artist studio (maison d’artiste), 
therefore, became an experimental space that allowed artists to create or invent 
new ideas in response to their life needs.  
 Eileen Gray’s attempt to improve and to combine the bedroom – boudoir 
and with men’s study was simply based on functional needs. Before Gray, the 
domestic space was always designed by men or according to men’s needs (Elliott 
and Helland, 2002: 181). As a rare women designer of her time, Gray knew well 
what women needed and she began planning to create a different interior design. 
Her idea of arranging the bedroom connecting with the boudoir and the study 
could facilitate access and cope with the personal needs of women (Adam, 1987: 
133). Her ideas contrasted the nexus among sex, domestic, working and living 
spaces. As Elliott and Helland say: 
Caroline Constant has suggested that Gray’s designs for furnishings and 
buildings are ‘non-heroic’ modernist forms conceived from the interior 
outward and based upon the individual’s sensory experience of and 
movement through space in ways which reinvigorate the rituals of daily life 
(Constant, 1994: 277).  
According to Constant, Gray’s emphasis on physical needs and 
pleasures enabled her to develop alternatives to Le Corbusier’s typically heroic 
privileging of theory, which at times led to a dehumanising abstraction 
(Constant, 1994: 269). In a similar vein, Sylvia Lavin has compared Gray’s 
design for E.1027, a house on the coast near Roquebrune, with Le Corbusier’s 
summer retreat on an adjoining property. She describes the former, with its 
multiple entrances and passages and porous spaces, as embodying an open and 
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non-interventionist relation to nature in the spirit of nomadic tent dwelling and 
hunter-gathering; while the latter, dug into the ground like a cave, is seen as 
part of a more sedentary lifestyle that involves the subjugation of natural forces 
(Lavin, 1996: 188). Others such as Sarah Whiting have emphasised the 
increasing flexibility and suggestive pluralism of Gray’s later projects, which 
involved deliberately publishing her ideas as dialogic conversations and 
designing multivalent objects (e.g. a footstool which also served as a towel 
holder and steps) that offered their users a whole range of possible uses 
without privileging one over another (Elliott & Helland, 2002: 176; Whiting, 
1996: 81–83). 
 Constant’s argument suggests that Eileen Gray had an unconventional 
character. She did not want to be famous or become a heroine. Since she disliked 
the conventional interior design styles, she developed an alternative way by 
applying her life experiences to improve the design of space. To avoid following 
conservative routine life, she tried to revive and strengthen living spaces. She 
acknowledged her sensual needs and applied this concept and requirements into 
her design projects. Therefore, her space design could not only satisfy her needs 
but also address human nature and lifestyle needs. Different from Eileen Gray, 
Le Corbusier’s design concept was heroic and even dictatorial. To achieve 
simplicity and modernism’s ethos, many details were simplified or omitted. 
Ignoring people’s lifestyle needs resulted in a design that was uncomfortable to 
live in.  
According to Elliott & Helland (2002: 176), and my interpretation of the 
design work E.1027 of Eileen Gray, I can sense how Gray dealt with the 
relationship between nature and space with an open mind, yet she tried to 
minimise the human interference with the environment. 
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In her design, she attempted to build ideal concepts using entrances, 
passages and porous spaces. She was hoping to coordinate her design with the 
natural surroundings, which made her design liveable and easy to access. 
However, Le Corbusier dealt with another methodology. He was 
ambitious in handling the relationship between his work and the space of nature. 
Like a dominator, he tried to conquer and change nature with his preferences and 
determination.  
Sarah Whiting (1996: 81–83) puts more value on Gray’s later designs. I 
believe that Eileen Gray had an unrestrained will for expressing her ideas. She 
added flexibility and multi-functional meanings in creating her design works to 
cope with individual living needs. This versatility in her design enticed the users 
to simplify their lives and minimise the space for the design works. 
   
Image 4.4: 1926–29; ‘Bedroom dressing table, designed for E-1027’, and 
‘kitchen in E-1027’; domestic functional design  
Eileen Gray’s multi-functional design provided the public with a variety of 
choices; this characterised the third space. Elliott and Helland suggest: 
According to her biographer, Peter Adam, Gray had always liked the idea of a 
‘bedroom-cum-living room: a room to sleep in but also a place where one 
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could write a letter or read a book’ (Adam, 1987: 133). He further notes that 
her bedroom-boudoir in the rue Bonaparte apartment contained a writing 
desk, library shelf and comfortable armchairs. This was an arrangement of 
space which Gray would reproduce in her first major commission: to renovate 
Mathieu-Levy’s rue de Lota apartment in Paris. Madame Mathieu-Levy was 
the wealthy proprietor of Suzanne Talbot, a chic millinery and clothing store. 
Gray’s objective was to create a sensuous interior space that would 
incorporate the owner’s large collection of African artefacts (2002: 179). 
 I argue that Eileen Gray’s design of combination rooms created a third 
space identity. This new ideology of ideal space incorporated relaxation and 
working needs. Her idea later developed into a set of interior design patterns that 
responded to the demands of her aristocratic clientele.  
It would seem that Eileen Gray’s E.1027 was constructed for herself and 
her best friend Jean Badovici (Colomina in Read, 2000: 141) who was also her 
instructor and the person who introduced her to the field of architecture. The 
E.1027 was a representative work of individualism, because Eileen designed this 
house with rooms which had separate doors to enable the freedom and privacy 
of the people who lived there (Elliott and Helland, 2002: 183).  
Gray’s remarkable idea of multiple functions as an alternative solution and 
the mobility of her design could adjust to the various conditions of life that 
increased the standard of living (Elliott and Helland, 2002: 182). This resulted in 
diminishing the wastage of space used in the house. As Rendell notes: 
Karen Franck cites the work of women architects such as Eileen Gray and 
Lilly Reich, and Susana Torre’s projects such as ‘House of Meaning’ and 
‘Space as Matrix’ as exemplary of this approach. Promoting the idea that 
women designers and users value different kinds of spaces — ones which 
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foster the flexibility required by women’s social roles — also suggests 
analogies between spatial matrices and the fluid spatiality of the female 
body (1999: 231).  
Apparently, these works not only represented these women designers’ 
creative ideas but also took into account the customers’ needs. As a result, this 
enhanced and promoted the women designers’ social positions and the flexibility 
of their work. Furthermore, these interior design spaces reflected the femininity 
of women and made a third space metaphor of their own bodies. Being females, 
they were in the optimal position to know what women customers were looking 
for and designed accordingly. 
Eileen Gray created designs for the furniture, interior design and 
architecture fields; she shaped a broader and a third space not only for her but 
also for women to have better living conditions in the modern era.  
Another woman designer and a famous fashion designer, Coco Chanel 
who, despite her fame, her many contributions and facts were largely unnoticed 
by history. Demonstrating her creativity in the third space was the way she 
enlarged her fashion empire for women. Charles-Roux points out: 
No woman could have been less concerned about her social success. 
‘Society’ had never before opened its doors to couturières, however 
talented they may have been, and these creative women had been relegated 
to the status of faiseuses or ‘dressmakers’ (with the word couturier used 
only in the masculine). Then, suddenly, for Chanel everything changed. 
But it all seemed perfectly natural to her, as natural as the revolution in 
style that she helped to bring about (2005: 203). 
 Chanel’s contribution to modern women was based on her gifted nature. 
Women were once hidden beneath society as housewives who stayed at home. It 
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was Chanel’s effort to raise the couturière, and dressmaker’s social position as a 
respected designer, that also transformed the social ideology from the word 
‘dress’ into ‘fashion’. 
  Carter describes how Chanel’s love affairs had even increased her image as 
a fashion leader: 
Chanel’s much-touted affairs with Prince Dmitri of Russia and the Duke 
of Westminster did not harm her. It is clear from the remark which she 
made in differing ways over and over again to friends and interviewers that 
‘a woman needs to be caressed from her head to her toes’, that physical 
love was as necessary to her as water to a flower (1980: 59).  
Chanel was a gifted woman, her charm was infectious. She translated her 
love affairs into products then that made her a legend; her mysterious and 
romantic loves with noble people helped to transform her image from a domestic 
woman into a fashion leader. Even her name was converted to a famous fashion 
brand. I am convinced that this success for Chanel was in fact a third space 
phenomenon. This condition occurred because she had the sensibility to 
anticipate fashion trend directions and she made good use of everything that 
happened around her, including her love affairs, so that her name became a 
fashion icon. Furthermore, she knew how to advertise her liaisons through 
publicity to create a new fashion mode. Charles-Roux says: 
At Moulins in 1905 there still appeared on stage those concert-hall 
performers known as poseuses (models) …. Whenever the stage emptied, 
one poseuse at a time would come forward and perform her own little 
piece ….  This was how Chanel made her debut at La Rotonde, with a 
repertoire consisting of two songs: ‘Ko Ko Ri Ko’ and ‘Qui qu’a vu Coco.’ … 
Soon she became La Petite Coco to all her fans at the garrison (2005: 35). 
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 This describes how Chanel got her nickname ‘Coco”, as a brand name 
from her singing career, a trademark which had the potential to change her whole 
life. 
I believe that creativity and originality are the foundations for establishing 
a designer. Chanel was proud of having these abilities; yet she did not worry 
about her ideas being copied by others (Picken and Miller, 1956: 92).  
It was in 1912 when, with help from her friends Chanel found an actress 
who was willing to wear her design hat in public (Charles-Roux, 2005: 90). The 
subsequent success of her designs launched a fashion career for Chanel. 
                  
        Image 4.5: 1912; Chanel Hat design for Gabrielle Dorziat 
In the following year Chanel was financed by her lover, Boy Capel. She 
opened her first fashion boutique and called herself a woman entrepreneuse. 
Afterwards, she demonstrated her capacity for facing many challenges in this 
field (Charles-Roux, 2005: 6). I argue that this occurred when she first deliberated 
concerning the professional career she had yearned for, and then applied her 
talent to design new fashion trends to change women’s appearance. Because of 
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her commercial success, Chanel enlarged her business plan and challenged other 
fashion designers, including Paul Poiret. Under Chanel’s influence, and 
stimulated by her fashion trends, many women changed their looks and adopted 
avant-garde appearances to respond to this social revolution. As Charles-Roux 
comments: 
In a 1916 issue of Harper’s Bazaar appeared the first Chanel design ever 
published: a dress from the Biarritz collection …, it had immense allure 
without a trace of pre-war elaborateness … the American editors hailed 
this creation with a brief caption, calling it the charming chemise dress of 
Chanel. The couturière would wait four years before receiving such a 
consecration in the French press. It took until 1919 or 1920 for the 
country to recover its taste for frivolity (2005: 131). 
 According to Charles-Roux (2005), during the First World War, Chanel’s 
fashion designs were accepted and featured in American’s top fashion magazines 
as a reflection of the fashion trends from Europe. However, she had not yet 
reached the fame she deserved. The conservative society of France kept Chanel 
waiting a few more years to become a real celebrity.   
Chanel’s fashion revolution had many directions. She believed that 
costume design should consider the entire body and her simple cut dress should 
come with a new appearance (Lussier, 2003: 74). This and the style of her short 
hair launched the beginning of a young, energetic and avant-garde women’s 
generation. Milbank describes the celebrity process of Chanel: 
The public became increasingly fascinated with, and influenced by, how 
Chanel herself dressed. In 1923, Vogue published a photograph of Chanel 
‘whose designs are as youthful and chic as herself,’ wearing a grosgrain hat 
pinned with a double-sided pearl brooch and pearl earrings (2002: 58).  
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The 1920s witnessed Chanel’s progress of her fashion business leading her 
toward the role of a celebrity. Her fame made her the focus of the public. 
Chanel’s own clothing indicated the fashion trends she brought to women; young, 
elegant, fanciful, and exotic that attracted everyone’s attention. 
 Chanel promoted herself image as an identity and then duplicated this 
character to develop the products. Through her products she shared her 
aristocratic liaisons and personal stories with her clients. Chanel thus transformed 
herself as a fashion symbol for her customers; and she was, in fact, creating her 
third space identity through these transformation processes. She invented a new 
fashion trend and a phenomenon that had never happened before (Fillin-Yeh, 
2001: 39). When costumers wore Chanel creations, psychologically, they obtained 
part of Chanel’s living experience and identity. Chanel became an icon or a 
legend to them; they worshipped her by wearing Chanel’s suits to satisfy their 
fantasy and eagerness to become just like another Chanel. That is the magic 
power of fashion. 
In these ways Chanel made a significant contribution to the history of 
fashion. She has succeeded in establishing a myth; she was capable and 
determined to create her empire of luxury through her fashion productions. 
Chanel researched the use of new materials and developed her ideas by 
simplifying the style and the cut through refined handcraft to respond to social 
change and by listening to women’s needs (Stegemeyer, 1980: 16). As Fillin-Yeh 
stresses: 
Chanel transformed fashion in two apparently contradictory ways, both 
elevating and debasing it. As the first couturiere to attain the status of 
avant-garde artist, she attracted new respect for her métier. At the same 
time, by simplifying clothes so dramatically, Chanel made it possible for 
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nearly anyone to acquire a version of the Chanel ‘look,’ if not her actual 
couture creations (2001: 46–47).  
Under Chanel’s efforts to cross between the avant-garde art and design 
activities, she shortened the distance between Art and Fashion. She was first 
familiar with those avant-garde friends because she was interested in many kinds 
of performing arts. From there, she learned how to savour art and beauty. When 
she used her idea of creating a simplified cut and silhouette for women by 
combining her talent was in merging both her Art and Fashion experiences, to 
create her fashion empire was created. This was a third space activity that crossed 
among the borders of art and fashion, and everyday life.  
When compared with Chanel, Sonia Delaunay had a greater spirit of 
mixed identities which created a third space ideology for her. Sonia Delaunay was 
a person who came from the East (Russia) and integrated herself into Western 
society. She developed a personal style in-between art and design which created a 
third space ideology.  
           
            Image 4.6: 1916; Liqueur Poster, and 1924, Harlequin Rug design 
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As Fine points out: 
Unlike many artists who become anachronisms in their old age despite their 
youthful radicalism, Sonia Terk-Delaunay continues to be avant-garde in her 
work …. Through her fabric and poster designs, costume and fashion creations, 
book illustrations, playing cards, stained-glass windows, and automobile interiors, 
she surreptitiously introduced modern art to an unsuspecting public (1978: 169).  
Sonia Delaunay was an avant-garde artist unlike any other; she had an 
open mind and was willing to improve herself to deal with an ever-changing 
society. She evolved gradually through many kinds of expressions and materials 
used in creating her works. The experiences she acquired from practising in-
between the art and design fields transformed her modernist thought.  
Waller presents Sonia Delaunay’s argument in her later years: 
I didn’t want to reduce abstract art to an intellectual prejudice …. I wanted 
to return to primitive sources, to bring together order and lyricism. For me 
the abstract and the sensual had to be joined. I willingly accept recognition 
as a predecessor of abstract art — as has been said only lately. But I would 
add that the ‘abstract' artists did not follow me; they broke with life and its 
natural rhythm. They have forgotten that abstraction is not so grand a 
thing if it is only a manner, a simplistic reaction; it is important as long as it 
is a complete art, a complex art (1991: 297–298).         
 I believe that Sonia Delaunay’s position in history as a pioneer of abstract 
art is still not fully recognised and was especially neglected by most art and design 
textbooks. There appears to be a total ignorance of her leading position in the 
invention of abstract design works. Yet Sonia Delaunay put much emphasis into 
abstract art, she also thought that abstract expression contained different levels of 
significance. As Waller (1991) tells us that abstraction was not merely a matter of 
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gesture; it contained a more profound meaning that was connected with life. For 
her, abstract art itself was a completely artistic way of thinking, independent of 
any other form of art. This concept was unfortunately neglected or 
misunderstood by many of her contemporaries in the abstract art movement of 
the time. Damase comments: 
We have included in this selection one of her first carpets of 1925 
which … is absolutely not old-fashioned, but on the contrary.... Calm, but 
rich in colours, in a range that is personal to her, rich in deep resonances, 
of unexpected meanings, the carpets of Sonia Delaunay mark the return to 
an authentic architecture of the earth or stone: a new source of light and 
joy (Translated from Damase, 1970:3). 
Sonia’s exceptional perception enabled her to produce profound meanings 
in many kinds of created forms. According to Damase’s argument, Sonia’s carpet 
design was fashionable and not outdated; it harmonised with the environment, 
reflecting the luminosity and happiness that originated from her philosophy. 
While Sonia appreciated other fashion houses’ advanced style of couture, 
her expression in fashion design was different from the other fashion designers 
of her time. She used a new feature of angular geometric shapes and contours 
with bold and bright colours (Morano and Vreeland, 1986: 8–9).  
Lussier describes Sonia Delaunay’s participation during the 1925’s 
l’Exposition Des Arts Décoratifs in Paris: 
While the Pavillon de l’Elégance was reserved for traditional haute-couture, 
avant-garde fashion, represented by Sonia Delaunay, was exhibited on the 
‘Rue des Boutiques’, along the pont Alexandre III. Jacques Heim’s models, 
dressed with Sonia’s stunning garments, were photographed in front of a 
car she herself had painted, as well as Cubist trees designed by Martel. 
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Compared with the elegant but somehow dated fashion of the Pavillon de 
l’Elégance, Sonia’s garments and accessories were refreshingly modern, and 
became the focus of the exhibition (2003: 90).  
Different from the other celebrities in haute-couture, Sonia Delaunay 
brought a new concept of the ‘Shops in the street’ to the Exposition Des Arts 
Décoratifs. The character of her dresses was fresh, creative, experimental and full 
of fun. This is in contrast to her other chic and mannerist fashion counterparts 
such as Paul Poiret, Madeleine Vionnet, Jean Patou and Jeanne Lanvin who 
exhibited in the Pavillon de l’Elégance (“Lanvin ou L'élégance Indémodable”, 
prodimarques.com; “Paul Poiret”, ManRay-photo.com; “Les Thèmes”, 
SylvieEleganceStudio.com). Sonia, on the other hand, was recognised as a stylish, 
more original and changeable designer who won attention throughout the 
exhibition.  
 Sonia Delaunay was a person who embraced freedom and looked forward 
to the new world ahead of her. She used materials and ways of expression as a 
way to perfect her ideas (Morano and Vreeland, 1986: 7). Through her 
experiment in practice, she had created a third space concept between the 
materials and her ways of thinking. 
Similar to Sonia Delaunay, Clarice Cliff also created an innovative third 
space identity to match the public’s domestic needs. 
When investigating Clarice Cliff’s creating process, I found out she was 
using vivid and realistic techniques for commercialising her design works. She 
realised that creating and mass-producing works for sales were necessary to meet 
the public demand. That the numerous products came to existence in many 
British families in the past and that some of them are still kept intact after all 
these years, signifies how popular the Art Deco style was at that time, for which 
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she created a third space identity of commercialising design products to match 
lifestyle needs. 
Jervis describes Clarice Cliff’s collaborative experience with other artists 
“In 1932 she employed contemporary artists to design wares for the pottery — 
Duncan Grant, Vanessa Bell, Paul Nash, Graham Sutherland and Laura Knight; 
these were not such a success and the experiment ended” (1984: 116).  
Clarice started production in 1927, with the Bizarre series (Gallagher, 2000: 
90) as the starting point of her professional practice. Clarice Cliff seems to have 
predicted fashion trends and the market demand based on her observations and 
her own creations. After working and designing on her own in the factory for 
five years, prompted by a suggestion from her employer, she invited other artists 
from different fields in the hope of bringing a new aspect to the production line. 
However, this appears in retrospect to have been an erroneous decision because 
her artist colleagues highly underestimated the needs of the market. 
 
                             Image 4.7: 1931; Tennis series and Age of Jazz 
It is noticeable that Clarice Cliff was a person of character and that 
working alone and making independent decisions, rather than working with the 
group, was probably a better way for her to face the demands of the market. 
This showed when, even after 1934, the pieces from the factory under Clarice’s 
supervision still sold reasonably (Terlouw, 1994: 14–15). I believe that the 
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collaboration with the other artists was not successful for her, and that she was 
in a better position only if she insisted on her own individuality to create a third 
space identity for herself; thus, she positioning in better environment to 
challenge the ever-changing market’s needs. 
It is apparent that for Clarice Cliff, that this was a crucial era and also a 
moment of change. To face the chaos made by the Great Depression and to deal 
with the decline of market, pottery manufacturers had to introduce a new strategy 
for their production to survive (Terlouw, 1994: 8–9). New epochs bring new 
hope and new opportunities, and the inventive space these pottery designers, 
most of them were women, had created was to cope with and to confront not 
only the spirit of modernism in the design works but also the need to match the 
consumers’ ever-changing tastes. 
For example, “After Newport was taken over by Wilkinson, hundreds of 
undecorated pieces also came into their possession, the majority of which were 
rather old-fashioned in form.” However, Clarice Cliff, “using her good 
commercial insight” (Terlouw, 1994: 13) planned to re-decorate these pieces in 
bright colours and geometrical motifs. Terlouw informs us that, 
Not everyone was convinced by this plan … but Colley Shorter was not 
deterred. It was he that employed 7 extra girls and sent them to Clarice’s 
studio. There were then 8 women working on the decoration of the 
objects (1994: 13). 
 The innovative idea from Clarice Cliff created new possibilities and gave 
old traditions a new definition by colouring those ceramics with inventive forms 
and dazzling colours. I would argue that these ceramics became extremely 
popular because of Clarice’s efforts in creating an innovative space for new ideas 
to emerge. 1928 witnessed a success milestone for Newport and Wilkinson by 
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achieving the highest input of their commercial record. It was the effect of 
Clarice’s innovations that added to this remarkable situation, where more and 
more series with a fresh look were continuing to be produced for the market 
through their unique patterns and colours (Terlouw, 1994: 14). 
  These were the contexts during the 1930s in which Clarice Cliff created 
and explored her third space identity as the innovative space for her successful 
pottery production for the market.  
There were many women designers in this period that had the capacity to 
create an inventive breakthrough to face an unsettled society (Terlouw, 1994: 9). I 
argue that these women designers produced an innovative space where originality, 
modernity and creativity were confronted simultaneously and served society well.  
To conclude this section of my third space arguments on these four 
women designers, I quote Teelucksingh’s comments on Bhabha’s ideas: 
Homi Bhabha (1990) advanced … to the present discussion, and 
illuminant of the visuality and the makeup of the third space … what 
Bhabha calls ‘a creation of cultural diversity’ and ‘a containment of cultural 
difference.’ Bhabha argues that within Western cultural practices, ‘although 
there is always an entertainment and encouragement of cultural diversity, 
there is always a corresponding containment of it’ (1990: 208).  
Bhabha, emphasising Visuality and the third space ideology, believes in 
the significance of multi-culturism in the society and urges tolerance with the 
dissimilarity of cultural contents. Bhabha considers that although the evolution in 
Western civilisation encouraged multi-cultural progress, it is, however, undeniable 
that many constraints still need to be broken through. 
These discussions above, about the domestic issues and the utilitarian 
concerns of the four women designers in my study, lead to further consideration 
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of how these Art Deco women designers conquered challenges in relation to 
gender issues during the avant-garde period. 
4.2 Gender issues 
4.2.1 Comparing the four women designers’ border experiences from 
a gendered perspective 
Eileen Gray was an isolated designer unwilling to appear in the main 
stream of the design community. She discovered a creative domain extremely 
personal and private, between applied art and design. Gray’s conservative attitude 
toward the design community concealed her individuality and femininity which 
resulted in her name disappearing completely from the design field for several 
decades.  
          
                     Image 4.8: 1926–29, E-1027; ‘aerial views of E-1027’ 
As Rowlands (2002: 7) informs us: 
Eileen Gray … seemed to have vanished from the design scene. Once 
called ‘the most gifted of our generation’ by the French architect Rene 
Herbst and championed by Le Corbusier … ‘She was a woman all alone 
and very abandoned,’ as another Paris design legend, Andrée Putman, puts 
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it. By all accounts, the woman who had given the world such classics as 
the Bibendum and Transat chairs and the famous Modernist houses 
E.1027 and Tempe a Paula had been forgotten.              
Forgotten by the world for a long time, Eileen Gray’s life become calm 
and normal. She was a solitary designer (Constant, 2000: 8) who had an 
unrestrained life. But, as a unique woman designer and the architect of her time, 
her works presented a functional and domestic meaning with their refined shapes 
(See Image 4.4, page 126); she was one of the few women architects in the Art 
Deco era that contributed and competed with the male designers of her time 
(Constant, 2000: 125, 133; Elliott & Helland, 2002: 182, 183). She was an 
outstanding designer and who was forgotten in architectural history for a long 
time.  
At the beginning of her career, the Irish designer and architect, Eileen 
Gray, was an isolated artist, out of contact with the major trends of her time, yet 
as a prolific designer, she found a method of free expression (Constant, 2000: 6–
9). She always tried to find new ways to express herself; she shifted first from 
painting to lacquer, then from lacquer to furniture design. In the end, she became 
a self-taught architect. This transformation from one form to another formed the 
new boundaries for her creations and added new possibilities. In that male-
dominated architectural and design field, she represented herself as an 
outstanding modernism creator and a pioneer of women designers (“Designer: 
Eileen Gray”, Designmuseum.org, 2003). Even today, we can see her Art Deco-
style tubular steel furniture in mass-production (Moser, 2004). Neglected for 
more than three decades; it was not until 1968 that her name re-emerged in the 
Domus magazine (“Designer: Eileen Gray”, Designmuseum.org, 2003). Thus 
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Gray was rediscovered in the 1970’s by the auction market and reappeared on the 
stage in the history of design and architecture. 
In the later years of Eileen Gray’s life, she was still active in breaking 
through the barriers between borders, especially the unbalanced borders between 
the genders. I argue that Eileen Gray thought men and women should be equal, 
with no one being inferior to others. She had suffered the prejudice of gender 
conflicts during her life, especially the famous quarrel between Le Corbusier and 
herself (Constant, 2000: 121–123). As well, Gray was not happy knowing that 
Sheila de Bretteville’s public building was labelled as a ‘Women’s’ building (Elliott 
and Helland, 2002: 178). It seemed to mean that women were an endangered 
species and needed to be taken care of; this was against gender equality and in 
conflict of Eileen Gray’s beliefs. Elliott and Helland note: 
In writing about Gray’s work in the context of recent revisionist accounts of 
modernism by feminist critics and historians, it is hoped that this framework 
will enable her work to be viewed from the new angles she welcomed, 
without relegating it to the sort of feminine ghetto she feared (2002: 178).  
Eileen Gray cared more about the creative issues such as the quality of 
the work or the new ideas rather than gender discourse. She preferred 
people who investigated her explorations of the possibilities she had 
conquered rather than connecting herself directly with the gendered 
debates.  
Her final project, entitled temp a Pallia, was achieved between 1932–34 
(Martin & Sparke, 2003: 97). She was a unique women architect in her era who 
suddenly vanished from the design field for more than three decades (Martin & 
Sparke, 2003: 90), to be rediscovered by the connoisseurs of art. Her life was the 
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example of shifting borders from the avant-garde stage to obscurity, and then to 
reappear on the design scene. Rowlands tells us that: 
In 1972, everything changed. That year, Le Destin, a sumptuous, two-sided, 
rust-coloured lacquer screen created by Gray in 1913, came up for auction 
at Paris’s famed Hôtel Drouot. It was bought by none other than the French 
designer and style setter Yves Saint-Laurent for the record-breaking price of 
thirty-six thousand dollars — a sum even Gray considered outrageously 
high. Suddenly, the designer had been rediscovered (2002: 7). 
In 1972, the retrospective exhibition on Eileen Gray at the British Royal 
Society of Arts illustrated the recognition of the quality of her works and her 
achievements in the history of design. But, these acknowledgments came fifty 
years, after the creation of her E.1027 (Rowlands, 2002: 8). I am arguing that 
Eileen Gray, as an isolated designer and architect, was forgotten by history for so 
many years to then reappear on the scene because of the record-breaking prices 
of her works. As a marginalised woman designer of her time, do people 
understand that her unknown status was, in fact, caused by her oppression by 
society as well as by the domination of the male practitioners? Yet her 
invisibleness created a platform, a protected nest, a new wonderland for herself, 
free from the disturbances of the outside world. That was the only condition 
where she could really create her own ideas. The E.1027 was the ideal realisation 
of this concept and the representative work of her life. As Constant describes it:  
The 1920s was a particularly fertile period for budding architects. 
Individuals such as Le Corbusier, Walter Gropius, and Frank Lloyd Wright 
rose to prominence by seeking novel architectural forms to actively affect 
the era’s changing social climate, thus ushering in the ‘heroic’ period of the 
Modern Movement (2000: 6).  
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These avant-garde architects founded their quests for new forms of 
architecture based on the modernism’s progress, and they became modernist 
heroes, and this should include Eileen Gray.  
Through an examination of Gray’s works, we can see great influence from 
Le Corbusier and other architects. However, her works evolved into her own 
style by investigating the functional issue of her furniture designs to coordinate 
with the interior design and architecture she built. She tried to solve the cold and 
inhuman effect caused by modernism through her functional designs (Elliot and 
Helland, 2002: 176). These designs and concepts in turn influenced other 
architects.   
Eileen Gray’s boundary conflict with Le Corbusier 
In 1938, the famous quarrel between Eileen Gray and Le Corbusier 
illustrated a typical gender conflict.  The house, E. 1027 in Cap Martin, was 
designed and built by Eileen Gray; but Le Corbusier painted eight murals in 
different rooms ("Le Corbusier", Repères biographiques, fondationlecorbusier.asso.fr, 
2004).  Adam informs us about this event in detail: 
Beatriz Colomina writes, in her essay ‘Battle lines: E.1027’: ‘He occupied 
and controlled the site by overlooking it, the cabin being little more than 
an observation platform, a sort of watchdog house’ (italics added). Not only 
was his gaze architecturally imposed — Gray had chosen the site for its 
inaccessibility — but Gray considered his murals to be vandalism. 
Colomina quotes Peter Adam: ‘It was a rape. A fellow architect, a man she 
admired, had, without her consent, defaced her design’(1987: 311).  
Without Gray's permission, “Le Corbusier … building three structures, a 
two-storey hostel, cabanon and work hut behind E.1027, which formed, in 
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Constant’s phrase, ‘a Corbusian frame’ for surveillance and colonisation, imposed 
on the house” (Martin & Sparke, 2003: 102). It seems to me that Le Corbusier 
wanted to approach and dominate E. 1027. It became his obsession and a 
frenetic act. As a modernism’s great master, Le Corbusier’s actions and buildings 
not only undermined Eileen Gray’s work and her personality, destroyed the unity 
of space and site, but finally colonised that location. But, “Like all colonists, Le 
Corbusier did not think of it as an invasion but as a gift” (Read, 2000: 152). It 
was in this arrogant manner that Le Corbusier showed his authority over Gray 
and did not realise how much he had hurt her. 
 As Read observes, “Gray’s house was referred to as ‘a house in Cap-
Martin’; her name was not even mentioned” (2000: 145). Le Corbusier even 
wrote in his memoir as follows, “1938/39, eight mural paintings (free of charge) 
in the Badovici and Helen Grey house at Cap Martin” (Colomina in Read, 2000: 
152). When he mentioned ‘free of charge’ for these mural paintings, it can be 
seen as an act of colonising that house and a symbol of conquering Eileen Gray, 
in the sense that Eileen Gray owed him gratitude for his graffiti because he was 
the great architect of that period. It is also interesting to note how Le Corbusier 
credited his mural paintings in Cap-Martin without using Eileen Gray's correct 
name — changing it to ‘Helen Grey’. As Martin and Sparke also stress, “When 
Le Corbusier illustrated his now notorious murals for E.1027 in the architectural 
press, he neglected to name the architect of the house” (2003: 101). I would 
regard this act from Le Corbusier as an inappropriate action that attempted to 
efface her identity. As Constant argues: 
It is revealing to compare her designs for E.1027 with Le Corbusier's 
traditional division of space in the Pavillon de L'Esprit Nouveau (1925), with 
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its male study (including a large globe) located off the dining room and its 
female boudoir off the master bedroom (1994: 273).  
This is another comparison of the works between Le Corbusier and 
Eileen Gray as a battle between idealism and realism. Gray’s observations and 
consideration followed the law of functionalism, where the forms follow function. 
This was designed to increase the convenience in a domestic environment. In 
contrast in Le Corbusier’s Pavillon de L’Esprit Nouveau is a chef-d'œuvre (Masterpiece), 
there is a lack of efficiency in the usefulness for living with his interior 
architecture.  
       
       Image 4.9: ‘Le Corbusier’s letter to Eileen Gray 
         regarding E-1027’, April 28, 1938 
Constant notes that: 
In spite of her negative reaction to the E.1027 murals, Gray’s admiration 
for Le Corbusier’s work was undiminished. She continued to take active 
interest in his architecture and use it in counterpoint to her own ideas …. 
She took pride in the letter that Le Corbusier wrote to her from E.1027 in 
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1938, in which he expressed his admiration for the ‘rare spirit’ of the 
house: I genuinely regret having arrived here too late to have been able to 
spend some time with you … I would be delighted to relate how much 
those few days spent in your house have made me appreciate the rare spirit 
that dictates all of its organisation. Both inside and outside, and has given 
the modern furniture and equipment a form that is so dignified, so 
charming and full of wit (2000: 125).     
These are important phenomena and complexities about Eileen Gray and 
Le Corbusier’s interactions; they admire each other’s talent while there is 
evidence of conflict. For example Le Corbusier defaced Eileen Gray’s E.1027 
with graffiti mural paintings, including one mural with three naked women that 
seems to refer ironically to Eileen Gray’s sexual preferences as a lesbian 
(Colomina in Read, 2000: 144).  
However, he saw it as a gift to her without knowing that she considered it 
as vandalism towards herself as well as to the building, E.1027. Eileen Gray was 
criticising Le Corbusier’s works as neglecting the function of living. Instead, she 
contrasted his architectural works with her own thoughts and her developments.  
As a good friend and mentor of Eileen Gray, the architect Badovici did 
not interfere in Le Corbusier's penetration of Gray's E.1027, but encouraged him 
with enthusiasm, without knowing that Le Corbusier's domination by using 
mural paintings across Eileen's house was an act of defacing her work (Constant, 
2000: 122). Furthermore, his Cubism and modernism's style did not match and 
contradicted Eileen Gray's Art Deco design. Constant tells us that: 
Le Corbusier's remarks in his Œuvre complète (1938–46) were more insulting: 
They [the murals] are not painted on the best walls of the villa. On the 
contrary they burst out from dull, sad walls ‘where nothing is happening.’ 
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The result: meaningful paintings on indifferent walls and all the fine white 
walls are preserved (2000:122–123). 
As well, in a letter that Gray encouraged him to write, Badovici issued a 
sharp rebuttal to Le Corbusier's published comments (Constant, 2000: 123). Le 
Corbusier had so many unjust words toward Eileen Gray’s E.1027, and he 
overemphasized how his mural paintings enhanced E.1027’s walls and enriched 
her works. These sentences lost their credibility completely. When Badovici 
finally protested to Le Corbusier about these unfair speeches and his treatment 
of Gray and of E.1027; Badovici had also mentioned the most important 
spiritual concept from Eileen Gray on E.1027. Referring back to the functional 
issue, that convenient facilities can increase living standards and should be the 
primary issue for the person who is living inside a house. Eileen Gray chose 
this site to build her own architecture because of its inaccessible location. 
Therefore, it was important to maintain the isolated location where E.1027 
should not be disturbed by the outside world, and back to its original name in 
which Eileen Gray entitled it as: ‘Maison en bord de mer’ – house by the sea 
(Adam, 1987: 221; Maison en bord de mer, culture.fr, 2007). 
Constant also points out that “while Gray may have considered Le 
Corbusier's pictorial interventions at E.1027 ‘an act of vandalism’, she deemed 
his published remarks about the murals’ role in the architecture a more 
problematic provocation.” Le Corbusier’s explanation was: 
The walls chosen to receive nine large paintings were the most colourless 
and insignificant. In this way the beautiful become very interesting … This 
villa that I animated with my paintings was very beautiful, white on the 
interior, and it could have managed without my talents. One must 
recognise above all that the proprietor and I had witnessed the 
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nourishment and development of a spiritual phenomenon — as, little by 
little, the paintings emerged under the brush, an immense transformation. 
A spiritual value introduced throughout’ (Constant, 2000: 122).  
While Eileen Gray suffered from this unjust treatment by Le Corbusier 
she still strove to establish her own identity and creative values through her 
buildings and design. In the meantime, Coco Chanel was making a peaceful 
revolution for women and establishing her fashion empire that crossed many 
gender borders. 
 Coco Chanel was a French fashion designer and a woman entrepreneuse in 
the fashion and perfume businesses. She established an empire of charm and 
introduced a French brand of luxury to the world thus stirring up the gender 
issues of her time. 
Investigating Chanel’s feminine contribution to the world, we should start 
by portraying from the First World War. As Conway describes the wartime 
conditions for women’s dresses: 
Women’s fashion underwent a huge shift around the First World War … 
women were in the midst of a large-scale transformation. Wartime work 
required more comfortable, practical clothing … confining corsets gave way 
to elastic girdles and silky combinations; knee-length skirts replaced long 
skirts.… The innovations of Coco Chanel and Sonia Delaunay contributed to 
the representation of women as dynamic, mobile, and sporty (2004: 73).  
The First World War brought disasters but it also brought opportunities. 
Women were finally performing on the stage because of the workforce shortages. 
Coco Chanel’s inventive clothes brought convenience to women; thus created 
freedom and dignity accompanied her innovations. She had created a new 
platform not only for herself, but on the behalf of all women. Consequently, new 
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fashion trends started. Coco Chanel’s most significant contribution to the fashion 
world history was her design of jersey and shorter skirts which liberated women 
from the traditional and inconvenient corset (“Coco Chanel”, 
womenhistory.about.com, 2004). I argue that Coco Chanel’s designs brought 
freedom to women, who could finally move around without wearing that 
unbearable corset. Chanel’s innovation and designs made women independent 
and mobile; women could finally away from the traditional constraints of a 
housewife and find a job to support themselves. As a result, women and men 
became more equal than before, and women could through their own efforts 
compete with men. Professional women became the growing scene in society. 
The traditional corset shaped women as an object to satisfy men's fantasy. 
It put emphasis on women's breasts and hips. However, through Chanel's 
revolution of fashion new looks and new confidence were brought to women 
(Charles-Roux, 2005: 138), who were seen to liberate themselves by following 
this fashion trend. Shorter skirts promoted ease of movement; women could now 
move more easily and interact with men more equally than ever before. Chanel's 
invention had finally brought women into the twentieth century.  
Fillin-Yeh tells us:  
The Chanel revolution lay in its modernist reduction of the female 
silhouette….  Chanel intended her clothes to encourage the physically 
unfettered, athletic and sexually freer life she advocated for women and 
lived herself. Her design rejected the old paradigm of woman as an 
immobile art object and eliminated the elaborate layers of fabric and 
undergarments that women typically wore (2001: 41).  
Chanel's modernist viewpoint eliminated some of the heavy burden for 
women. Many women were willing to act in their own interests and to become 
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independent in many aspects of their lives. Chanel not only set women free but 
this also included liberating herself. For so long a time society had treated women 
as objects that should depend on family or on men. Consequently, Chanel's 
design helped to challenge some of the traditional constraints on women and to 
set them free. 
As a woman entrepreneuse and a female who needed affection to live in the 
1920s, Coco Chanel became tough in business but fragile in mind. This dual 
characteristic appears paradoxical but exceptional (Charles-Roux, 2005: 9). This 
personality made her able to contend with men and be considerate to women in 
many ways. As Fausch et al. comment: 
In the hands of Chanel, women’s clothes were classic and novel, practical 
and fanciful. Sexual difference remained, but in a more playful, even ironic 
vein. Chanel wore layers of costume jewellery and, on other occasions, 
men’s suits; la garçonne defiantly applied garish lipstick and rouge in public. 
Codes of rigid sexual differentiation, as well as class divisions, had given 
way to greater individual choice (1994: 87).  
What Chanel had invented was dualistic in many ways; her fashion design 
created new platforms for women. Her design was between the classical and the 
modernism, realism and fashion; even between sex differences. Chanel 
challenged social values as well as social classes with her avant-garde design. 
Women at last had more choices and freedom with her fashion trends. Under the 
avant-garde, Chanel created the gendered perspective across many border 
experiences. 
The new aesthetic view point was set up by Chanel for women. This 
simple style and flexible material revealed the modern women’s figure, especially 
in Chanel’s youthful and slender looking ‘little black dress’ (Commire and 
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Klezmer, 1999; Volume 3: 613). Many women wanted to participate in Chanel's 
fashion style, and as a result, fashion became a massive business. Prêt-à-porter 
(ready-to-wear) made fashion business even more irresistible and convenient for 
women. Charles-Roux describes Chanel’s “little black dress”: 
In 1926 the American edition of Vogue predicted that a certain black dress 
created by Chanel — a simple sheath in crepe de chine, with long, closely 
fitting sleeves — would become a sort of uniform for all women of 
taste… this immense success might be due to the impersonal simplicity of 
the dress… Vogue concluded: “Here is a Ford signed ‘Chanel.’” Thus, 
fashion too entered the age of standardisation, an evolution that has 
proved irreversible (2005: 227).  
 
Image 4.10: 1925, Chanel’s prototype of ‘Little Black Dress’ and 1929, Chanel’s 
‘Black Lady’ in Vogue 
Fashion images competed concurrently with photography during the 
1930s (Lussier, 2003: 79); this practical partnership became beneficial to 
represent the modern women’s silhouette designed by Chanel.  
Fillin-Yeh informs us: 
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Among the many dramatic innovations for women invented or first 
popularized by Chanel, we can count pants, ankle-revealing skirts, 
matching skirt and jacket suits, short hair, the simple black dress inspired, 
(it has been claimed, by the nun’s plain habits in her orphanage), tortoise-
shell eyeglasses — even for those with twenty-twenty vision (both to add 
panache and to conceal undereye bags in older women), costume jewellery, 
neutral colours and suntans (Figure 1.2) (2001: 42-43). 
Chanel had so many creations and had designed various fashion items in her life 
to make her become one of the famous innovators in history. These creations 
reshaped the 1920’s social structure and gave more freedom to women to match 
to their lifestyle needs. Chanel aroused the gender awareness for women, and 
thus women could exert themselves in their professional fields. Consequently, 
Coco Chanel's name became familiar to many modern women and became an 
icon of the fashion world.  
There is less information on Sonia Delaunay’s creative achievements. 
However, in comparison with Chanel’s great ambition for sustaining her fashion 
business, Sonia Delaunay was a fashion designer who was less prominent but 
more artistic. In the sense of creating between art and design, Sonia Delaunay 
was also creative and extended the potential for women’s gender identity in the 
design field. It was through Sonia Delaunay’s practice of the design of enhancing 
women’s roles and participation in society that she created possibilities for many 
women. From the following context, I will explain how Sonia Delaunay crossed 
many borders and created a gendered perspective for the women of her time. 
Sonia Delaunay was a Russian who immigrated to France. Russia was 
considered by the other European countries to be the Third World country at 
that time; Sonia was therefore regarded as a women artist from the Third World. 
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As Mohanty states, it was “the common context of political struggle against class, 
race, gender and imperialist hierarchies that may constitute Third-world women 
as a strategic group at this historical juncture” (1994: 202). It was not an easy task 
for a young woman to immigrate to Paris at that turbulent moment; just a few 
years before the commencement of the First World War. Sonia Delaunay faced 
the challenges from the clash of social class, gender inequity and as a person from 
the Third World.  
Women artists and decorative designers were traditionally underestimated 
and considered as marginal by the mainstream artists. As Miller and Ward argue:  
Many modern art works underline the equation of the soft and the 
decorative with the feminine as a negative, distortional device — a tactic 
of caricature. Consider Salvador Dali’s softening of the perspectival 
solidity of objects in the melting forms of his canvases; Claes Oldenburg’s 
softening of consumer products and household objects in his malleable 
sculpture…. All bear witness to male artists using supposedly feminine 
softness to attack and destabilise rigid patriarchal order (2002: 130). 
Under the traditional patriarchy value, male Chauvinist artists weaken 
women artists and their designer works were considered as unfavourable, weak 
and ornamental. Clearly many women artists, including Sonia Delaunay’s works 
and decorative designs, were undermined by this distorted ideology. For example, 
a quilt made by Sonia for her son was considered inferior, with no artistic value 
attaching. What I am proposing is that this neglect in history was caused by 
adherence to traditional values. Yet, not only did Sonia Delaunay break through 
the boundary of art and design, but she also set a good example as a woman artist 
and designer throughout her life. Jervis comments on Sonia Delaunay’s work, 
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“her Boutique Simultanée at the Paris 1925 Exhibition included furniture with 
geometrical marquetry as well as textiles” (1984: 145). 
Slatkin also comments on Delaunay’s contribution, 
In 1925… she displayed her fashions and fabrics at a ‘Boutique Simultanée.’ 
Vivid colours and geometric patterns characterise her textile designs, 
which were shown as loose-fitting full skirts and tunics. Such styles, which 
liberated the wearer from the confines of the wasp-waisted, corseted, pre-
war silhouette, were very popular in the new culture of the 1920s (2001: 
188).  
The 1925 Art Deco Expo was the place to examine Sonia Delaunay's 
accomplishments, in transforming herself from a painter to a designer. 
Cooperating with her husband Robert Delaunay to set up a theory of Simultanée, 
she then altered her early discovery from paintings into living design. She 
designed functional items such as textiles, patterns painted on automobiles, and 
fashion designs (Wosk, 2002: 148). The comfortable designs and improvements 
she created for women also brought her into the cluster of the legendary 
designers who changed women’s the role in the society of that time.  
Women designers between the Great Wars supported each other, because 
they were virtually ignored by society. To appear in exhibitions or to form a 
Union became indispensable ways to success. As Constant informs us: 
In November 1929 ... In addition to Gray, founding members of the UAM 
included interior designers Jourdain, Herbst, and Perriand, fabric designers 
Sonia Delaunay and Hélène Henry …. Despite their initiative in breaking 
with the SAD, Le Corbusier and Jeanneret initially declined to participate 
in the UAM, becoming active members only in 1931 (2000: 133).  
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Sonia Delaunay and Eileen Gray were both founding members of the 
Modern Artist Union (“l'Union des Artistes Modernes – UAM”, ac-creteil.fr, 2006). 
Consequently, Sonia became friends with Eileen Gray and both were considered 
avant-garde artists at that time. It was through the UAM that Sonia Delaunay had 
had encounters with other women modernist artists. 
 The encounters of both Sonia Delaunay and Eileen Gray in the Modern 
Artist Union increased their friendship later on. As Constant tells us that, “Sonia 
Delaunay …. Created fabrics for her own shop, The Atelier Simultané in Paris 
(1924–30), and for broader distribution: she published Gray’s carpet designs in 
her folio ‘Tapis et tissues’ (1929)” (2000: 235). As an artist designer and a person 
who fulfilled her Simultané theory through fabric and carpet design, Sonia 
published her own book illustrating both her own works and that of Eileen 
Gray’s. Here we see that women designers supported each other during the 
avant-garde period that Sonia Delaunay’s and Eileen Gray’s publication 
complemented each other in their creative directions. They established their 
gender identity through their mutual support. 
Because Clarice Cliff was the youngest of the four women designers in my 
research, she represented a younger generation, one less constrained by tradition. 
Clarice Cliff represented the change from the spirit of avant-garde in England. 
She was an excellent example and witnessed the progress of gender identity. 
As Elliott & Helland comment on Clarice Cliff’s creating process:  
In the mid-1930s, women such as Susie Cooper, Clarice Cliff ... They were 
symbolic of women’s penetration of the pottery industry as workers, but also 
emblematic of the feminisation of British culture more generally … they 
helped to re-define modernism in Britain in the 1930s by breaking away from 
the hard-edged minimalist aesthetic so admired on the Continent (2002: 65). 
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Clarice Cliff and her counterparts represented a new generation of 
professional women after the First World War. They replaced men’s duties in 
many fields because of the shortage of working labourers after the war. Their 
hard working attitudes, excellent vocational skills, as well as their creativity in 
design won respect and fame around Europe and they created a new image of 
women. Gallagher explains:  
English ceramic factories responded by adopting a policy of using 
recognised designers and promoting new talent to design and advertise 
their wares. These designers, many of them women, were quick to 
understand the joie de vivre of the new modern age and quickly rose to 
positions of power and influence within their respective firms (2000: 89).  
British ceramic production established a style by using famous and 
talented designers to assure the quality of creation and to facilitate sales. These 
gifted designers soon gained their authority in the modern era. With their skills 
and the creation of new ceramic wares, they easily won a reputation for their 
factories and in return their firms promoted them to help the consumers to a 
better awareness of their abilities. Thus, a mutual benefit between the designers 
and the factories developed. Once the customers became familiar with their 
success stories, the women designers became even more popular, and so did the 
sales. Clarice Cliff represented the women ceramic designers of Art Deco in 
England, one who had won respect and social position through her own effort.  
 In this section, I have discussed the four women designers’ crossing 
border experiences from a gendered viewpoint. I will continue to address the 
gender social environments of Gray, Chanel, and Cliff in the following sections. 
4.2.2 The gendered social environments of Gray, Chanel, and Cliff 
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The private lives of these three women have considerable issues for me, 
warranting further investigation. They all had suffered different levels of 
judgement from society because of their positions of difference as the avant-
garde women designers of their time. 
In 1902, Eileen Gray moved to Paris not only to follow her drawing 
lessons but also to discover emancipation without social constraints. Constant 
cites Clive Holland’s ‘Lady Art Students’ Life in Paris’ and argues that Paris was the 
perfect location for Gray to pursue her studies and make new friends in the art 
milieu. She inherited from her father the need to be autonomous and so followed 
her own artistic intuition. Paris was a friendly place for Eileen to meet other 
determined ladies like herself, and soon she became involved, and befriended in 
an environment of independent women (Constant, 2000: 9). 
Constant tells us of Gray’s life in Paris: 
After setting up permanently in Paris in 1906 she occasionally attended Natalie 
Barney’s salon in the rue Jacob, where the American author established the 
Académie des Femmes as a female counterpart to the all-male Académie Française. 
Gray was acquainted with many of Barney’s circle of friends, including authors 
Djuna Barnes, Janet Flanner … Gray also admired Gertude Stein, in the salon 
held by Stein and her lover, Alice B. Toklas … Gray remained discreet about 
her relationship during the early 1920s with the famous singer Marisa Damia 
(pseudonym of Marie-Lousie Damien) (2000: 9). 
From 1906, Eileen Gray made friends with women artists in the Académie 
des Femmes, and then she began her secret love liaison with Marisa Damia in the 
1920s and began her prudent life as a lesbian woman. 
Lesbianism is a controversial issue in this period of history. “In Paris Gray mixed 
in lesbian circles which included Romaine Brooks, Gabrielle Bloch and her lover 
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Loïe Fuller, the singer Damia and Natalie Barney” (Aldrich, 2001: 190). It can be 
argued that Eileen Gray as a lesbian and the social community circles into which 
she had joined had created a third space social environment. A third space 
matched for “her own personal need for isolation, for protection, and also her 
strong desire for freedom” (Adam, 1987: 220). This was a hidden space and 
location, away from the social values of her time and excluded from men’s circles. 
In this site she chose to stay discreetly and she participated in many women’s 
artistic events throughout her life in Paris. As a woman designer and architect, 
she was exceptional and could be seen as a distinctive professional woman in her 
field.  
I suggest that Eileen Gray’s sexual preference is the third space identity she had 
created. Her sexual differences may explain the outrageous oppression and 
graffiti imposed by Le Corbusier on her and on her house the E. 1027 (Colomina 
in Read, 2000: 145, 152; Constant, 1994: 273; 2000: 122, 125). 
Rowlands says: 
With her bobbed hair and free-spirited manner, Gray was very much a creature 
of the time. Berenice Abbott photographed her in 1926, which constituted an 
‘arrival’ of sorts, and she counted among her friends and lovers Natalie Barney, 
the American expatriate with a famous artistic salon; the designer Elizabeth 
Eyre de Lanux; and Damia, a popular singer of the era (2002: 13).  
If we examine Eileen Gray’s sexual behaviour from a contemporary 
perspective, it had nothing to do with her quality of design and the creating of 
her architecture. Eileen Gray did suffer immense bigotry especially from Le 
Corbusier’s intrusion and the vandalism of Gray’s architectural work in the E. 
1027. It was between 1938 and 1939 that Le Corbusier painted graffiti murals; as 
Le Corbusier says, “The walls chosen to receive nine paintings were the most 
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colourless and insignificant …. This villa that I animated with my painting … the 
paintings emerged under the brush, an immense transformation. A spiritual value 
introduced throughout” (Constant, 2000: 122).  
Even though Le Corbusier was a great leader in modernism, his attitude 
toward Eileen Gray was unreasonable. The arguments he used above were 
excessive and he deliberately intended to undermine the value of Gray’s work 
with his graffiti. When he stressed that his graffiti murals enriched the meaning of 
her building with ‘immense transformation’ this appears to me to be unfair and 
without consideration of the real sense of her work.  
 
  Image 4.11: 1938; Le Corbusier, ‘Three Women 
     (Graffite à Cap Martin)’, in Eileen Gray’s E. 1027 
Furthermore, in one of Le Corbusier’s graffiti in E. 1027 entitled  
Three Women, Le Corbusier: 
explained to his friend that ‘Badou’ (Badovici) was depicted on the right, 
his friend Eileen Gray on the left; the outline of the head and the hairpiece 
of the sitting figure in the middle, he claimed, was ‘the desired child, which 
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was never born.’ This extraordinary scene, a defacement of Gray’s 
architecture, was perhaps even an effacement of her sexuality. For Gray 
was openly gay, her relationship to Badovici notwithstanding, and in so far 
as Badovici is here represented as one of the three women, the mural may 
reveal as much as it conceals. It is clearly a ‘theme for a psychiatrist’, as Le 
Corbusier’s Vers Une Architecture says…. The defacement of the house 
went hand-in-hand with the effacement of Gray as an architect (Colomina 
in Read, 2000: 144–145). 
I would stress that Le Corbusier used his graffiti Three Women as a sarcastic 
metaphor towards the ambiguous relationship between Gray and Badovici. He 
drew Eileen Gray with a twisted figure, unnatural breasts, transformed his good 
friend Badovici as a woman, ironically invented a child they could not have, and 
proclaimed it is a subject for the psychiatrist. He played the role of a provocateur 
rather than a friend. Martin and Sparke also mention this event, “Le Corbusier 
described his intervention provocatively in L'Architecture d’Aujourd’Hui, May 
1948…. Eileen Gray was not mentioned in either the text or captions of the 
illustrations” (2003: 102). He maliciously destroyed Eileen Gray’s architecture; 
“with overtly sexual, garish paintings” (Martin & Sparke, 2003: 102), 
misrepresented Gray’s sexuality, and belittled Gray as an architect. However, I 
suggest that her sexuality had neither diminished the quality of her design nor 
interfered with the benefits of her feminine refinement in creating multi-
functional living spaces through her works (Rendell, 1999: 300; Rowlands, 2002: 
12). I would argue that Le Corbusier’s graffiti and his arrogance about Gray’s 
architecture was, in fact, an act of colonialism. It also demonstrated his male 
chauvinist attitude by attempting to use his authority in the design field to destroy 
and deface Eileen Gray’s identity.   
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In comparison to Eileen Gray’s hidden lesbianism, caused by the social 
constraints of her time, we can see Coco Chanel’s use of social contacts with her 
artist friends was more open thus helping to establish her fashion business and 
also enriching her brand names. 
Carter comments on Coco Chanel’s love affairs right from the start: 
From humble beginnings, an orphan of doubtful parentage, Chanel 
attracted the attention of a dashing officer, Étienne Balsan, and soon came 
under his protection … besides teaching her to become a superb 
horsewoman, he set her up in a hat shop in Compiègne. He also, mistakenly 
as it turned out, introduced her to an English friend, Boy Capel, with 
whom she fell in love. They made an uncomfortable-sounding threesome 
— a sort of premature design for living — until Balsan tired of the 
situation and went off (1980: 55). 
Coco Chanel had a miserable childhood; she grew up in the orphanage 
without having any contact or affection from her family. However, her modest 
past and her liaisons with men did not seem to be harmful for Chanel. On the 
contrary; with the help of these gentlemen, she started her own career as a hat 
designer. This was the starting point of Coco Chanel’s professional life. 
Charles-Roux also comments on her love affair: 
In the last months of 1910 Gabrielle Chanel found herself lodged with 
Arthur Capel … and creating hats upstairs at number 21 in a street … Rue 
Cambon. A plaque on the door read: Chanel Modes. At last Coco was an 
independent milliner at a professional address of her own choosing (2005: 
87). 
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Chanel’s ambition and the desire to become a designer led her into the 
world of fashion. She could not satisfy her dreams as a simple milliner only. The 
more lovers she encountered, the more ideas she could realise through them. 
Picken and Miller comment on Chanel’s romance, “The Duke of 
Westminster wanted to marry her but her refusal is supposed to have been 
because ‘there are many duchesses in England, but in the whole world there is 
only one Coco Chanel’” (1956: 92). Again, love’s promise could become a 
fanciful fantasy in promoting Chanel’s brand name; she was a person who knew 
how to promote her love affairs. The more her romantic stories were spread, the 
more mysterious images she created for her fashion business. Chanel became 
gifted in shifting borders from a lower position to a more elevated one. Coco 
Chanel had the wit to advertise her brand name as a luxury. Lussier also describes 
Chanel’s affection for the Duke of Westminster: 
Her relationship with the Duke of Westminster provided her with yet 
more inspiration … Chanel began wearing — with her usual aplomb — 
blazers, sailor trousers, berets and polo jumpers, which she had copied in 
silk and wool. Her modern, androgynous style suited this boyish garçonne 
look perfectly. An astute businesswoman, she would not only parade her 
own creations, but also hire mannequins who looked like her to promote 
her image (2003: 37). 
Setting up a personal image was also an important target towards succeed. 
Chanel’s strategy was to convert menswear into women’s costumes. These boxy 
lines of costumes were Chanel’s new invention, enabling women to move easily, 
and able to contribute their efforts in the modern society. She established an 
unforgettable neutral sex appearance for women. This avant-garde design, 
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dynamic and full of energy, became a prototype designed specially for women in 
the modern age.  
Chanel created and changed platforms to climb to through the upper 
classes throughout her fashion career. Lovers were her stairs for success, she 
encountered rich and noble people and assimilated their fame, thus Chanel 
associated herself with elements of the European aristocracy and French upper 
classes. She then managed to transmit their social status into her fashion empire 
and connected with gender issues. Charles-Roux discusses Chanel’s creation of 
the bathing suit: 
During the beautiful weather of June 1914 Chanel saw an opportunity for 
real change. It now seemed possible that women might be persuaded to go 
bathing … Coco borrowed the material of boy’s sweaters, a technique she 
would often repeat in subsequent years, searching through the wardrobes 
of her lovers for elements of masculine attire. Thus was born a very chaste 
bathing suit (2005: 120).  
Chanel developed a strategy to transform old materials into a new 
function using traditionally-male cloth as a women’s bathing suit fabric. This 
choice brought a remarkable outcome, once a material only for men now also 
serve for women and thus associated with gender issues. The inexpensive and 
ordinary fabric became chic and fashionable. Therefore, the gaps between men 
and women were vanishing. 
Poiret and Chanel successively made their inventions and contributions to 
history by developing a bright new image of modern women (Haine, 2000: 133) 
that symbolised freedom and independence in the new world. As Mark explains: 
Chanel … using menswear as an inspiration for a bold line of women’s 
clothes — clothes that were comfortable and stylish and that forged a new 
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image of a sexy, but also independent, woman …. Chanel has integrated 
the idea of the independent woman with the sexy woman (2001: 183, 184).  
I argue that Chanel’s development of referencing menswear for woman’s wear 
shaped a new culture and philosophy for the inter-war years. At that time, many 
women left behind their family chores and moved out of the home and into the 
workplace. This marked a milestone for these women who made some gains in 
their capacity to participate actively in social and cultural life. Chanel’s 
contribution to women lies in her reshaping of women into a duality of visions of 
confident and a sexy appearance. Therefore, it was Chanel who created a new 
vision for women, a third space identity different from the traditional role of 
women in the old society. This research targets her as a woman designer and an 
entrepreneuse in the fashion business. In this study, much stress is placed on how 
she conquered many of her difficulties in the male-controlled society of that 
period. 
While viewing the relationship of Clarice Cliff with her lover, Colley 
Shorter who was also her boss, again we can see the social constraints affecting 
her behaviour and decisions. Clarice Cliff’s career was restrained her affection for 
her lover because their secret love was not blessed and tolerated by the society of 
that time.  As Terlouw informs us:  
A continuously deepening intimacy grew up between Colley Shorter and 
the young, flamboyant designer. Shorter was 17 years older than Clarice, 
married and had two children. Despite this, he appeared not unreceptive 
to the charms of the lively brunette (1994: 12).  
Through the long-term relationship between Clarice Cliff and her boss, Colley 
Shorter, grew mutual trust and friendship.  
Telouw continues: 
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After 1934 the name Bizarre gradually began to disappear. Clarice Cliff 
continued to produce new designs in this period and her name, at any rate, 
still sold reasonably. 
In 1937 the emphasis began once more to be placed on the production of 
relatively conservatively painted surfaces. With the outbreak of the Second 
World War a period of scarcity of material and government restrictions 
began. 
The Bizarre Studio was forced to close its doors…. In the same year 
Colley Shorter’s wife died after a chronic illness and about a year later 
Clarice and Colley were secretly married (1994: 15). 
 At that time, Clarice Cliff and Colley Shorter strove together for their 
ideas and dreams. They become partners and supported each other. I would 
make a third space analogy on their ambiguous relationship which was hidden for 
a long time, creating a secret and taboo space for them both. It was not until the 
beginning of the Second World War and the death of Colley’s wife that their love 
was revealed publicly. 
 In the discussion above, I did not include Sonia Delaunay because her 
social environment appears less controversial than the other three women 
designers.  
In this section, I have discussed the gender issues of comparing these four 
women designers from a gendered viewpoint, comparing the gender social 
environments of Gray, Chanel, and Cliff, because the similarity in their social 
comportment had significant impact on the success of their careers. 
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4.3  Appropriation  
  One of the meaning of appropriation from the Oxford Dictionary is to 
describe the “Special attribution or application; specialisation” (“Appropriation”, 
Oxford English Dictionary, 2007). Therefore, I am using this term in the following 
contents. 
4.3.1 Appropriation and my third space experiences 
My studies in France, my experiences in exhibiting works overseas, my 
visits overseas, and my study right now in Australia serve as the transition spaces 
in my life. After experiencing each of these cultures, I have realised that all 
cultures in our world are important. By cherishing and understanding our culture 
we can make good use of our cultural heritage. I am a person in the field of Arts 
and from the East. I encounter and explore these cultural phenomena, keeping 
my own essence of being Taiwanese as my third space identity.  
      
     Image 4.12: 1990; My creations of stained glass and installation painting 
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My study for my Master degree by research in the Université de Paris VIII 
Saint-Denis [Note 20], and from 1987 to 1990 for the M.F.A. by creation in the Ecole 
Nationale Supérieure d'Arts Paris-Cergy [Note 14], was a good experience of third space 
exploration for me. My dissertation entitled ‘My creating experiences between the East 
and West’ was an attempt to explore my inner space with my experience between 
theory and practice. I described and compared the thoughts I acquired from the 
Chinese philosophers Laozi and Zhuang Zi with my creation of paintings. I 
argued and explored the notion of empty and full in the painting spaces between 
Eastern and Western creation perspectives. After the debate with two examiners 
in the University, and with five members of a jury from the French ministry of 
culture [Note 21], I was rewarded a distinction on the correspondence of my 
arguments to the quality of my paintings.  As Bhabha stresses:  
It is there, in the colonial margin, that the culture of the west reveals its 
‘difference’, its limit-text, as its practice of authority displays an 
ambivalence that is one of the most significant discursive and psychical 
strategies of discriminatory power — whether racist or sexist, peripheral or 
metropolitan (1986: 148).  
The meaning of third space for me is a refuge that enables me to negotiate 
between the cultural significances of the East and West, and challenge the 
authority with self-marginality as a Taiwanese student studying alone in a Western 
country. Discriminations from the real world can dissolve in this alternative space 
and transform into positive impacts. Through my study experiences in the West, 
I found the strength to emerge into a third space connotation to realise my ideas 
in the East. 
 My study experience overseas has not only enlarged my point of view but 
also stimulated my further research interests in comparing the cultural 
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phenomena between the East and West, thus resulting in my PhD research in 
Australia. I regard my study journeys between the East and West as being, in fact, 
a cultural comparison, and also my way of absorbing cultures. It is important that 
cultural appropriation during my study overseas has not only enriched my 
knowledge but also widened my view-point. 
Similarity, the multi-functional design works of Eileen Gray during the 
Art Deco era reflected the cultural tendency for multiplicity of material usage. It 
is also based on Eileen Gray’s initial idea of designing objects for limited space, 
such as in her famous house E. 1027. I suggest that Eileen Gray’s construction of 
E. 1027 witnessed an appropriation and usage from a broader meaning of Art 
Deco’s cultural merging process. 
4.3.2 Cultural appropriation and these four women designers in Art 
Deco 
When investigating Eileen Gray’s architecture design in E.1027, the vision 
of cultural transformation from simplicity to complexity echoed the nature of Art 
Deco, as a compound merging of diverse cultures. It can be argued that Eileen 
Gray's various designs matched the multifunctional and plurality of meanings, 
such as “Gray’s De Stijl table is a freestanding object … an item that is both 
furniture and equipment” (Constant, 2000: 88), and “her furniture invokes 
analogies with the mechanics of the body: in the flexible table that extends to 
meet the occupant of the bed, the drawers that pivot horizontally, or the hinged 
mirror that affords oblique views of the head” (Constant, 2000: 113). The dual or 
multiple visions of applying functions in Eileen Gray’s designs were made with 
comfort in mind and was a fact that made her different from her male 
counterparts in modernism. These design works had multiple possibilities for use 
and thus created a rare vision in functionality. This was an alternative approach 
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for her to create a new pathway of a third space possibility for realising her ideas. 
Constant explains Gray’s works: 
Gray sought indirect means to address the era’s changing political and social 
milieu. Whereas her early interiors were motivated by the sensual luxury 
associated with the French decorative arts, her subsequent architectural 
production derived from critical engagement with contemporary 
approaches to the modern dwelling, in which she distilled ideas from Le 
Corbusier, Adolf Loos, and the advocates of De Stijl. (2000: 6) 
Eileen Gray’s works evolved from the early period of lavishness of the Art 
Deco style, but were influenced by these architects as well as the De Stijl from 
Holland. Her works became simple, streamlined and with a sense of modernism. 
These developments were like changing platforms from an extravagant style to 
the modernist’s simplicity, while focusing on coherency of the works connecting 
her furniture, interior design and architecture.   
Gray’s critic on Le Corbusier and other architects’ works concerned the 
impasse they faced and created. She saw them as a band of academics, pursuing 
fine-looking and abstract shapes in buildings, but neglecting the true meaning of 
a house, which should provide for the needs of the people who live inside, and 
sense the daily requirements of the inhabitants. Eileen Gray wanted to urge these 
Modernist architects back to the path of building the connection with life; 
merging their abstract sense in art together with daily needs (Elliott and Helland, 
2002: 183). Her arguments were like fresh air in the turbulent environment; she 
showed her feelings from the perspective of reality and pragmatism. 
In comparison to Eileen Gray revealing her talent in a more condensed 
way, Coco Chanel opened her arms to the public and embraced fashion trends.  
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Charles-Roux informs us about Chanel’s childhood, “Abandoned by her 
father the week after her mother died, Gabrielle the child suffered all the 
harshness of convent life, by which we do not mean misery and maltreatment but, 
rather, strictness, solitude, and mental anguish” (2005: 5). Chanel’s life started 
from a miserable family environment. This could explain why she was so 
determined to achieve fame and celebrity in the fashion business. Charles-Roux 
continues, “Gabrielle Chanel…. She worked relentlessly to eradicate all traces of 
the unhappy fate that had been hers. When her mother died in 1895 Gabrielle 
was twelve years old … Albert Chanel abandoned his daughters to the region’s 
largest orphanage” (2005: 24). Working hard was the only way for Chanel to 
move up the road to success; this miserable early life of suffering resulted in her 
making up many versions of her family background. It was amazing and 
remarkable that she lifted herself from the bottom of society, reaching up and 
establishing her own kingdom as a fashion business in the avant-garde period. As 
Fillin-Yeh quotes, “‘she was from a very, very simple background,’ observed 
Helene de Leusse, who worked as director of the Chanel boutique in Paris. ‘At 
the outset she was completely without culture. She improved herself little by little 
because she surrounded herself with intelligent people and then of course, she 
was intelligent herself’” (2001: 40). The connections and support for her from the 
avant-garde artists and celebrities established her as a friend of the artists and 
caused her to become a celebrity, too. This appropriation of a new image of 
celebrity for Chanel was then transformed to a prestige illusion and became the 
icon of her brand name ‘Chanel’. It was a strategy of cultural appropriation that 
Chanel used for her success.  
Fillin-Yeh also comments on Chanel’s new use of material: 
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Her earliest designs … were loose-fitting ‘beach pyjamas’ and sailor suits, 
made from knit jersey, a fabric that had previously been used only for men’s 
underwear. Jersey was thin and flexible and could be made by machine. Its 
light weight and fluid drape enabled Chanel to mould her clothes more closely 
to the body while at the same time increasing the wearer’s range of physical 
motion. ‘I wanted,’ she wrote, ‘to give a woman comfortable clothes that 
would flow with her body. A woman is closest to being naked when she is well 
dressed.’ With jersey, Chanel could sculpt an elegant yet unencumbered body a 
very dandyist idea. (2001: 43–44). 
With the appropriation of jersey, Chanel changed the vision of women. 
Not only did she break through the barrier by adopting men's materials for 
women's bodies, but she also invented a new silhouette that enhanced women's 
confidence in themselves. With her professional vision and brilliant ideas, she 
made cheap, underwear material transform into the fit and elegance of the avant-
garde’s new image of women. Again, she did this for women, in an effort to 
increase their dignity and social position. 
Furthermore, Fillin-Yeh describes a similar scene, “By 1925 Chanel had 
begun designing her own version of school or army uniforms for women: the suit. 
Chanel’s suits consisted of a simple skirt, a pullover, and a jacket, all in wool 
jersey” (2001: 44). The 1920s represented innovative, progressive and active years, 
not only because end of the First World War stimulated the needs for 
reconstruction, but also because women became involved in production and 
increased the artefacts and also changed the social structure. Chanel used non-
conventional methods by creating her works to correspond to new demands. 
Clothes were directly cut on the models to match the body's outline. In so doing, 
she created a new fashion image for women that could be both simple and 
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sumptuous. In the little black dress, she appropriated cubism's concept in using 
geometric forms, which was also a trend during the Art Deco movement. 
Chanel's lasting and stylish forms in her fashion design made her a legend in the 
1920s.  
Eliminating the traditional image and then constructing a new figure for 
modern women was Chanel’s contribution as women entered the twentieth 
century (Fillin-Yeh, 2001: 38). This fashion trend still continues and the value 
evolves. Women had new looks that followed the appropriation of dandyism 
trends set for them by Chanel’s innovations. As Fillin-Yeh stresses, “Coco 
Chanel used the male dandiacal stance as a springboard to innovated distinctive 
modes of being and negotiates the territory of gender and art making along new 
paths”(2001: 23). So, one of Chanel’s innovations for women was an 
appropriation borrowed from male Dandyism for the women’s body. Chanel 
discovered this new boundary for women incorporating boundaries of gender 
issues and market needs. Fillin-Yeh continues to stress the similar view, “Chanel’s 
designs extended and developed dandyism’s innovations, ushering women into 
dandyism’s all-male inner circle. By borrowing heavily from dandyism’s 
vocabulary of performance, Chanel revolutionised the way we perceive the 
female body”(2001: 35). This novel trend from male dandyism became women’s 
fashion preference. Women crossed the border of what used to be the male 
sphere and thus diminished the fashion distance between men and women. 
Chanel changed women’s traditional appearance with an avant-garde outlook. 
Fillin-Yeh continues, “As Garelick points out, Coco Chanel’s vision for 
clothing design that was dandyesque in its spare elegance and ‘luxe caché’ was a 
‘Chanel revolution’ in garments for women that were boyish and encouraged 
athleticism, and it was echoed in her celebrity status as a couturiere ‘garçonne 
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héroïne’” (2001: 24). The French terms ‘luxe caché’ means ‘hidden luxury’ where 
Chanel’s designed Chic atmosphere was seen to be mysterious. Chanel created a 
neutral identity for women, where women’s charm could also borrow from 
aspects of the male identity. The appropriation of this cute little boy’s image for 
women consequently became a brand new concept in creating new characteristics 
for modern women. It seemed that women won dignity, independence, and 
charm and entered the twentieth century in an instant.  
Instead of saying that fashion killed dandyism, I would prefer to say that 
because of the fashion trends, dandyism evolved, then assimilated and then 
entered the modern era (Fillin-Yeh, 2001: 34). This transformation was accredited 
to Coco Chanel because of her legendary role in representing women’s fashion in 
a new century. 
In comparison with Coco Chanel’s open armed embrace of fashion trends, 
Sonia Delaunay’s creative processes were much closer to theoretical research and 
a focus on her friendship with artists, who were outside the major fashion trends. 
Cruden describes Sonia’s generation in facing the long time neglect by the public: 
The most impressive art to emerge from this group of exiles and rebels …. 
Long the victim of inept public relations and scholarly neglect … the Orphists 
who followed Robert and Sonia Delaunay and worked out their colour theories 
using ideas developed not only from sculpture, but also from music (1993: 294).  
Sonia together with her friends achieved many accomplishments from a 
difficult social situation. Soon after Sonia Delaunay entered the Parisian social 
and artist milieu, she encountered other men and women artists and designers 
starting their friendships by collaborating in design projects (Damase, 1991: 68; 
Thomas, 2003: 147; Wosk, 2002: 152). Sonia Delaunay was influenced by her 
husband, the famous Orphism-Cubist painter Robert Delaunay. I would suggest 
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this was also the appropriation of ideas from her husband. Sonia and Robert 
were both pioneers of Abstract Painting (“Exposition Sonia Delaunay”, Musée de 
Lodève, 2002, lodeve.com). After the First World War, Sonia moved from painting 
into design practice to make a living. It is apparent to me that her change from 
creating materials in one field to another was an act of shifting borders, a quest 
for a better creative solution in her work. This change enabled her to find a way 
to survive the Great Depression from 1929 to 1939. To do this, she made the 
best use of her painting knowledge appropriated for design. Her design 
achievements include graphic design of books, stage and cinema design, clothing 
and interior design, and textiles design. Her productive design works made her 
internationally famous as an Art Deco woman designer (Gronberg, 2004). 
Experimenting with moving and complementing the relationship between 
circular forms, colours and texts, she became one of the pioneers in the 
modernist movement of Orphism (a branch of Cubism). Spate comments on her 
work, “the simultaneous contrast of colours and text form depths and 
movements of colours” (1979: 208). This comment shows her vivid use of 
colours and circular forms. If compared with the pure painting works of other 
artists in the Orphism movement, Sonia Delaunay’s special contributions to 
history still remains unrecognised. Most books focus only on the male artists’ 
domination in this movement or on her husband — Robert Delaunay's ideas — 
without mentioning her contribution (Weisman, 1992: 209–212).   
In 1911, Delaunay created one of the very first abstract design works in 
history. As Fine documents: 
The birth of her son was the occasion of Terk-Delaunay’s first experiment with 
complete abstraction. She described the project, created for the baby: … I had 
the idea of making … a blanket composed of bits of fabrics like those I had 
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seen in the homes of Russian peasants. When it was finished the arrangements 
of the pieces of material seemed to me to evoke Cubist conceptions and we 
tried then to apply the same process to other objects and paintings (1978: 169).  
From Sonia Delaunay’s explanation about the beginning of her first 
abstract work, it is apparent that her idea in creating works was based on her 
lived experiences where she mixed her ideas with Cubism theory and Russian 
customs. In doing so, she discovered a new territory of abstraction and applied it 
to the art and design fields.  
   
                 Image 4.13: 1911; the first abstract design work, 
                       and cover design for Ricciotto Canudor  
Sonia once mentioned an anecdote: 
When Charles was born in January 1911… I tucked him in with a quilt made 
from fragments of cloth … our friends exclaimed: ‘But that is Cubist!’ This 
fabric mosaic was simply spontaneous. I continued to use this construction 
method for other objects. Art critics have seen a ‘geometrized’ form and singing 
colours in these works which predicted my later work (Waller, 1991: 294–295). 
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Using Cubist theory and geometric forms as her inspiration in creating her 
first abstract quilt, she then applied this method to her painting as well as for 
designing objects. Geometric forms and cubist theory had a strong influence in 
the Art Deco movement because it was easy to apply geometric elements in 
abstract creations. Sonia Delaunay's abstract works appropriated this 
methodology. She used colourful ways to create these works, which was a way to 
popularise her designs (Morano and Vreeland, 1986: 12–13).  
Sonia Delaunay recognised that her breakthrough created a new space and 
opportunity to discover the possibilities and cross-over between painting and 
decorative art. Slatkin comments:  
A major turning point in Sonia Delaunay's development was triggered by 
the creation of a quilt for her infant son in 1911… Delaunay was prepared 
to appreciate the possibilities of this abstract language for painting. The 
results of this breakthrough were soon visible in her work (2001: 187).  
I have searched and verified from many books on art history and design 
and found that the content addressing the creation of abstract art always refers to 
the period of 1910–1911. As Goldman cites, “The first acclaimed fully abstract 
painting, Amorpha, Fugue in Two Colours by Frantisek Kupka, was shown at the 
Salon d’Automne, Paris, and featured in Gaumont news reel released across Europe” 
(2004: 257). That was the first record of abstract painting in history. In the field 
of history of art, they talk mainly about the contributions made by male artists. 
Such "Big Names" as Frank Kupka, Wassily Kandinsky and Robert Delaunay are 
easily found; however, female designers like Sonia Delaunay are left out. I am 
arguing that this absence took place partly because she was a woman, and her 
first abstract decoration design did not match the traditional value for what 
counts as a piece of art work.  
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Morano and Vreeland describe Sonia Delaunay’s process toward success: 
The appeal of her clothes first became apparent in 1922, when a Lyons silk 
manufacturer commissioned dozens of fabric designs from the young 
artist. She was soon off and running, dressing society ladies, movie stars, 
and the wives of architects and artists from her Boutique Simultanée. At the 
International Exposition of Decorative Arts in 1925, the boutique she 
shared with designer Jacques Heim was the smash success of the show. A 
one-woman campaign of irresistible visual exuberance and with Sonia 
Delaunay’s inventiveness and feeling for fantasy, the clarity and power of 
her hues, still reverberate in fashion and style to this day (1986: 9). 
Her ideas about Simultanée were based on Cubism, using geometric 
patterns and shining colours to match the functionality of the items she designed. 
Like Coco Chanel, Sonia Delaunay’s fashion design also liberated women from 
the traditional uncomfortable corset because her design had improved women’s 
quality of living and became a fashion trend for the women at that time.  
In contrast to Sonia Delaunay’s inventive development of abstract design, 
Clarice Cliff’s shifting borders of her creations had a more pragmatic approach to 
appropriation.  
 Clarice Cliff was the most popular British ceramic designer of the 1930s. 
She was called the “‘Doyenne’ of British Art Deco” (Cox, 2001: 54). She created 
commercial pottery and ceramics with colourful enamel and geometric forms 
with exotic themes. Clarice Cliff’s design creations cross many borders and 
incorporate her ideas and selling strategy. Her tactic in ceramics creation was 
simple and direct, based upon a market-oriented design. She discovered a new 
space different from the traditional approach to mass produce her ceramic 
designs. Her works were designed to activate people’s desire to purchase and she 
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crossed many borders to appropriate patterns and forms from fashion trends, 
exotic influences and design styles. The bold sharps and fanciful colours of her 
ceramics made them best selling items during the 1930s in Great Britain as well 
as in Europe. Through appropriation, Clarice Cliff created a new borderland for 
ceramic design and for herself. Her works started a trend for household wares 
and a phenomenon in the antique markets that has continued today. As Terlouw 
argues:  
It was in the 1960s that a strong, specific interest in objects from the 20s 
and 30s first appeared among museums and collectors. In 1969, the book 
Decorative Thirties, written by Martin Battersby, appeared, which excited 
interest in the pottery of Clarice Cliff. Battersby organised an exhibition of 
the work of Clarice Cliff in the Brighton Museum in 1972… For unknown 
reasons, Clarice never visited this exhibition herself. In the same year she 
died, without ever knowing that the pottery designed by her would later be 
collected by wildly enthusiastic admirers and would hold a prominent 
position in the international art market (1994: 15–16). 
  Disappearing after the Second World War and reappearing after the 1960s, 
Clarice Cliff's shifting reputation on the design stage was very dramatic. The 
major difference is that before she disappeared, people bought her designs for 
daily use. After she reappeared, she has become a legend and entered into design 
history. Today, people buy her works from the auction market for their 
collections. Thus, through her life she has moved across many borderlands; 
inventing news forms and colours, creating new opportunities for women in her 
profession, and using the mass-production concepts to develop selling strategies 
for ceramics. 
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 Clarice Cliff’s creative development witnessed the phenomenon of 
appropriation from many sources. Her designs and creations created a practical 
use and popularity of fashion trends for the domestic pottery design. 
4.3.3 Gray, Delaunay and Cliff appropriated from De Stijl 
During the 1920’s, De Stijl’s artists were active in the creative field. I 
would argue that Gray, Delaunay and Cliff were all influenced and appropriated 
from this style then developed it into their own expression. I will discuss this 
tendency in the following section. 
 
Image 4.14: 1926–29; ‘Plan for E-1027’, Roquebrune-Cap Martin; 
1926c, Architect’s Cabinet, designed for Henri Pacon  
Eileen Gray was deeply connected to the Dutch art movement of De Stijl; 
she was involved in the activities organised by De Stijl architects. As Jervis notes, 
“In 1923 Eileen Gray exhibited a room at the Salon des Artistes-Décorateurs; its 
highly abstract design attracted contumely except from J. J. P. Oud, the leading 
De Stijl architect, who wrote admiringly” (1984: 210). Eileen Gray’s contact with 
De Stijl resulted in changes to her style, from decoration patterns to pure abstract 
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geometric forms. She used De Stijl concepts in exploring the abstract meaning 
between spaces and neutral colours.     
Eileen Gray learned concepts in basic design from the Group De Stijl, 
using parallel lines and elements of colours. This knowledge helped her 
construct her own architecture with Badovici (Jervis, 1984: 211). The abstract 
meaning in the space complements her functional designs. She had targeted 
these buildings as ‘Artist’s living space’. It had contained her own interpretation 
on the intimate and the domestic meaning of the space. The major difference 
between her architecture and other colleague’s buildings is that she used more 
considerate and human ways for constructing the limited domestic spaces to 
match functional needs.   
Similar to Eileen Gray, Sonia Delaunay was also attracted by the fresh 
ideas of De Stijl. However Sonia Delaunay put the same interest into other 
movements as well. In fact, there was several style influences Sonia Delaunay’s 
creation. Sonia Delaunay was an artist and designer beyond normal boundaries. 
She had influence from many sources and formed her own style. She was a 
unique person in her time crossing many fields between cultures. She applied her 
knowledge in painting to the design field and created a new domain. Baron and 
Damase comment on Sonia Delaunay’s fabric designs: 
These designs, with their bright colours reminiscent of Orphism and 
‘simultaneous contrast’ … attest to the outcome of a whole movement 
which had preoccupied art since 1910: Cubism, Futurism, Russian 
Suprematism, Neo-Plasticism and De Stijl … in her creation Sonia was ‘the 
incarnation of her times’ (1995: 84).  
Sonia Delaunay’s works are examples demonstrating an integration 
process involving several cultures.  Her works concentrated on the visualisation 
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of many styles, which is evidenced by the fact that the Art Deco era is deeply 
embedded with cultural exchange and hybrid visions. 
 Sonia Delaunay developed her works from theoretical Orphism to 
practical Art Deco’s design.  This section will explore Sonia Delaunay’s design 
concepts of merging styles and the culture in-between as a way to reveal the value 
of her contribution to design history. 
Waller quotes Robert Delaunay’s description of Sonia Delaunay’s merging 
cultures’ experience: 
Robert Delaunay later recalled that her explorations with fabric led to a 
new awareness of colour: ‘Delaunay-Terk made some satin-stitch wall 
hangings that, by means of their expressiveness, were to bring into view 
the prospect of liberation’. About 1912, we helped inaugurate the birth of 
colour, completely freed from its links with the past and expressed in book 
bindings of modern poets, in lampshades of regulated colours. With these 
experiments she first set out toward a form of art as yet unknown 
(Delaunay and Delaunay 1978: 134; Waller, 1991: 293). 
 
    Image 4.15: 1926–28; ‘Costume design for Carnival in Rio’ 
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Robert Delaunay was talking about their breakthrough of the 
simultaneous colours theory and how Sonia Delaunay discovered a new form of 
expression through experimenting on colours. Researching with her husband, she 
found a state-of-the-art territory in combining harmonious colours with fabric 
design and with modern poetry. This form of expression created a hybridity of 
cultures and though it established a new technique of abstract expression in-
between the art and design field. Morano and Vreeland describe Sonia’s 
simultaneous dresses: 
Simultaneous dresses inspired other poets as well. Blaise Cendrars became 
great friends with Delaunay and shared her vision of simultaneity. He 
collaborated with her on a number of projects, including the simultaneous 
book La Prose du Transsibérien in 1913, for which Delaunay created a 
pochoir impression. Cendrars offered, a year later, a poetic impression of 
Delaunay’s Bal Bullier dress, ‘In Her Dress She has a Body.’ He saw her 
dress as revealing the inner woman (1986: 14). 
Sonia Delaunay’s attempts with her simultaneous theory and dress 
influenced other artists and enlarged her social activities. The Dadaist poet Blaise 
Cendrars started his life-long friendship and cooperation with Sonia about this 
time (Blaise Cendrars, from cebe-cendrars.ch, 2006). The co-production between 
Sonia and Blaise on the poetry book La Prose du Transsibérien was a success. This 
book mixed Sonia’s art concepts and her design output together with Cendrars’ 
poetry in one volume. It was an application of her ideas into an applied field. 
After Sonia’s efforts in combining fine art with other kinds of expression, 
such as poems and performance, her creation changed from pure fine art into 
applying design to coordinate and cohere with other forms of expression 
(Moszynska, 1990: 20). These reencounters between expressions generated a new 
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tendency in liberating the traditional constrains. This was also a result of 
following avant-garde trends. Waller cites from Sonia’s autobiography:  
Cendrars brought me La prose du transsibérien et de la petite Jehanne de France, 
and moved by the beauty of the text, I suggested creating a folding book 
that would be two meters long when unfolded. The text inspired a 
harmony of colours unwinding parallel to the poem. We selected type in 
varied faces and sizes, which was revolutionary at this time (1991: 298).  
Sonia Delaunay had a thoughtful explanation of her collaboration with 
Blaise Cendrars. The composition between her simultaneous colours and the 
poems from Blaise Cendrars were based on analogy and coherence. Both the 
poetry and the colours interacted with and complemented each other, and 
became the idiom of modern creation.  
Clarice Cliff was also using some elements from De Stijl and from other 
sources of modernism to become her creating procedures. Cox asserts that: 
Clarice Cliff’s ‘Art Deco’ ceramics … through the conflation of Modernist 
forms with traditional decoration, but also in their consumption or 
appropriation…. The tension between the ‘high’ and ‘traditional’ is thus 
one good example of how to understand the creative processes of 
production and consumption (2001: 24).  
The fusion and appropriation of visual styles from De Stijl and Cubism in 
Clarice Cliff’s works became her unique way for designing new items. She had an 
exceptional ability to satisfy the costumer’s demand; she had the sensibility for 
the fashion trends in mixing forms and exotic styles into her works. Hybridity 
had become an important element in Clarice Cliff’s concepts while she created 
her works. She soon became famous and was one of the best-selling ceramists in 
Europe between the two Great Wars. “There can be no doubt that Clarice Cliff 
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was the ‘Doyenne of Hand Painting’ between 1927 and 1937” (Griffin, 1999: 
196).  
Evidence shows that appropriating from De Stijl for these three women 
designers was based on necessity. I would suggest that these women designers 
had dedicated themselves to the trend of appropriation and to its expansion 
through their creative works. 
4.3.4 Appropriation and hybridity 
 While investigating Eileen Gray’s works, it became clear that most of her 
designs related to Art Deco were a hybrid style mixed from different sources. 
Although Eileen Gray was not invited to the Exposition Des Arts Décoratifs of 1925, 
nevertheless her works were printed and referenced in the exhibition catalogue 
(Constant, 2000: 57). That the quality of her works was praised by her colleagues 
evidence her importance at that time. 
Elliott and Helland say, “in fact, according to Peter Adam, Gray generally 
disliked Art Deco interiors, claiming that many of them made her feel sick (Adam, 
1987, 131, 125)” (2002: 187). It can be argued that it was the mannerisms and 
over-emphasis on the details of decoration that made Art Deco interior design 
too heavy and lacking in originality. Eileen Gray’s preference for simple 
decoration inspired by modernism influenced her style (Elliott & Helland, 2002: 
55, 82). As Jervis also argues, “Many designers, including Eileen Gray and Mallet-
Stevens, spanned the distinction between Art Deco and modernism, and even the 
most incorruptible Modernists, for instance Le Corbusier and Jean Prouvé, 
sometimes present an Art Deco aspect” (Jervis, 1984: 31). It can therefore be 
suggested that for Gray, modernism had broader meaning and viewpoints other 
than Art Deco, and that some of the Modernists, including Eileen Gray and Le 
Corbusier, preferred choosing the less decorative sense and patterns to 
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incorporate Art Deco with modernism (Elliott & Helland, 2002: 82, 178). This 
was an alternative expression and reflected the third space notion of creating in-
between the two extremes of Art Deco and modernism. Rowlands comments on 
Eileen Gray’s work: 
(1923) at the XIV Salon des Artistes Décorateurs, she presented her famous 
interior ‘bedroom-boudoir for Monte Carlo’…. One critic described it as 
having an ‘unsettling appearance.’ Other reviews were themselves unsettling. 
One called the room ‘the daughter of Caligari in all its horror.’ The periodical 
Art et Décoration deemed it ‘comical’ and abnormal before allowing that ‘it 
reveals a talent and a sensitivity.’ Happily, though, there was another response, 
too: notable architects recognised a kindred spirit at work. Pierre Chareau 
admired it (and would commission wall hangings and carpets from Gray for 
the following year’s Salon des Artistes Décorateurs); Robert Mallet-Stevens asked 
her to collaborate with him (an offer she declined, saying she wasn’t ready); 
and the De Stijl designer Sybold van Ravesteyn declared that ‘the work heralds 
the arrival of a Louis-free tendency, even in France.’ For Gray, who loathed 
the overdecorative tendencies of French design — ‘after 1840 a complete 
downfall,’ she once said — this was very high praise (2002: 13–14). 
 I argue that during the Salon des Artistes Décorateurs exhibition, there were 
many controversial critics of Gray’s works. These negative critique such as 
‘unsettling appearance’ of calling the room displaying her bedroom-boudoir as 
‘the daughter of Caligari in all its horror’ — were to mock her works as similar 
to the German expressionist horror movie “The Cabinet of Dr Caligari” (“Das 
Cabinet des Dr. Caligari”, www.imdb, 2007) —all these critics expressed 
conservative view points that suggested that her avant-garde designs were still 
unacceptable to the public at that time.  
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Beside the criticism, there were also compliments. Eileen Gray’s 
unconventional design won wide praise, especially from the professionals (Adams, 
1987), who described her as sensual, talented with sensitivity, a family spirit of 
work and a pioneer. I believe that she created a new spirit that was different from 
the over-decorative trends of that time. This concept enabled her to emerge as a 
third space identity; creating a new location to facilitated her ideas for creating 
interior design of “easy access and yet isolated enough” (Adam, 1987: 214) and 
“found the right balance between the aesthetic and the practical” (Adam, 1987: 
211), to match lifestyle needs. She worked between the accepted edges of 
concept, practice and artistic thought bringing ideas from different influences. It 
was by using this ‘borrowing’ method that Eileen Gray developed her personal 
approach, incorporated with the Art Deco style. 
Investigating Coco Chanel’s creations during the 1920s to the 1930s, I 
discovered that her use of geometric design through her friendships with artists 
as well as her myth making about her background created the hybrid 
distinctiveness of her new identity. This also emerged as a completely new style 
and a new way of exhibiting her personality differently from traditional forms. 
Coco Chanel as a designer created many new possibilities in history, “Her 
nonconformist designs stressing simplicity and comfort revolutionised the fashion 
industry” (“Chanel, Gabrielle” Gabrielle Chanel byname Coco, search.eb.com, 2004). 
The simple geometric form of boxy line in her fashion design responded to 
influences from Cubism and become the mainstream in the Art Deco style. This 
is what Hashimoto says, “Geometric, simple shapes and streamlined design of 
machines characterises Art Deco” (2003:14).  
As a person who grew up in an orphanage, did not have any backgrounds 
or advantages for Chanel to enter into the aristocracy. To lie about everything 
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became the way to cover up her poor background; however, she became addicted 
to her own lies and depended on them. As Fillin-Yeh says of Chanel: 
‘She began lying very early on,’ writes Lilou Marquand, ‘and the lies grew 
with her until they became her truth. Each event had several versions and 
these different stories would contradict one another. You had to forget the 
earlier version and believe the latest one’ (2001: 40–41).  
Many details of her fanciful or romantic liaisons with nobles lost 
credibility because of her lies. Nevertheless, those lovers and connections with 
celebrities could be true. Chanel wove fantastic visions as her third space illusions 
for her customers to dream, which helped her to create part of her Fashion 
Empire. Whether or not it was a lie was not important for the connoisseurs who 
chased after the fashion trends that Chanel had created for them, Chanel 
fashioned illusions and the trends that obsessed her clientele and created a 
fashion revolution.  
Chanel cooperated with Jean Cocteau in Surrealist’s performance and in 
charge of the costume design. Through appropriating from friendship, Coco 
Chanel enlarged her capacity of expression and entered the world of theatre 
performance. Charles-Roux stresses: 
Antigone, in a free adaptation by Cocteau, with sets by Picasso, music by 
Honegger, and costumes by Chanel … thanks to the demanding director 
of the Atelier as to Cocteau himself that Chanel received her first 
opportunity in the theatre (2005: 198).  
Picken and Miller explain, “She has encouraged and aided many of them: 
Stravinski, Sergei Diaghilev, Picasso, Cocteau, Jose Maria Sert, Markevitch, Drian, 
to mention only a few. Many musicians and writers gave her their original 
manuscripts, and her library is famous” (1956: 91). Chanel was enthusiastic about 
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Art activities which she financed throughout the art world. Evidence suggested 
through appropriation from friendships that Chanel had enlarged her social circle 
and began her collection of art from many artist friends.  
 Chanel participated with the avant-garde movement in Paris and become 
acquainted with many artists and as a result she became part of this group. This 
activity positioned her in the space between couturière and Artist. Many artists 
praised her and gave her feedback as the symbol of French fashion design (Fillin-
Yeh, 2001: 41). My interpretation after André Gide’s compliment is that Chanel 
had created a new trend and new image of expression in replacing the old 
tradition of Art Nouveau of Mucha and others. I would suggest this was her 
hybrid expression appropriating from others. As Stegemeyer notes: 
Through Misia and José Maria Sert she met and associated with leading 
figures in the art world of the 1920s: Diaghilev, Picasso, Cocteau, dancer 
Serge Lifar, decorator-designer Léon Bakst. While she never married, there 
were many love affairs. Grand Duke Dmitri, grandson of Czar Alexander 
II, was a frequent escort; she maintained a three-year liaison with the Duke 
of Westminster (1980: 13–15).  
I believe that Chanel’s friendships with these artists and famous people 
had not only increased her image as a woman from an underprivileged 
background into a celebrity but also gave her a chance to enhance her brand 
name. I would stress that through this process Chanel created a hybrid identity 
for herself. 
Similarly, Sonia Delaunay’s friendship with artists and familiarity with 
many art movements enhanced her creations. From these influences, Sonia 
Delaunay generated a hybrid form in her creative works. Sonia Delaunay was the 
only woman designer in the Machine Age Art Deco field in the 1920’s; she 
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designed in fashion and automotive decor, applying her simultaneous contrast 
theory [Note 8] to decorating the Citroën B12 in 1925, the Air Pavilion at the 1937 
Paris Exhibition, and the exterior design of the automobile, Matra B530, in 1967. 
All were part of her contribution to design practice (Wosk, 2002: 147-148).  
Sonia Delaunay adapted her costume design pattern to the automobile, 
merging two different cultures into one social image and applying them as 
fashion trends. The combination of her creative pattern with the sophisticated 
man-made machine was an important step for her (Wosk, 2002: 148), because the 
phenomenon created when she adopted technology symbolised that she was 
ahead of her field. Jervis describes: 
In 1918 Sonia Delaunay opened a shop in Madrid, the Casa Sonia, to sell 
her designs. Back in Paris in the 1920s she was closely associated with 
Dada and surrealism (1984: 145).  
Through her friendships, Sonia Delaunay explored and collaborated 
with artists from many fields, these experiences having a tremendous impact on 
her career later on as she used methods of appropriation to develop her hybrid 
practice; she was an artist with an open mind. Sonia Delaunay developed many 
of her ideas through collaborations with other artists in projects. Through their 
mutual Dadaist and Surrealist friendships, Sonia collaborated on a fashion 
project with Coco Chanel (Morano and Vreeland, 1986: 7). Afterward, Sonia 
Delaunay turned her abilities to book design and stage and costume design, 
applying the knowledge she acquired from works incorporating her painting 
styles.   
Sonia Delaunay also cooperated with the Dadaists; she designed costumes 
for the Dadaist’s performance and integrated with other artists including Tristan 
Tzara in poetry, Theo Van Doesburg in the stage design, and Man Ray in films. 
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They all cooperated for the performance of Le Cœur à Gaz (Bowman and 
Molinare, 1985: 89). During the 1920’s, Sonia’s creative ideas coordinated many 
forms and expressions. Morano and Vreeland continue: 
Together with her husband, Robert, she developed Orphism, an early 
form of abstract painting. She was championed by such creative leaders of 
her time as the poets Guillaume Apollinaire and Tristan Tzara, a founder 
of Dada; because they understood she was a supremely modern woman 
who had a unifying vision of the contemporary world and the talent to 
translate her artistic theories into practice (1986: 7–8).  
Sonia Delaunay’s artist friends knew that she was a determined creator. 
Under modernism’s influence, she developed her own theories and created her 
own third space identity by appropriating and applying many kinds of 
expressions, forms and materials in new creative ways.  
 
       
           Image 4.16: 1922; ‘Cette Eternel Femme’, and 1926, ‘Le Petit Parigot’ 
 
Morano and Vreeland observe that: 
Delaunay did embroider two short poems by Louis Aragon on vests of 
this design. In these dress-poems, words or letters combine with simple 
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geometric shapes to form the design. Occasionally, as in the dress-poem of 
plate 69, ‘Cette Eternel Femme,’ the body, too, becomes part of the design 
and the poem: ‘L’ appears as the bend of an arm, ‘E’ as fingers. This 
design represents one of five projects for ‘Cette Eternel Femme’ executed 
between 1922 and 1926 (1986: 16).  
When cooperating with the famous Dadaist poet Louis Aragon, Sonia 
envisaged the Jeux de mots (playing with words) by applying needlework of 
letters in the design of these dress-poems (Morano and Vreeland, 1986). The 
composition of letters formed the words and gave meaning to the entire 
presentation. Playing with words was an important element for the Dadaist as a 
method of expression. Through a teamwork process, Sonia identified herself as 
a person working across and in-between the expressions. In this way, she 
created more possibilities for herself in the field of creative arts. As Lussier says: 
For his next film, Le Vertige (1926), Marcel L’Herbier asked Sonia and 
Robert Delaunay to design the Costumes, fabrics and sets. Sonia created 
‘simultaneous’ robes for the actors and a straight dress of black satin 
with colourful, stylized flowers appliquéd on bronze lamé for the leading 
actress. The paintings, furniture and fabrics had all been displayed at the 
1925 exhibition. Sonia worked on one more film Le Petit Parigot by René 
Le Somptier (1926) …. For the leading actress, the dancer Lizica 
Codreanu … dances in front of an audience wearing ‘simultaneous’ 
dresses and scarves (2003: 86). 
 The couple, Sonia and Robert Delaunay, put much enthusiasm into 
exploring work creatively, towards new forms of media in the hope of finding a 
new expression to create more possibilities for their art works. Sonia especially 
enjoyed working and creating with movie directors. Through her simultaneous 
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costumes performances in films, she had opened more spaces and possibilities, 
and established her own identity as an artist penetrating between the art and 
design fields. Waller says: 
In the early years of their marriage, Robert Delaunay concentrated on 
painting and developing his theories of the simultaneous contrast of colours 
while Sonia Delaunay-Terk painted and experimented with textiles. As early 
as the summer of 1909, Sonia Delaunay-Terk embroidered a leaf pattern in 
an attempt to emulate the work of Henri Rousseau (1991: 292–293).  
From 1909, under the influence of her husband Robert Delaunay, Sonia 
began research that crossed between her painting and textile works with theories 
that explored the simultaneous contrast of colours. She experimented with the 
embroidery techniques with her theory by reflecting the style from other artists. 
Morano and Vreeland also comment on Sonia’s important contribution: 
Sonia Delaunay was among the group of avant-garde artists drawn to Paris 
in the early part of this century …. She believed modernity — and her own 
attitude toward modern life — could be expressed through the primacy of 
colour in art and the dynamic interplay of its dissonances and harmonies …. 
She set up a dialogue between fine art and everyday objects and 
accomplished the transition from representational work to her colour 
theory through her investigations in embroidery and collage. (1986: 11) 
 Sonia Delaunay believed that fine art and design should have strong 
similarities where Modernity should serve as a tool to improve the quality of life. 
Through embroidery and collage, she applied vivid colours and rhythms to match 
her colour theory. Sonia Delaunay’s hybrid expression appropriating from many 
sources that merged the concepts from art and design signified the new identity 
she had contributed to modernism. 
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Simular to Sonia Delaunay’s appropriations from many styles to become 
her hybrid works, Clarice Cliff’s designs also showed a comparable approach. 
Clarice Cliff was very good at borrowing new information from different cultures 
and sources; she then reinterpreted this data into her own version as a way of 
creating new works. Appropriation thus became her method, but she also had a 
special personal quality that I contend had become a key factor toward success.  
From the very beginning of Clarice’s creations, we can see the foreign 
elements had already become an important issue in her works (Terlouw, 1994, 
11–12). These elements then developed into an exotic fantasy to satisfy the 
consumer’s desire and imagination.  
There were also several Western artists and designers by whom Clarice 
Cliff had been influenced and subsequently had borrowed from their works. She 
usually selected those with colourful patterns and then mingled them to become 
her own. As Jervis points out:  
In about 1925 the managing director of Wilkinsons, Colley Shorter, whom 
she married in 1941, allowed Cliff to experiment in the Newport Pottery 
which Wilkinsons had taken over. She produced patterns called Bizarre, 
decorated with Modernistic geometric pattern, and from 1928 Cliff 
designed a vast variety of Hand Painted Bizarre wares in a popular jazzy 
idiom; they were a great success (1984: 116).  
Mixed forms and decorative styles were the basic model for Clarice Cliff 
in creating her first series of works, where she used blending methods in applying 
these sources. The geometric forms were influenced by modernism such as 
Cubism and De Stijl. She applied these shapes into many ranges of teapots and 
tableware designs. To make her designs gain the appreciation of the clients, she 
found more components from exotic cultures and colourful decorative patterns; 
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then she mixed them with the exclusive shapes she designed. I would suggest that 
Clarice Cliff appropriated first the forms and decorative patterns from many 
sources then mixed them into a new hybrid forms thus established her personal 
style. Terlouw stresses:  
When a piece of pottery designed by Clarice Cliff is examined closely, two 
important elements within the object are clearly seen. These both attract 
the attention and show the great imaginative powers and creativity of the 
designer … the presence of very many forms and patterns (1994: 17).  
This had become her own research model of first borrowing influences 
from somewhere, then combining these materials she obtained and putting her 
ideas and imagination in them. She then mingled vivid colours with special forms 
which corresponded to the market demand and the final step was what went into 
production (Terlouw, 1994). Forms and decorative patterns were not the only the 
basic elements that Clarice Cliff applied to her designs. However, it was also a 
way for her to extend and inspire her imagination by appropriating from other 
cultures.  
McClinton argues, “Pottery designed by Clarice Cliff for Newport Pottery 
had geometric decoration of leaves and stylized houses and landscapes in strong 
green, yellow, orange and black” (1972: 116). Clarice Cliff used fanciful colours to 
coordinate the forms in her designs and to attract people’s attention. The bright 
colours were there for decoration. Even though it was the age of mass 
production, while Clarice Cliff manufactured her works in great demand 
throughout Europe, she employed hand-painters as workers to execute her 
designs. With the individual brush marks and pencil touches no single work is 
identical (Cooper, 2000: 249). This made her designs unique in the market and 
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consequently became a trend. Gallagher points out that the appropriation from 
others was the way that Clarice Cliff revived pottery design as a profession: 
As the stylisation and geometry of the Art Deco style gained general 
popularity, Cliff introduced the conical range in 1929 …. Her designs showed 
the influence of the French Art Deco designer, Desny, who had been 
responsible for a number of Conical-shaped metal cocktail glasses (2000: 90).  
Clarice Cliff’s clever strategy became her own. Instead of copying entirely; 
she appropriated from many sources and reassembled them to become her own 
creation. This merging tendency began in Art Deco to become the hybrid style. 
Terlouw comments repeatedly on Clarice Cliff’s appropriation from others: 
Blue Chintz is the name of a pattern introduced in 1932 as art of the Bizarre 
line. The pattern is in the form of the stylized leaves and buds of a water 
lily … teapot shape was called Stamford and Clarice copied this almost 
exactly from a piece which had been made by the French silversmith Jean 
Tetard for the 1925 Exposition Internationale des Arts Décoratifs et Industriels 
Modernes. Tetard learnt that his design had been copied without permission 
and forced Colley Shorter to pay for the rights (1994: 26–27). 
Clarice Cliff payed much attention to using decoration patterns from 
natural sources. The Chintz series was created from this concept and formed part 
of the Bizarre series. However in this series, she did not stop ‘borrowing’ from 
other designers’ works and this time she probably went too far. Appropriation 
from others has risks and unfortunately this is also the most critical part for 
Clarice Cliff.  
Clarice Cliff was fascinated by the European designers’ works. So, she was 
influenced by many of them. These appropriations from their works to become 
part of her design seemed natural to her (Terlouw, 1994: 27). Even though it is 
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not an original way in creating works; it was a usual practice throughout modern 
art history. Manet, Matisse and Picasso did the same thing with their own 
methods. Clarice Cliff appropriated from others, as did Art Deco, so that Art 
Deco functioned like a vacuum that absorbed many of the cultures and styles that 
emerged from new fashions. Hybridity was the result and it became part of the 
ideology in the Art Deco movement. 
As Griffin describes on Clarice Cliff’s design, “Original Bizarre in the 
Mondrian design and reveals the influence of Cubism on Clarice’s work” (1999: 
68).  The massive range of products reflected her unique style; her designs were 
famous not only for decorative patterns but also for creative forms. Even during 
the war, more than eight million pieces of Bizarre ware that she produced were 
sold (Cox, 2001: 55).  In Britain, the ceramic design works of Clarice Cliff entered 
many family homes and became part of the British culture of the 1930s. “Clarice 
Cliff was the first designer associated with any pottery manufacturer in Great 
Britain to visualize the possibilities of modern design applied to 
Ceramics”(Griffin, 1999: 170). She created design works with modern forms and 
traditional ornaments and applied this avant-garde, unconventional design works 
to the traditional family’s daily lifestyle. Catherine Davies informs us that: 
Post-colonial criticism has introduced innovative anti-essentialist concepts 
in an attempt to account for ‘equivocalness’ and political agency in 
multicultural societies … According to Bhabha, the ‘unhomely moment’ is 
found in a ‘borderline work of art’ and is a ‘paradigmatic colonial and 
post-colonial condition’ (Bhabha 1994: 910). It is that disconcerting 
moment of a cross-cultural encounter or initiation, the moment when the 
presence of ‘alterity’ and hybridity makes itself felt. Gilroy’s search for 
similar ‘intermediate concepts’ (Gilroy 1993: 6) positioned between the 
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local and the global, enabling a more ‘transnational and intercultural 
perspective’ (1993: 15) (1996: 180). 
I would stress that postcolonial critics brought out an inventive definition 
of anti-realism to explain the uncertain and strategic organisation in this multi-
cultural society. Based on Bhabha’s saying, the ‘unhomely moment’ established 
the frontier of artistic production, and could be displayed as the model of 
colonial and postcolonial situations. When transformation and hybridity arise out 
of cross-culture encounters, people usually can feel their existence. Gilroy’s 
research (1993) was similarly oriented by this ‘in-between concept’, which links 
the local and the global.  
This concept could explain how Clarice Cliff passed through both 
national and global cultural barriers when applying her concept of mixing the 
East and West decorations motifs into her pottery design. She altered cultural 
notions into a hybrid mode which created a hybrid third space nuance for her 
works. I argue that the in-between space of third space is part of hybridity, where 
the inflexible frontiers soften. The third space than becomes an energetic, 
unfixed and always changing space that can not enclose the common traditional 
inactive dialogues and arguments (Farida Abu-Haidar, 2002: 96).  
In summarising, I argue that the four women designers in my research 
were creating hybrid designs from their appropriations. However, they had not 
only created an unconventional third space, but also enabled the cultural notion 
between the East and West to be circulated, dialogued and exchanged to become 
a changeable new platform. 
4.4   Issues of exoticism 
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Exotic means “introduced from another country: not native to the place 
where found” (“Exotic”, britannica.com, 2007). I would suggest that the 
exoticism consists of strange elements entering an existing culture thus 
stimulating and transforming this old culture with a new spirit.  
I will begin with my own study experience as an example to approach the 
effect of exoticism. 
4.4.1 Multi-culturalism and exoticism in Paris 
When I arrived in Paris in 1986, it had a great impact on me. I was from a 
country still ruled by martial law and a dictatorship. I arrived from a conservative 
Eastern country into a democratic Western world. In Taiwan, everything was 
well-controlled by our government, without exceptions. To get a passport to go 
abroad, I needed to have a specific reason and then waited for three months. 
Carrying money out of Taiwan was limited to a small amount and required an 
application. I felt totally free, like a released bird flying up to a fresh sky when I 
first arrived in Paris. It was like a hidden dream suddenly came true after a long 
wait. That was the first time I had left my homeland.  
I was like a hungry child trying to devour everything before me. I learned 
techniques of painting in the Beaux Arts de Paris. I attended French lessons even 
though I have already studied the language for three years. Very often, I went to 
the Cinémathèque of the Pompidou Centre to make up the blank pages in my life. 
Gradually, I found out that French culture and people are a mixture of many 
sources a hybrid culture. There are many immigrates in Paris, especially from 
French colonisation in Central and North Africa. I also had some classmates who 
were the second generation of French ex-colonisation. 
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The French people are proud of their multi-culturalism and hybridity of culture, 
and nations of race is becoming a part of French culture. This was my first 
encounter with the Western world. France is a totally different world from 
Taiwan; here, no one will be put in jail because of their beliefs. Paris is also a 
place for me where cultural events are always my priority — much more 
important than earning a living. I have now realised that it is important to have a 
rich variety of culture. 
 
     Image 4.17: 1989; my stained glass restoration and creation 
In 1987, my new challenge was studying the restoration of stained glass, 
using Middle Age techniques in a traditional faculty. We had learned and 
compared the materials and skills from the thirteenth century to the present to 
develop a personal skill for our own creations. At the same time, I attended a 
state-of-the-art college to develop and to express myself through painting using 
contemporary methodology. During the five years I stayed in Paris, I developed a 
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hybrid style for composing elements from the East and West. It was always the 
question of cultural impacts.  
France used to have a mighty colonial empire in the nineteenth and 
twentieth centuries, and was colonising and oppressing its colonies. However, 
France has transformed itself and evolved to become a provider of multi-
culturalism. This evolution is a strange phenomenon to me; I was curious about 
how this development happened. I believe that the mixture of many cultures and 
its ex-colonisations contributed to the outcome of French multi-culturalism. This 
fusion of cultures is a hybrid scene, which can also be found in the four Art Deco 
women designers’ creations. I would like to discuss their works in the following 
section. 
4.4.2 Hybridity into Exotic style among the four women designers 
Eileen Gray was an artist and designer who came from Ireland and settled 
in Paris. She inherited cultures from Ireland, Britain and France. Gray was also 
passionate for collecting and appreciating African art and also of creating with a 
Japanese lacquers master. She witnessed the merging of the cultural tendency in 
the Art Deco era. 
Eileen Gray was a considerate person; she sought to solve the non-human 
designs of rigid modernism. To recover from the non-consideration of lifestyle 
needs caused by modernism, Eileen Gray discovered the use of hybrid elements 
as a solution to improve the problems affected by insensitive designs. 
Eileen Gray argued about the problems of the avant-garde architecture:  
The avant-garde is intoxicated by the machine aesthetic … but the 
machine aesthetic is not everything …. Their intense intellectualism wants 
to suppress that which is marvellous in life … as their concern with a 
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misunderstood hygiene makes hygiene unbearable. Their desire for rigid 
precision makes them neglect the beauty of all these forms …. Their 
architecture is without soul (Weisman, 1992: 30).   
Eileen Gray believed that the machine aesthetic had many defects. She 
used her sensitive perception to understand the problems and afterwards blamed 
that machine aesthetic for monopolising the major trends in design.  She asserted 
that the strict and inhuman style masked the true beauty of nature. To solve this 
problem, she used influences from African mask sculpture and ancient Egyptian 
decoration and followed the Cubist’s rule — use simple forms to adapt multi-
functional uses (Rowlands, 2002: 12). She designed a variety of furniture and 
architectural spaces to meet the needs of people’s daily lives. From 1924 until the 
1930’s, Eileen Gray created a series of tubular chairs and furniture. She used her 
feminine perception, different from male designers’ works, and applied her 
thought to “the need for flexibility and transformation” (Rendell, 1999: 300). 
Constant informs us: 
In 1902, while enrolled at the Slade, she solicited lessons in traditional 
Asian lacquer techniques …. When she returned to Paris at the end of 
1906, Gray obtained further training from the Japanese lacquer master, 
Seizo Sugawara, who had come to the French capital with the Japanese 
delegation for the Exposition Universelle of 1900 …. In l9l0, she set up a 
separate lacquer workshop for herself and Sugawara and established a 
weaving atelier with the American designer Evelyn Wyld, both in the 
vicinity of her apartment (2000: 11). 
In the beginning, Eileen Gray was interested in oriental lacquer and was 
influenced by many Asian elements. Right from the beginning of her career, she 
had a tendency to apply her designs to daily use. Most of her design works were 
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connected with applied art. Her experiences in cooperation with the Japanese 
lacquer master and her friends enlarged her professional ability. As Rowlands 
stresses: 
When she was in North Africa in 1909, Gray learned weaving and wool-
dying from Moroccan craftswomen. And upon her return, began making 
carpets. She attacked this new skill with a voracious intensity (2002: 11). 
During her stay in North Africa she applied special interest to researching 
arabesque patterns. These experiences in learning and shifting materials were 
based on her eagerness to learn from exotic cultures. She then translated her 
learning from these foreign cultures into her own hybrid forms. 
Rowlands exclaims: 
Gray’s lacquer work had an exoticism all its own, her Lotus table from around 
1915 … the request of her client. The couturier Jacques Doucet …. While the 
Lotus table incorporates Chinese elements, it has a certain Modernist authority, 
as well. There is simplicity to it, in spite of its accoutrements (2002: 10-11).  
After absorbing what her studies learned from exoticism, Eileen Gray 
demonstrated her talent in furniture designs. Her version of interpreting 
modernism into daily use is far from the concepts of other avant-garde designers’. 
She designed furniture with the consideration of its functional meaning in 
everyday life. However, from a conservative view point, the sources of foreign 
influence, such as the exotic elements and styles, were considered culturally 
impure and Eileen Gray faced these traditional prejudices about her influences 
from overseas (Elliott & Helland, 2002: 180). Yet, she insisted on her own 
research and preferred to stay away from the crowd and to apply these elements 
in her projects to improve the daily standard of living without interference from 
the outside world.  
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As Gallagher explains, “Eileen Gray (1879–1976) had a pioneering style 
that proved highly influential during the 1920s … her luxurious Oriental lacquer 
techniques, and responded to her interests in tribal African art” (2000: 49). It was 
through Orientalism appropriated into her design that she mixed forms from 
Asian and African elements. Eileen Gray’s great skill in bringing the Eastern 
cultural influences into the West set up a paradigm for other Art Deco 
counterparts.  
    
         Image 4.18: 1913; Eileen Gray, ‘Le Destin Screen’ and ‘Pirogue Sofa’ 
Leon Bakst’s avant-garde Ballets Russes combined exotic figures and 
colours with his Russian glamour. He sketched the characters with fanciful 
colours and Russian decorations that were performed on stage by the Ballets 
Russes actors. These non-conventional exotic styles had never been seen before in 
Paris and soon became the top event in the whole of Europe (Elliott and Helland, 
2002). This performance had great impact on Gray’s design, especially on her 
Rue de Lota apartment where she adopted the exotic atmosphere produced by 
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Leon Bakst on a dark background, illustrating the mysterious texture with 
Eastern decorations (Elliott and Helland, 2002: 179). We can find the decorative 
elements in Eileen Gray’s works include patterns from Russia, African sculpture, 
and Arabesque. She was an excellent example of merging exotic styles into her 
own creations.  
In contrast to Eileen Gray’s highly exotic hybridity, we can find a different 
hybridity in Coco Chanel’s design progression. Chanel acquired exotic and hybrid 
styles mainly through making friends and with collaboration with artists and 
celebrities.  
Coco Chanel was very active in participating in the artiste milieu parties. 
Chanel constantly attended these upper-class activities not only to satisfy her 
curiosity but also to establish her image as a celebrity woman in art. Chanel was 
also known as the mistress of the Russian Grand Duke Dmitri and of others. She 
once said, “I was able to start a high fashion shop because two gentlemen were 
outbidding each other over my hot little body.”  Coco Chanel (Griffin, 2001: 42). 
She created the double identities of her personal icon through this method; then 
“enhanced the Lover image of her products” (Mark, 2001: 183). Coco Chanel 
preferred entry into the fashion business was through her love-adventure stories 
and her invented styles as the icon for her production rather than becoming a 
domestic woman for somebody else. Chanel became not only herself but also a 
brand name mixed with luxury and fashion images.  
I argue that as a social woman, Chanel’s strategy was without doubt very 
successful and efficient. This double image was a hybrid construct. Because she 
had established her image as an active artist in the artistic and fashion milieu, her 
image reflected then projected onto her productions as an emblem of herself 
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(Charles-Roux, 2005: 6-10). Anyone who bought her products thought about her 
extra-activities and the rumours that surrounded her. These images of her as a 
fashionable woman increased the consumer’s imagination, fantasy and generated 
a new exoticism. It was a totally new strategy and a phenomenon in establishing a 
brand name at that time; nobody else except Chanel had ever achieved that. 
           
             Image 4.19: 1920s; Chanel ‘Faux Bijou’ and ‘Chanel Exotic Styles’ 
Lussier comments, “Costume jewellery was popularized by Chanel in 1924 
to complement the very straight and simple suits and dresses. Brooches, buckles 
and clips inspired by Cubist and African art were worn on lapels, shoes, hats and 
collars” (2003: 20). Coco Chanel created costume jewellery using artificial jewels 
making it affordable to everyone. African art had influenced cubism and masque 
at the beginning of the twentieth century and was popular at that time; therefore, 
Chanel used African Art as an exotic element and used Cubism as her concept 
for mixing these two different ingredients to create a completely new design. 
These exotic styles and the geometric shapes of the costume jewellery formed a 
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hybrid culture connecting East and West. She brought a new exotic hybrid 
culture and fashion trend into accessories design. As Fillin-Yeh puts it: 
Her celebrity status infused the whole production … it affected her couture 
designs. This blending of theatrical and biographical narratives created an 
arresting disruption, a version of the multiple perspectives and collage technique 
for which modernism and Cubism in particular were known (2001: 51).  
Hybridity issue in Chanel’s design can be seen not only in the fact that she 
mixed her own image into her design production but also in her applications of 
the concepts, materials and techniques of exoticism for which she became an 
active member in the avant-garde and modernist movements. “Chanel adopted 
the Russian peasant blouse, the long, belted rubachka traditionally worn by 
muzhiks — and made it the uniform of the chic Parisiennes. Clearly, Russia had 
entered the designer’s life” (Charles-Roux, 2005: 191). I would suggest that this is 
Chanel’s use of exoticism into her creation which then became hybridity. Lussier 
also describes Chanel’s application on cloth with a more clear vision: “Chanel 
nevertheless had an incredible flair for fashion … during her affair with the 
Grand Duke Dimitri, she adapted his traditional Russian clothes into luxuriously 
embroidered garments for women” (2003: 36). We can say love can change one’s 
view point on certain levels; because of the love affairs with Dimitri, Chanel 
designed costumes with traditional Russian’s embodiments. These exotic Eastern 
elements then merged into a Western hybrid form and became part of the 
Western culture. Because of Chanel’s efforts, Exoticism became part of the 
fashion trend. Exotic elements can be from anywhere in the world. An old piece, 
a traditional cloth or decorations can have a new meaning. People were willing to 
buy because it came with original and fashionable significance.  
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Hybridity of cultures and styles entered Chanel’s designs sensationally, 
such as Chanel commissioning Verdura to design “gold earrings studded with 
multi-coloured gems” (Milbank, 2002: 57–58). Chanel’s fashion phenomenon 
emerged from her selection of materials, from which she created the hybrid 
forms for her fashion accessories. However, the wearer’s demands made the 
quality and material border on luxurious, and costume jewellery was transformed 
into the real bijou instead of imitation. This hybridity in styles and in materials 
encouraged the fashion styles and as a result the quality and the prices rose.  
Sergei Diaghilev directed his Ballets Russes Company during the Art Deco 
period in Paris. His use of Léon Bakst as a graphist and decorator displayed his 
talent of mixing exotic stories and Fauvist’s contrasting colours that attracted the 
Parisians’ attention. “The exotic appeal of the Ballets Russes had an effect on 
Fauvist painters and the nascent Art Deco style” (“Sergei Diaghilev”, 
northwestern.edu, 2006).  
 
 
Image 4.20: 1924; ‘Chanel designed costumes for 
   Diaghilev and Le Train Bleu’ 
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Charles-Roux writes on the beginning of the idea from Le Train Bleu: 
Thus it was to Cocteau that Diaghilev took his idea. Le Train Bleu, a ballet 
combining acrobatics, a satire of the period, and pantomime, came forth as 
a ‘danced operetta.’ … Diaghilev visited Picasso and found himself 
stopped in his tracks by a painting of two … women whose shoulder 
straps have fallen away to reveal the figures’ breasts. As they race along the 
beach, the women seem ecstatic with sand, sea, and wind the very image of 
joyous running. Right off, Diaghilev wanted to make the painting into the 
fore curtain for Le Train bleu (2005: 206–207).        
Diaghilev borrowed the idea from Cocteau in creating a new type of 
performance different from any before. This avant-garde play contrasts in 
ironical view points to the actual events and the great painter’s new creation of 
two carefree women running on the seashore, the mime performing method, 
and the casual wares creates a new fashion emerging from an innovative 
performance environment. 
Chanel was invited to provide the dress designs for this play and thus 
entered the theatre costume design field; her design for Le Train Bleu was 
adopted from her new collection originally designed as beachwear (Lussier, 
2003: 36). This loose design of clothes had not only enabled her entry into the 
field of Theatre costume design but also enlarged her charms and the image of 
the fashion styles to the public. Through this performance, she featured the 
new style of casual wear. The choices of materials for Coco Chanel’s designs 
induced a vast variety of implications. She used loose material for Le Train Bleu 
to show the casual concept of everyday life. She used conventional decor 
patterns and hand weaving clothes for Antigone to show the concept of nature 
and rural life by referring to Greek mythology. Chanel’s attempts in many 
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disciplines of designs improved her contacts with other forms of the Arts and 
also unfolded her ambition to form a fashion style. 
The Ballets Russes was famous for performances mixed with exotic 
ingredients from the East and cultural elements from myths. However, after they 
reformed in 1924, they became less decorative and leant toward simple forms of 
modernism (Fillin-Yeh’s, 2001: 47–48). Diaghilev used these avant-garde artists in 
his play not only because he wanted to embrace modernism and revival in the 
traditional sense, but also because the mixture of styles and materials created a 
new meaning which reflected the actual social events.  
Hillier also emphasises the same issue, “Cocteau was again a prime mover 
with his ballet Le Train Bleu … with settings by Laurens, costumes by Chanel, and 
choreography by Nijinska. Le Train Bleu was important in the history of the ballet. 
It revolted against the romantic phase of ballet with a topical, satirical subject: 
and it introduced acrobatic movement into the classical dance” (1968: 68–69). In 
Le Train Bleu, they cooperated with artists from many fields. This cooperative 
pattern was derived from the Eastern culture (Diaghilev and his Ballets Russes) and 
mixed with the Western culture (Cocteau, Picasso and Chanel). Le Train Bleu was 
an experiment with the modern choreography and new concepts reflecting real 
life. It was a compound with multi-styles (Oriental ballets, Dadaism, Cubism and 
Art Deco) and exotic elements. It created a new cultural performance mode 
collaborating with artists and designers from many fields. Fillin-Yeh stresses: 
To underscore the characters’ simple, caricaturish identities, Chanel 
designed outfits that essentially reproduced her already-famous Riviera 
Beach and athletic wear. She put the Golf Player into golf clothes, the 
Tennis Player into tennis clothes, and so on (2001: 48).  
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Simplicity was a major concern for Chanel; she designed this series of 
customs to match modernism trends. The casual wear she designed for this 
performance had the intent of making this show even closer to real life. As Fillin-
Yeh informs us: 
For the first time, Ballets Russes dancers were appearing onstage without 
traditional theatrical costumes. ‘The costumes by Chanel,’ writes Lynn 
Garafola ‘might have come from her customers’ wardrobes’ … In this way, 
Chanel successfully extended to the stage her post-dandyist technique of 
inserting layers of personal narrative into her couture (2001: 49–50).  
From an avant-garde point of view, Chanel made a strong attempt to 
liberate traditional. Her series of fashionable beach wear and sports wear 
shortened the distance between the scenario and reality. In addition, it was also a 
good approach for promoting her ensemble fashion designs to the public. The 
novelty of this drama was that it moved from the traditional unreal set up to a 
more inventive real life scenario, “Le Train bleu was not danced in costumes that 
mixed the real with the imaginary but in actual sports clothes” (Charles-Roux, 
2005: 215). The performers spread the allure through their simple dress and body 
language. Carter notes Diaghilev’s comments: 
Chanel's bathing-suits became the latest thing to wear and Deauville the 
smartest place to wear them. Diaghilev himself described the impact of the 
ballet: … the first point about Le Train Bleu is that there is no blue train in 
it … Overhead passes an aeroplane which you cannot see. And the plot 
represents nothing. Yet when it was presented for the first time in Paris, 
everybody was unaccountably seized with the desire to take the Blue Train 
to Deauville and perform refreshing exercises. 
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All over the Western world women who had been preserving their white 
skins as the sine qua non of beauty now worked equally hard at toasting 
themselves a golden brown (1980: 60). 
Chanel was clearly a person with an extraordinary sensibility in the fashion 
business. After Le Train Bleu’s performance, Chanel’s fashion sensation spread 
from Paris to the beach city of Deauville which had become a nursery for 
breeding this pioneering in fashion modes. For the avant-garde women of their 
time; even the sense of women’s beauty was transformed from unhealthy looking 
pale skin to a shiny dark skin (Carter, 1980). Suntan became an important social 
activity, tanned skin was deemed to look ‘healthy’ was socially constructed. Thus 
Chanel initiated an innovative aesthetic trend flowing from her hybridity 
experience with Le Train Bleu's performance. 
In comparison with Coco Chanel’s exotic ideas coming from 
collaborations with artist friends or with celebrities, we can see a more artistic 
collaboration in Sonia Delaunay’s creative process which also resulted in 
exoticism. As Bowman and Molinare put it: 
In 1913, Sonia Delaunay applied her new discoveries to illustration, and 
collaborated with the poet Blaise Cendrars to illustrate Prose on the Trans-
Siberian Railway. She also became interested in applying her designs to 
household objects … Using coloured pieces of cloth … she constructed her 
first simultaneous dress which was to be the inspiration for others (1985: 87).  
The journeys of discovery for Sonia Delaunay were the experiences of 
team working with a poet, designing useful home wares and inventing costumes 
based upon her own theory. Describing the journey and the discoveries from her 
Trans-Siberian Railway trip, her collaborative performance between exotic 
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cultures and design works was a cultural hybrid process combined with her 
simultaneous colours theory. Lussier comments: 
In 1926, she began to design printed fabrics based on her experiments 
with embroidery. Her sources of inspiration were legion, and included 
African, Oriental, Slavic, antique and archaic motifs and colours (2003: 48).  
Sonia Delaunay was a Russian Jew; immigrating to France she stayed in 
France after she had finished her high school in Russia (Kirchen, 2003: 151–152). 
There, she accumulated much knowledge through her experience in traversing 
different cultures in both France and Russia. Sonia’s cultural background was 
diverse which positioned her as a cultural emblem of the East and West. She was 
very sensitive when applying cultures into her design work, and she tried to apply 
decorative patterns from exotic sources into her textile designs.  
According Sonia Delaunay’s thinking, when the contrast colours came 
together the combination of colours accompanying the shapes would then 
resonate together (Lussier, 2003: 48–49). This resonation was just like the tempo 
of exotic music, where the strength would be released by stimulating the 
audience’s eyes. 
I argue that the concept of the simultaneous colours theory was Sonia 
Delaunay’s breakthrough in history; but it was still neglected by the major art and 
design’s textbooks. Morano and Vreeland comment on Sonia Delaunay’s talks:  
Every Thursday and Sunday, the Delaunays attended the Bal Bullier, a 
public dance hall in Montparnasse … the dancers of the Tango and 
Foxtrot excited Sonia … ‘The rhythms made us want to make the colours 
dance, too. Everyday wear as well as Sunday clothes were really 
monotonous and drab. We wanted to end this general state of mourning. 
It was up to us to find a way. I myself wore my first simultaneous dresses.’ 
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Delaunay constructed the first ‘simultaneous dress’ in the summer of 1913 
with scraps of fabric; Robert’s tailor made his suits in simultaneous colours. 
Through these garments, the geometric colour collage of her home was 
brought to public view (1986: 14).   
Sonia’s idea of making simultaneous dresses was to transform her passion 
for dance and music into real clothes. The first simultaneous dress was an index 
of her works from fine art to design. This shifting interface had a functional 
meaning. The creation of her works then switched from pure art painting into 
designing fashionable accoutrements. She wanted to produce useful items to 
improve people’s lives, and to increase the colour and joy of living. She used 
vivid colours in combination with geometric and circulating forms to match her 
simultaneous theory.  These forms and colours resulted in a moving visual effect 
that attracted people’s attention.  
 
Image 4.21: 1913; details of Le Bal Bullier and Sonia Delaunay 
                    Wearing her simultaneous dress  
Sonia named her simultaneous dress linking with Le Bal Bullier; as an 
attempt to connect her design with South American culture and other exotic 
cultures. Her efforts in easing the Eastern elements into Western culture created 
an exotic atmosphere which generated the exoticism. Sonia Delaunay’s attempt 
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stimulated people’s imagination and dreams toward a hybrid universe that 
“transformed fantasy into elegance” (Fine, 1978: 170). This refinement of her 
simultaneous dress and her contacts with the creative milieu converted her 
dreams into luxury. 
From the beginning of her career; Sonia Delaunay involved herself with 
different styles like Fauvism, Cubism, Orphism, Dadaism, avant-garde and Art 
Deco. She cooperated with Opera, performance, fabric design, poetry and 
literature. And she familiarised herself with cultures such as Egyptian, Russian, 
African, Latin American and French. She developed herself from a painter to a 
designer. She created from figurative paintings to abstract works. She was a 
person with great scope. Her cooperation with Cendrars on La Prose du 
Transsibérien was an application of her creative ideas into poetry (Compton, 1980: 
191). Sonia Delaunay’s works were complex and derived from those influences 
and cultures. 
As Fine points out, “It was in Madrid in 1917 that the Delaunays met 
Diaghilev, who asked Robert to do the sets and Sonia the Costumes for his new 
production of ‘Cleopatra’” (1978: 171). Sonia and Robert Delaunay frequently 
collaborated in their life; they were a well matched couple and had similar 
creative interests. Their collaboration for Diaghilev’s Cleopatra was a new 
challenge for them both. Morano and Vreeland suggest: 
An opportunity to translate theory into practice — to design costumes for 
dance … It was natural, given Diaghilev’s previous involvement with 
avant-garde artists such as Picasso and Satie, that he would ask the 
Delaunays to design costumes and sets for the London revival of Cléopâtre  
— Sonia to do the former, Robert the latter — to be staged in 1918. 
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Delaunay executed a number of designs for the dancers, as well as for the 
title role of Cleopatra, which was mimed by Lubov Tchernicheva … 
Cleopatra’s scarves hint at Egyptian motifs but are basically projects in 
simultaneous colour.... The work was successful enough for Delaunay to 
receive a commission from the Barcelona Opera Company to design 
costumes for Aida and Amneris for a production at the Teatro Liceo in 
1920 (1986: 15–16). 
     
       Image 4.22: 1918; Costume Cléopâtre; and 1917, Costume Aida Madrid  
Cleopatra is an exotic theme and instead of using large numbers of 
Egyptian ornaments on the costumes, Sonia replaced these with her simultaneous 
colours to contrast the subject and connect with her thoughts. The Delaunays' 
teamwork had an outstanding result. This show was an important partnership 
between painters, a fashion designer, a dramatist and the performers. They had 
proved their simultaneous theory was realistic and could increase the 
performance effects through their design practice. Merging different cultures, 
their works modelled a hybrid practice, and this new performance gave audiences 
a chance to devour exotic colours and styles as a hybrid presentation. This new 
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experience in the theatre for the Delaunays initiated an innovative exploration 
into costume and stage design.  
Waller quotes from Sonia's memoirs: 
‘What about Cleopatra?’ asked Diaghilev. He asked me to do the costumes 
and Robert to do the sets. For the sets, Robert made a model of ‘A view 
over the Nile.’ As for me, I envisioned Cleopatra as a mummy who would 
be revealed as she was unwrapped …. Diaghilev showed us a telegram 
from London. The production was well received. Cries of ‘Ahh’ greeted 
Cleopatra’s simultaneous robe and joyous discs replaced the sad and 
congealed cubes that crowded Parisian salons (1991: 300–301). 
The Delaunays had a strong friendship and a mutual trust with Diaghilev. 
These strengthened Sonia’s decision to make a distinctive design with her 
husband for the Ballets Russes. They amalgamated Orphism and Cubism concepts 
from the West with East elements from Egypt, creating an innovative hybrid 
culture as their co-invention. Her brilliant colours and circular forms replaced 
Paris’ traditional sad and monotone colours; reinvigorating the conventional 
doctrine toward a more colourful and more popular meaning.  
From a conformist’s viewpoint, Sonia’s designs appeared outrageous. 
Because her creation mixed concepts from Dadaism and Orphism, it was, 
therefore, very non- traditional and her design in simultaneous dress provided a 
contrast in colours, together with the circular forms that had a moving effect on 
the costumes (Bowman and Molinare, 1985: 89).  
The development of simultaneous theory and its application by Sonia 
Delaunay into costume design spread their influence from fine art expression 
into designing items. Through the process of exoticism, she had enlarged her 
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creating possibility of blending cultures, materials; and revived the use of colours 
into daily life. 
Upon investigating Clarice Cliff’s creating process of exoticisation in her 
design works; we find that she applied similar methods as the previous three 
women designers, by mixing the cultural elements from the different sources into 
a new hybrid and exotic form to stimulate the desires of consumers.  
As Gallagher puts it:  
Possibly after having visited the 1925 Paris Exhibition, Cliff was asked by 
Shorter in 1927 to decorate a selection of the firm’s old stock. She 
immediately decorated these traditionally shaped pieces with banded or 
geometric patterns in a variety of bright colours. Simply marked ‘Bizarre’, 
these boldly decorated utilitarian wares were immediately popular in the 
retail outlets in which they were offered…. Cliff toured the country, 
setting up temporary displays in the large departmental stores, such as 
Waring and Gillow in London (2000: 90).  
      
                         Image 4.23: 1928; Bizarre Ware Advertising, and 
                                       1930, Bizarre Shop Girls at work 
Clarice Cliff did not present her works during the 1925 Paris Exhibition. 
Instead, she learned from the exhibits and got a brilliant idea from her trips to 
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Paris. Using her inspiration from Art Deco, she painted old leftovers from the 
factory where she worked. She decorated these ceramics with Cubist geometric 
patterns and with fanciful, exotic colours. Her design idea of exoticism was 
pragmatic. This approach opened up a new territory, a new method in 
transforming old stock into best selling items. As Terlouw comments:  
In addition, as part of her job under the orders of Colley Shorter, she 
journeyed to Paris in 1927. In a short period, she visited a number of 
galleries, bought art books and saw the work of prominent French 
designers. Full of new ideas, Clarice returned to England where she was on 
the verge of a break-through (1994: 12).  
Clarice Cliff used an exotic name and fanciful elements in her Bizarre 
series; she appropriated ideas from many famous artists and designers in France. 
These she recomposed to become her own. She also had discovered a selling 
strategy that matched her market-oriented design to produce these items. This 
was a new concept to meet the needs of society in a new era. 
Clarice Cliff was an independent pottery and ceramic designer who had a 
sensibility for observing trends. She first collected objects which had the potential 
to sell or could be accepted by consumers. Clarice then assembled these pieces 
with strange appearances and exotic titles to become the best-selling items in the 
market.  As Duncan puts it, “Clever marketing schemes … with fanciful names 
such as Delicia, Biarritz and Fantasque — and moderate prices helped to 
popularize her wares”(1988: 116). She applied many exotic themes, such as Age 
of Jazz, arabesque, Bizarre Ware and Oasis, in her design patterns to make them 
become fashionable.  Her ideas derived from different sources, such as 
contemporary fashion design, exotic shapes and patterns or streamlined 
modernistic shapes.  
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Terlouw also remarks on Clarice Cliff's strategy in appropriating works: 
When Clarice Cliff’s pottery is viewed in its entirety, it is the wealth of 
imagination in the work and the amazing subtle differences which 
continue to hold the interest. In addition, she was able to combine her 
artistic goals and creative talent faultlessly with strong commercial ability 
and a flair for marketing. Apart from elements which were borrowed from 
the English countryside, she was also inspired by Egyptian art and the 
artistic products of the American Indians and Aztecs. For the Inspiration 
and Persian series she looked to Persian models … Recent research has 
suggested that, in addition to the designs of Edouard Benedictus. Robert 
Lallemant, Jean Tetard and Desny, she also, in a number of cases, based 
her products on the work of Josef Hoffman and Modigliani (1994: 77). 
 
Image 4.24: 1934–39; Clarice Cliff, Plaques design, 
‘Depicts life in Imperial India’ and ‘life in the tropical forest’ 
One important point about Clarice Cliff's creations is that she based her 
research and appropriations from the Eastern cultures then transformed them 
into Western forms. Both her adoptions of culture elements from the East and 
West were based on an act of consumption. It had nothing to do with ‘right’ or 
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‘wrong’ but with ‘sellable’ or ‘unsaleable’. She was very practical in targeting the 
demands of the market. Her works represented a perfect fusion between the East 
and West. She started from appropriation then turned it into her own version and 
interpretation of Hybridity.  As Terlouw says: 
Inspiration was one of the most unusual and exclusive lines designed by 
Clarice Cliff. As with the Latona series … In this decoration, which was 
introduced in 1929, metal oxides (copper, cobalt and iron) were used in 
the glaze … Among the products manufactured, the Inspiration series was 
relatively expensive and exclusive. This was undoubtedly due to the high 
production costs … The Lotus jug … was also produced as part of the 
Inspiration series … many similarities with a silver example made by the 
French silversmith Desny between 1926 and 1928 (1994: 59–65). 
It was after producing many fashionable, affordable and colourful pottery 
and ceramics that Clarice Cliff began assembling high priced materials in an 
attempt to upgrade the manufacturer’s quality and the value. The series of Latona 
and Inspiration are both works specially created to raise their prices in 
production. Blending these valuable materials was also a hybrid way of using 
resources. 
 
Image 4.25: 1924; Arab Figure & miniature vases, 
and 1929, Fantasque Teapot 
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Clarice Cliff seized the opportunity to realise her concepts of transforming 
old pottery stock with a bright new appearance. This was the important moment 
for her career; she had already used decorative patterns on these ceramics 
(Terlouw, 1994: 21). This simple act of camouflaging the old stock and bringing a 
new value to them was a great success, due to Clarice Cliff’s realisation about 
where the trend was going, based on her extensive collection of fashion 
information. Her design was the precursor to the birth of a new fashion trend.  
Evidence showed that borrowing forms from other Art Deco designers’ 
creations became Clarice Cliff’s creating process. She revised them with her own 
concepts and with ideas from fashion magazines (Terlouw, 1994: 17) to connect 
with the actual world.  
The exotic name ‘Bizarre’ and the composition of foreign elements and 
forms made this series of her designs popular (Terlouw, 1994: 13). To make it 
even more popular, Clarice and her factory had been supported by many 
department stores in Britain (Terlouw, 1994: 13-17), thus her name became 
famous nationwide.   
Exoticism held an important place in Clarice Cliff’s ensemble of creations, 
combining her creativity with a mélange from different cultures to develop the 
contents of her designs. Fantasque is a series developed from the Bizarre series 
not only in name, but also from the use of natural elements such as flowers, 
insects and human beauty as the decorative patterns (Terlouw, 1994: 51).  
As Terlouw describes: 
The original Delecia was produced in Clarice’s studio in 1930–1931 and is 
the collective name for decoration of a more experimental nature. With 
the use of different colours an effect was achieved by letting glazes run 
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over an object with the aid of turpentine … each piece was unique, due to 
this method of production (1994: 73). 
Clarice Cliff maintained hand-painted creation as an important method 
during most of the time in her productions, because it was a way of preserving 
every work as the only one of its kind. Even in her Delecia series, Clarice 
continued to concoct elements, colours and styles mixed with exotic cultures in 
her designs. Consequently, Clarice Cliff emerged from this exceptional status 
with hybridity of exoticism in most of her works. 
4.4.3 Using hybridity to become a successful brand name 
Coco Chanel’s exotic development also applied to her other product 
design such as her perfume No. 5, and also her design ideas for costume jewellery.  
Chanel No. 5       
In 1920, Chanel launched her famous perfume No. 5. Her frequent 
contact with other celebrities such as Cocteau, Picasso and Diaghilev positioned 
her, and this perfume, as emblems of the fashion field. As Baillén suggests, “She 
invented a perfume, Number 5, which will obsess the world. This fluke of the 
number 5, Coco did not plan: she named it just because this was the fifth bottle 
and that the figure 5 was pretty … The phrase from Paul Valéry became her 
maxim: ‘A woman who does not use perfume has no future.’ Her perfume was 
instinctive and casual”(Translated from Baillén, 1971: 30). Chanel’s new perfume 
created a new identity and brought new success, not only for her iconic creation 
but also by enlarging her fashion empire. Through her perfume, she showed her 
intuition and determination in managing her business.  
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    Image 4.26: 1920–23; Chanel Perfume No. 5, 
                      and 2005, a revised bottle of Chanel No. 5 
The invention of No. 5 was a great opportunity to augment Chanel’s 
fashion business. This small bottle of perfume contained mysterious ingredients 
from many precious species and was made from an improved formula from 
Imperial Russia, “a mixture of 128 ingredients, blended by an eminent chemist, 
Ernest Beaux, whose father had been employed at the tsarist court” (Charles-
Roux, 2005: 184). This inexplicable and exotic perfume soon seized many 
women’s hearts and encouraged Chanel’s further production. As Paul Valéry says, 
“Une femme sans parfum est une femme sans avenier.” (Translation: A woman without 
perfume is a woman without a future) (“Coco Chanel” Citations des célébrités, 
Evene.fr, 2004). Through this phrase by Chanel, she stressed the importance for 
a modern woman of using perfume, not only for the pure pleasure but also as a 
fashion trend mostly for the professional women.  
Chanel appropriated culture symbols from the East including religions 
such as Hinduism and Buddhism, “it was the fifth she chose, recognising the 
famous ‘perfume of a woman with a woman’s scent’ of which she had intuitive 
knowledge ... of the Hindu goddesses with five heads, of the five horizons, of the 
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five visions of the Buddha … the number five in alchemy, and of other common 
uses of this blessed and magical term” (Translated from Fiemyer, 1999: 74). 
These Exotic descriptions mixed with the tradition, religion and culture from the 
Eastern countries brought fantasy, imagination and the sense of happiness. The 
clients who bought No. 5 not only shared the fragments of Chanel’s invention 
but also enjoyed the honour and feeling of entering high society. 
Coco Chanel adopted a strategy of parallel development with assorted 
fashion accessories that resulted in the fast expansion of her fashion empire’s 
territory. Even during the 1930s, there were more varieties of exotic perfumes, 
such as “‘Bois des Iles,’ ‘Chanel No. 22,’ ‘Cuir de Russie’” (Stegemeyer, 1980: 15) 
accepted by the market despite the economical crisis. I would suggest that 
exoticism was Chanel’s methodology to counter the Great Depression. 
Chanel jewellery  
In addition to creating perfumes as a part of Chanel’s eminent brand 
names, there was also her costume jewellery which complemented the reputation 
of her fashion empire. From 1925 till the start of the Second World War, Chanel 
continued her fantasy bijoux; this new invention reached to another summit in 
her fashion career and her business was going extremely well (Fiemeyer, 1999: 92; 
McClinton, 1972: 255) and does not seem to have been hurt by the Great 
Depression. After seeing two design works of Coco Chanel in the Paris Vogue of 
January 1927, Paul Poiret commented, “Formerly women were architectural, like 
the prows of ships, and very beautiful. Now they resemble little undernourished 
telegraph clerks”(Fausch et al., 1994: 120). Poiret used his ironical viewpoint to 
compare the classic beauty with Chanel’s revision of modern women’s dress. But 
Chanel’s invention led to women’s liberation from traditional burdens. I would 
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argue this clear image that Chanel created between the two sides of cultural 
confrontation reflects the process of cultural evolution in which resides a third 
space connotation.  
       
             Image 4.27: 1932; Chanel Jewellery, Photos by Robert Bresson  
Gallagher describes Chanel’s process of developing costume jewellery: 
Coco Chanel… was one of the first to see the potential of costume 
jewellery. Through an inherent sense of style and panache, she began to 
laden her clothes with flamboyant pieces of jewellery that were noted for 
their combined qualities of fun and luxury. Intended to last only as long as 
the season’s Fashion, costume jewellery became popular among the smart 
set of high society. The availability of relatively inexpensive new materials, 
such as chrome, Bakelite (a form of plastic), and synthetic stones, meant 
that designers could be a lot more extravagant in their designs (2000: 132). 
        Chanel’s smart idea was to create fake jewellery and use it as a costume 
accessory, and match to the short life circle jewellery in her fashion business. 
Right after launching this new decorative accessory, it developed into a new 
fashion trend. The inexpensive materials made costume jewellery affordable to 
everyone, easy to buy and could be replaced with a new piece right if someone 
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was tired of the old styles. This new style matched the principle elements to 
emerge in the tide of fashion which are affordable, à la mode and changeable. 
Thanks to Chanel’s gifted ideas, fashion designers now could show their 
exceptional potential through using these new materials to illustrate a fashion 
tendency that was colourful, extravagant, luxury and fun.   
Chanel made many contributions to our society; the manufacturing of 
fashionable artificial jewellery was one of them (McClinton, 1972: 255). Through 
Chanel, costume jewellery became an important option that had entered the daily 
life for women as an accessory for their dress when facing continually-changing 
trends. Fillin-Yeh argues about costume jewellery’s influence: 
When costume jewellery is well made,’ Chanel said, it is meant to demolish 
real jewellery. Because I’ve set out to destroy certain people … Those who 
make fools of themselves by going out covered with diamonds.’ … 
peasant-born Chanel turning her class resentment into a very modern 
theory of ironic simulacrum. Her famous predecessor Paul Poiret aptly 
described Chanel’s style as a ‘misérabilisme de luxe,’ or ‘luxurious poverty’ 
(2001: 45). 
 According to Fillin-Yeh’s discussion, Chanel’s miserable childhood could 
have had a tremendous impact on creating the costume jewellery. Chanel’s 
original thought of creating false jewellery was to undermine the social class. This 
act had not only impacted upon the old fashion habits of the aristocracy but also 
created a new aesthetic and fashion trend. This innovative idea of fashion and 
beauty was to break down the barrier of class in society with this affordable, 
shiny, slinky and fashionable costume jewellery. 
Fiemeyer explains, “The year 1925 saw, unexpectedly, the triumph of 
Coco’s intuition … Coco launches imitation jewellery intended to emphasize a 
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minimal style, fantasy jewels that surprisingly imitate the real, and proclaims: 
‘What counts is not the cost, but the illusion.’ Or even: ‘I find it disgusting and 
vulgar to walk with the cost of millions around the neck. The jewels are not made 
to seem rich, but to seem adorned’” (translated from Fiemeyer, 1999: 92). Thus 
Chanel had begun a silent revolution in society by presenting her witty creations 
to the world. The fantasy jewellery was made to create a new phenomenon, a 
third space identity. It was the origin of a new illusion in fashion that adjusted 
social values and popularity simultaneously. Chanel, by transferring her dislike of 
wealthy women’s attitudes, created a new identity for herself and at the same time 
set free many other women from traditional values of society.  
As we have seen through her liaisons with celebrities, Chanel benefited 
from her love affairs (Charles-Roux, 2005: 7). As Commire & Klezmer remark:  
In 1922, Chanel and the grand duke became seriously involved, and she 
supported him financially. In return, he gave her the Romanov pearls, 
which she copied, legitimising the wearing of false pearls in the world of 
high fashion (1999: Volume 3: 613).  
I am arguing that Chanel’s brilliant idea of mass-producing false pearls not 
only published her love stories with the royal family from Russia but also 
enabling her to enter high class society, spreading an illusion that any girl could 
be just like her. So, women at that time could wear pearls as the symbol of love in 
a copied fantasy from a Russia noble. This was Chanel’s marketing strategy, to 
offer a dream of prestige to many women at an affordable price; and many 
women were willing to pay more to become fashionable.  
 It would seem that what Chanel invented through costume jewellery was 
an illusion of happiness, through which Chanel fulfilled her idea of sharing her 
dreams. By selling her copied jewellery offered by her lover, a Russian Prince, 
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Chanel mixed her love stories with romantic fantasy to become fashionable 
dreams for many women (Carter, 1980: 55). After all, as Chanel used to say 
“Fashion is not simply a matter of clothes. Fashion is in the air, born upon the 
wind. One intuits it. It is in the sky and on the road” (“Artist Hero: Gabrielle 
Chanel”, myhero.com). Through fashion, Chanel’s stories and love liaisons 
became a saleable item and emerged as a new trend. Chanel created hybrid 
connotations by using the exotic elements from other cultures, especially from 
the East, from which emerged the French fashion revolution. She created the 
phenomenon of ‘Chanel’ and became one of the most influential French leaders 
in her profession and an icon for fashion trends.   
This chapter has first considered the domestic and utilitarian concerns 
underpinning my personal experiences of the cultural mélange between the East 
and West, and also explored these women designers’ works from their domestic 
experiences into pragmatism. Second are the gender issues surrounding the 
unequal treatment that these four women designers had encountered by 
comparing their border experiences from a gendered perspective, on how did 
they strived to succeed against their patriarchal society and managed to break 
through the gendered social environments. The third consideration is the use of 
appropriation by these four women designers. They appropriated from cultures 
and styles to conceive their hybrid creations. It was a creative process of 
inventing from Eastern cultural artefacts to becoming part of the Western 
ideology. Finally, the issues of exoticism were a way in which these four women 
designers mixed the styles and cultures to produce hybrid multi-culturalism. They 
then used hybridity in exotic style to popularise their designs into a successful 
brand name. 
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                          Chapter 5 
Conclusion, making alliances with “Colonisers” 
 To bring this study to a close, I will review the important achievements of 
these four women designers and their resulting contributions to our history. 
Then, I will evaluate and explain their importance of how they overcame the 
oppressions of their society and succeeded in their respective creative careers, 
which could be a paradigm for our successors of our future generations. 
5.1  Significance of the study: Women designers  
success and appropriation of Orientalism               
Pollock tells us that: 
Feminist art historians desire to reintroduce forgotten women artists into 
an art historical record which is linear and nationalistic in its formations 
(French School, American Art, German culture, etc.) and discursive modes 
(development of Western civilisation, style, periodisation etc.). We try to 
endow women artists with the canonised artistic subjecthood enjoyed by 
some men, using the logic of identification to try and render women artists, 
if not the same as men, at least equal in terms of recognition and respect. 
Yet the meanings of works produced by women will only become vivid to 
us when we can articulate what is particular to them, what makes them 
different from the existing norms, and when we define signifying 
temporalities quite other than those of styles, movements, avant-garde 
innovations and so forth (1996: 8). 
 In this study, I have observed that these women designers had a mutual 
shared concern, that of appropriating from the influences of the Eastern culture. 
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It is through recognising these four women designers’ contributions to history 
and their development processes for finding their own expressions that I can 
now emphasise the keys to their success and present their stories as examples to 
my design students in Taiwan to assist them in establishing their own identity.    
My argument is that these women designers’ benefited from the Eastern 
culture and created a successful cultural mélange between the East and West. 
Even though their creative processes were still underpinning the colonial 
influence, they had demonstrated the women designers’ abilities and strengths 
through cultural appropriations. Similarly, by using postcolonialism as an 
ideology, my students in Taiwan will have the opportunity to take a reverse route 
in appropriating from the West to create new possibilities for our own Eastern 
cultural values. Therefore, it is not only the knowledge but also a long-term quest 
that can create ways for them to establish their own identities in our society. 
Through discovering these women designers’ achievements, Taiwanese students 
have an example for reflection to recognise the importance of our cultural value 
to the world. 
5.1.1 The inspiration of Eileen Gray's story 
 The research into Eileen Gray’s creativity made clear that such an isolated 
designer, a person considered as a marginal in architecture and a lesbian by her 
society, was a rare woman designer who was discriminated against by some of her 
male architect peers. Eileen kept faith in herself during her life, breaking through 
many traditional borders considered impossible for many women in her time. In 
reviewing her contribution to history, we see that her innovation and originality 
made her a legend as an avant-garde woman architect and designer practising 
between the two World Wars.  
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Eileen Gray’s distinctive character made her become one of the most 
influential women designers in the avant-garde era. Eileen Gray set up a new 
definition for interior design to improve the quality of life with her multi-
functional furniture designs. She changed cold and impersonal living 
environments to a more liveable and friendly living space.  
     
Image 5.1: 1920–30; furniture and tables made by Eileen Gray 
Hadi-Tabassum informs us that: 
The third space is also a space of ‘thirdness’ that opens up an area of 
intersection where the newness of cultural practices and historical 
narratives are placed in an unexpected juxtaposition that disavows earlier 
forms of disjunctive spaces and signs by creating a new totality (2006: 170). 
The innovative concept of the third space launched a new freedom and 
contained a new meaning. This third space is a new thought absorbing many 
ideas. I would argue that the third space identity is an applicable positioning of 
Eileen Gray’s contributions to design history: she crossed many borders and 
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contributed to our history in her efforts. She started with painting before moving 
on to lacquer, then to furniture design and finally became a self-taught architect. 
This not only transformed her production materials, but also established her 
identity. She had evolved from a traditional craftswoman to become an avant-
garde and modernist architect. As Constant describes Gray’s creativity in 
materials usage: 
The French term luxe implies voluptuousness and eroticism as well as 
costliness: it has to do with desire …. Gray relied less on the labour-
intensive medium of lacquer and more on tactile, pliant fabrics supported 
on minimal frames of wood or tubular steel. She directed her intimate 
fusion of architecture and furnishings to reinvigorate the rituals of daily 
life (2000: 7).  
Eileen Gray’s creative method used more-easily-applied materials to 
produce sophisticated, deluxe, attractive and intimate design works. Her work 
was the mélange of interior architecture and furniture design to incorporate to 
the needs of everyday life. Gray had overcome many obstacles, such as the 
invisible borders caused by the male-dominated society, in the design and 
architecture field. She thought of creating design works through mass production, 
hoping to transmit her ideas to improve people’s homes and lifestyles. Evidence 
indicates that this act had opened new pathways to investigate the position of the 
designer to approach daily needs. Rowlands suggests that: 
Her furniture may have been created years before, but in the 1970s it 
looked surprisingly fresh. Putman explains the appeal: ‘She was someone 
who had a gift. She had this incredibly free, very playful way of using 
materials, of mixing the poorest, the most modest ones, but using them in 
masterpieces’ (2002: 8).  
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Eileen Gray’s witty talent enabled her to produce the masterpieces of her 
design works using inexpensive and basic materials; she fabricated her design 
works through a joyful way of exploring and experimenting with new ideas. 
  
Eileen appears as an oppressed woman designer in a scene of Colonialism 
dictated by society and by her male associates. In particular, the conflict with Le 
Corbusier was a typical example. This conflict indicated how she suffered from 
the unequal and unjust conditions at that time within her society. 
Ashcroft claims that, “The depiction of Orientalism … has given an 
unparalleled focus and political clarity to the complex range of activities by which 
Europe gained knowledge of its oriental other” (2000: 83). Learning from the 
East also became part of Eileen Gray’s creative process. Gray appropriated from 
many exotic sources and cultures from the East to create her inspirational ideas. 
Eileen Gray tried to meld these elements from the East (Ballets Russes, Arabesques 
motifs, Moroccan and African artefacts, Japanese lacquer, Chinese elements) and 
the West (avant-garde, modernism and De Stijl) to develop her creative style. It 
was also a way for her to emerge with her own identity based on this 
appropriation to escape from the repressions induced by Colonialism. 
An important ideology in Eileen Gray’s style was that she stood in a 
neutral position as an isolated, a marginal and a lesbian woman designer in her 
society while searching for the possibility of creating a new pathway to realise her 
ideas. I argue that she opened many new doors through whence emerged a third 
space identity not only for her, but also as a model and a successful icon for 
other women oppressed by the culture of the time. 
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 In comparison to Eileen Gray’s private personality and her unwillingness 
to ‘show off’ before the public, Coco Chanel represented a unique character, with 
her vivid temperament, popularity and as the leader of the fashion trends. 
5.1.2 The inspiration of Coco Chanel's story 
The investigation into Coco Chanel’s career showed that she was one of 
the most influential women designers during the Art Deco era. The fashion 
trends she created benefited many women and liberated them from their 
conventional constraints. Summary of the findings on her significance to our 
culture is as follows: 
During the First World War, Coco Chanel invented new dress styles for 
women that emerged as a fashion trend and changed the values of society. It is 
apparent that Chanel had not only made herself a pioneer of fashion design in 
the avant-garde era, but had also created a revolution for women by dissuading 
them from wearing the traditional corsetry to be able to move freely within their 
new clothing. Chanel’s creativity seems a small step but it made a great social 
impact. As Elliott and Helland stress: 
In fashion and in the new century Parisian designer Chanel would come to 
epitomize ‘the modernist aesthetic, which was defined in opposition to the 
past’; the idea that ‘less is more’, and that ornamentation was unnecessary 
and even ugly, affected all the decorative (2002: 101).  
The new ideology of Chanel reflected modernism; ‘less is more’ was a 
term adopted by modernist architect Ludwig Mies Van Der Rohe to describe a 
minimalist idea in design (Mertins, 1996: 33, 78; “Minimalism”, britannica.com, 
2006). It meant that a lesser use of material and the simplification of the 
appearance of the forms would make the design more meaningful and more 
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attractive. For Chanel, the traditional standards for decorations on women were a 
burden that should be replaced with simple cut and smooth lines to match the 
modernist’s view. Women benefited from this aspect by changing their 
appearances and developing more self-confidence and independence.  
Coco Chanel experienced shifting borders starting from her unhappy 
childhood. This knowledge and experience strengthened her determination to 
fulfil her dreams. As a courtesan from the beginning, and by crossing between 
lovers, she traversed borders and achieved goals that she could not have achieved 
alone.  
       
Image 5.2: 1920s; Chanel Style of Les Années 20, 
and the basic elements in her costume design 
Chanel appropriated materials for men to create a new approach to 
women’s clothing. This was not only a way to diminish the distance of the 
invisible borderline between men and women, but also to make women’s bodies 
more streamlined and more attractive in a modernist sense. As Bayley says, 
“Most famously, Coco Chanel was inspired by artisan dress and sailor suits, 
creating designs of timeless elegance” (2000: 46). Through Chanel’s efforts, 
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women crossed borders from the old traditions into modernity; she had brought 
women into the twentieth century.  
Bhabha informs us that, “The margin of hybridity where cultural 
differences ‘contingently’ touch becomes the moment of panic that reveals the 
borderline experience” (Bhabha in Prakash, 1994: 312). The occurrence of 
hybridity is formed by the encounter of cultural differences. The borderline 
experience can also be found in Chanel’s creating process. 
Coco Chanel reflected the notions of border crossing, by creating a 
fashion design that crossed over between the classical and modernism; between 
the realism of coping with the needs of fashion trends, between the appearance 
of men and women’s dress styles and between the styles of luxury and simplicity. 
Lussier (2003: 32) observes Chanel’s style revolution:  
The 1920s saw the triumph of two women in haute couture, Madeleine 
Vionnet and Gabrielle [Coco] Chanel. In their own different ways, they 
both launched a new style for the modern woman Vionnet with a cut, 
Chanel with a style. Freedom and movement were pivotal to their designs.   
Through Chanel’s creations and new ideas for women, women started to 
explore the new liberty and the mobility available to them. 
Chanel had also appropriated male Dandyism for the women’s figure, so 
that women could be elegant like men, as a way of becoming attractive and 
enjoying their life. From that moment on, women had the right to choose to be 
seductive rather than dependent on their association with men. The real meaning 
of “independent” started from that moment. As Stegemeyer explains: 
In evaluating Chanel … others see her as more personality than creator, 
with an innate knack for knowing what women would want a few seconds 
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before they knew it themselves. Certainly her early designs exerted a 
liberating … influence … that was all her own (1980: 15).  
Chanel’s sharp and sensitive observation of women enabled her to predict 
trends. She created herself as the representative of fashion styles. Under her 
influence, women benefited and enjoyed the new age before them. Ashcroft tells 
us that:  
It is tempting to see Orientalism as simply a product of the growth of 
modern imperialism in the nineteenth century, as European control of the 
Orient required an intellectual rationale for its cultural and economic 
dominance (Ashcroft, 2000:52). 
Europe treated Orientalism as its tool to raise imperialism during the 
nineteenth century. Having power over the Orient in the cultural and economical 
fields became a logical reason for consuming the East. This colonisation pattern 
of the Eastern cultural soon developed into a trend in Europe. Even into the 
1920s, Chanel’s designs were still influenced by this merging cultural trend. Coco 
Chanel used the exotic elements from the East and put them into a Western style. 
The Eastern influences included African art and masque, Russian embodiments, 
gypsy patterns and the Ballets Russes. She then applied these Eastern elements into 
the West together with components from cubism, modernism and the avant-
garde. She mixed these cultural elements into her work to create her personal 
style. In this way the West benefited from the East and enriched its cultural 
content.  
 Chanel’s third space adventure started from very early in her career. To 
disguise her unhappy childhood, she lied about anything concerning to her past. 
A new identity was thus created, much like the illusions of a fashion trend. 
However, this fake image of herself did follow and evolve with her. I argue that 
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through Chanel’s efforts in fashion design, the pejorative image of couturier and 
dressmaker had been transformed from a domestic or lower social position into a 
fashionable figure with a bright future.   
  The brand name ‘Chanel’ was an accumulation of her social images and 
reflected everything she learned from society, such as her friendships with the 
avant-garde artists, her romantic liaisons with the aristocrats, the fashion trends 
she had created, the No 5 perfume and her jewellery. All of these representations 
were mixed into a new space of her own. It was an innovative and creative space 
with her name as the icon of her fashion empire. Chanel’s phenomenon is an 
inspiration that had awakened many women in the world struggling for their 
liberty and dignity in society. 
5.1.3 The inspiration of Sonia Delaunay's story 
 The outcomes of my exploration of Sonia Delaunay’s creative process 
reveal a phenomenon different from the other women designers.  
 As Bhabha argues, “It is the ‘inter’ — the cutting edge of translation and 
negotiation, the in-between space — that carries the burden of the meaning of 
culture” (1994: 38). This in-between space is, in fact, the third space, a place 
where the cultural values continues to converse and to conciliate with the local 
culture. This idea of a conciliatory third space conversion can also be seen in 
Sonia Delaunay’s creative process. 
Sonia created an exceptional and unique space between the art and design 
fields, and she accomplished a theory that could be matched to the needs of 
everyday life with a new fashion trend created to enrich the period between the 
World Wars. I will explain my view-points in the following contexts. 
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Sonia Delaunay, as a Russian migrant to Paris, crossed and overcame 
many border experiences in her life. Influenced by her husband, Robert Delaunay, 
she was one of the first abstract artists in history and created one of the first 
abstract design works. Slatkin presents Sonia’s argument, “Delaunay once 
explained her devotion to abstraction by stating: ‘Beauty refuses to submit to the 
constraints of meaning or description’” (2001: 187–188). Sonia’s concept was to 
create a refuge for abstract forms to protect non-figurative meaning and its 
explanation. 
However, I argue her contribution is still neglected by the majority of the 
history books and textbooks because she is not yet accredited as the leader of 
abstract design. Sonia created art works while practising design; this was an 
unconventional expression from a multifaceted woman creator of her time. Her 
creation across the art and design fields illustrated a woman creator crossing 
borders during the avant-garde era.   
Sonia was a person who moved across many cultural backgrounds; she 
was not only a Russian but also a Jew and married to a French painter. At the 
beginning of her career, she modelled the merging of the multi-cultures in a 
Western environment.  
Bhabha explains, “hybridity is to create a new space to challenge the 
existing social value” (1994: 36–37). Hybridity is an innovative space to confront 
the significances of life. The in-between state for Sonia’s creations between art, 
design and cultures was, in fact, one of hybridity. Her works represented the dual 
influence from the East and West. The East influence included African, Egyptian, 
Oriental and Slavic motifs. The inspiration from the West comprised Cubism, 
Futurism, Russian Suprematism, Neo-Plasticism and De Stijl. She benefited from 
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both the cultures of the East and West to develop a personal style, the melding of 
a new hybrid form. 
Bowman and Molinare describe Delaunay’s innovations: 
Guillaume Apollinaire wrote in the 1 January 1914 edition of the Mercure de 
France …. The Delaunays are innovators … their innovation lies in their 
desire to influence fashion through new textures and a great diversity of 
colours’ (1985: 89).  
 
Image 5.3: 1925–28; Sonia Delaunay’s fashion design 
with inspiration from many styles 
Sonia and Robert Delaunay were a creative couple who merged their 
Simultaneous theory with colours and forms into fashion designs. In Sonia’s 
project Le Bal Bullier, she applied her dress and her interior deco as a composition 
of bright colours and geometric shapes. She hoped that this experiment between 
the use of the materials and expression could create a new practice. 
Her creation for the Trans-Siberian used a hybridity in forms, colours and 
cultures. This was a new type of expression that combined painting, costume 
design and poetry with performance. Sonia Delaunay, therefore, transformed 
herself from painting into applying design in collaboration with other art forms.  
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When Sonia Delaunay designed the Ballets Russes’s Cleopatra costumes, 
she used Egyptian patterns mixed with Orphism’s circular colours and forms to 
create a hybrid statement. The Ballets Russes was an exotic play of mixing cultures. 
Sonia’s creation between painting and design liberated her from traditional 
constraints and made her the pioneer of avant-garde design. 
Sonia explored between the art and design fields to experiment with her 
Simultaneous theory. As a women designer working between liberated forms and 
colours in the creative field, she occupied a unique position in representing 
women during the avant-garde period. She established her third space identity by 
applying her own theory into a different field of creative forms and through 
experimentation with diverse materials. As Lussier notes:  
Sonia Delaunay went on designing extremely modern daywear, sportswear 
and beachwear until the end of the 1920s. The impact her style and colour 
schemes had on Art Deco fashion was enormous, and many regard her as 
the personification of avant-garde fashion (2003: 49).  
Importantly, Sonia’s experiments with the use of different materials 
targeted everyday design where she transformed her ideas into improving the 
standard of living. These experiments enlarged her viewpoint and enabled her to 
explore new possibilities. She had thus created an alternative space as her new 
identity.  
5.1.4 The inspiration of Clarice Cliff's story 
 The revelation of Clarice Cliff’s design contribution during this study 
indicated that she was a prominent British pottery and ceramic designer in her 
own right. She established a model for her design and retail strategy and it was 
through that market-oriented design that she created one of the best-selling 
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records in history to improve the quality of living. Clarice’s experience is an 
example of a struggle for success for a woman from a modest family. Through 
my understanding of Clarice’s narrative, I have made the following summary: 
Cooper informs us:  
In 1930 Cliff was appointed art director … nearly eight and a half million 
pieces were sold of the wares she [Clarice] designed for the Bizarre range. 
Very much capturing the spirit of the age and sold at affordable prices, 
Clarice Cliff’s inventive ceramics successfully combined functionality with 
design and the influence of her style soon became evident in many other 
factories wares (2000: 249).  
It was through Clarice’s observation of the market that she realised the 
needs of the ordinary people; thus she invented many series of everyday wares 
with exotic styles, geometric forms and bright colours to capture the hearts of the 
consumers.  
 
Image 5.4: 2001; Exhibition in Glasgow Museum, 
and 2001, Christie’s Clarice Cliff auction 
 Clarice Cliff appropriated patterns and motifs from fashion magazines and 
from other media. She used assimilative ways to transform these elements into 
her own expressive language. In this fashion, Clarice converted non-selling items 
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into best-selling design objects. She created a new field of pottery in the Art 
Deco style. 
 As Bhabha puts it, “Hybridity is never simply a question of the admixture 
of pre-given identities or essences” (1990b: 314). Therefore, hybridity is a 
complicated compound combining previous identities and spirit to become a new 
appearance. It needs stressing that hybridity issue and space created by Clarice 
Cliff had an important meaning for women at that time. Cliff invented a new 
space to bridge the traditional and modern generations, across gender barriers 
and across many expressive styles. Cliff represented a successful professional 
woman designer in the inter-war period. 
 Cliff had not only appropriated exotic themes from the age of jazz, 
arabesque, bizarre ware and oasis to make her design items more attractive and 
with a sense of exotic fantasy, but she had also borrowed from Western styles, 
such as De Stijl and Cubism, to add more varieties of form and colour to her 
design. As Terlouw explains about her Bizarre series: 
The pottery articles designed by Clarice Cliff were, in the first place, meant 
as household items. Unusual forms and striking decors were the means 
used by the business, together with modern sales techniques, to appeal to 
the taste of the consumers (1994: 78).  
The Bizarre series was the most successful product that Clarice had 
designed. It was a mixture of geometric forms from modernism with hand 
painted processes to make them unique. The forms and colours were important 
elements for Clarice Cliff to attract people’s attention, thus promoting the trade. 
Clarice’s clever design strategy was to use mixed forms and styles to create a 
sense of exotic nostalgia and to stimulate sales. Clarice Cliff cooperated with 
many artists during the 1930s. It was a means for her to fight the Great 
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Depression. However, this effort did not succeed because those artists were 
unable to cope with the market demands. Coombes tells us: 
Much contemporary criticism has focused on hybridity as the sign of the 
productive emergence of new cultural forms which have derived from 
apparently mutual ‘borrowings’, exchanges and intersections across ethnic 
boundaries (2000: 9).  
It is evident that under the mutual borrowing, exchanging and crossing of 
ethnical boundaries, hybridity became a new cultural phenomenon that is the 
third space identity. Clarice maintained the unique third space identity she had 
previously shaped for her creations. This was also a new space that enabled her 
to mix many forms and bright colours from the East and West to become a new 
style and one that enabled her to maintain her practice. 
 Clarice Cliff produced popular decorative styles with many exotic contents 
from the East and West cultures; this was a necessity in coping with the domestic 
needs of everyday people in Britain. I argue this was a third space milieu she set 
up to improve the quality of life and to develop a new fashion trend. 
5.1.5 Women designers appropriated from Orientalism 
 The review of my research indicates that women designers between the 
wars did appropriate from Eastern cultures, as did the entire Art Deco movement. 
Therefore, there is evidence of a strong tendency and an inclination to merge the 
divergent cultures from the East and West to become an avant-garde fashion 
trend. Said argues: 
To ignore or otherwise discount the overlapping experience of Westerners 
and Orientals, the interdependence of cultural terrains in which coloniser 
and colonised co-existed and battled each other through projections as 
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well as rival geographies, narratives, and histories, is to miss what is 
essential about the world in the past century (1993: xxii–xxiii). 
From this view-point, it is apparent to me that the East and the West 
shared mutual experiences in the nineteenth century. They were at once 
interdependent and concurrent. However, through the confrontation over 
geography, storylines and history and in the hope that they could make up the 
lost fundations, I argue that these four women designers all encountered the 
confrontation between East and West.  They were, in that time, appropriating 
from Orientalism as part of their creative ideas and also oppressed by the male 
dominated society of their time: yet each found a way to resist by creating. They 
each tried to modify the social order to enable women designers to demonstrate 
their potential in modernism's creative fields. They all belonged to the avant-
garde movement and I argue their inventive ideas positioned them within border 
theory, third space identity and Hybridity; and they set themselves up as the 
success examples for women in the inter-war era. The differences between these 
women designers lay mainly in their creative materials, expressive details and the 
way they approached their practice within the turbulent and changing society 
during the 1920s and 1930s. 
5.2 My appropriation of concepts from the West  
From this research, I discovered that since the beginning of immigration 
from China to Taiwan several centuries ago, the Han (Chinese) purity placed its 
patriarchal value on Taiwanese, seeing Taiwanese’s impurity as a potential threat 
to colonisation. To facilitate the control of Taiwan, they had emphasised Chinese 
purity as the legitimate value to Taiwanese people. Under this Imperialist 
influence, many Taiwanese preferred or chose to forget their matriarchal ancestry 
of their aboriginal heritage or saw this origin as impure and taboo. As a result, 
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over several generations, Taiwanese had inherited this distorted value. We regard 
ourselves as legitimate Han in choosing to forget and to purify our aborigines’ 
origin. I argue that this perverse value has damaged and created chaos for 
Taiwanese identity. I therefore suggest the reconstruction of a new identity from 
our inheritance; what the former Imperialists considered as the ‘impurity’ of our 
aborigine’s heritage could become the opportunity and also to our cultural 
advantage to emerge as the identity of “Taiwan consciousness” (Chen, 1995: 
212–220). As Edward Said argues on imperialism and its connection with 
colonialism: 
‘Imperialism’ means the practice, the theory, and the attitudes of a 
dominating metropolitan centre ruling a distant territory; ‘Colonialism’, 
which is almost always a consequence of Imperialism, is the implanting of 
settlements on distant territory. As Michael Doyle puts it, ‘Empire is a 
relationship, formal or informal, in which one state controls the effective 
political sovereignty of another political society. It can be achieved by 
force, by political collaboration, by economic, social, or cultural 
dependence. Imperialism is simply the process or policy of establishing or 
maintaining an empire”(1993: 8).  
Imperialism uses colonialism as a method or a system for dominating its 
colonies to uphold an Empire’s progress. The Empire’s major concern is to keep 
the profits flowing back to the motherland from its overseas settlements — 
regardless of the suffering or injury caused to the people in the colonies. The 
colonisation process could be achieved in many ways, such as setting up 
collaborators in the political parties of the chosen countries, cultural propaganda 
and dominations, economical blockade and control. All these methods can be 
seen in today’s China–Taiwan or USA–Taiwan relationships. It is a historic fact 
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that Taiwan was colonised and is now still colonised by imperialism. It is only 
through an education system and knowing our history that Taiwanese younger 
generation can establish its own identity to move away from the negative impact 
of imperialism and colonisation. 
5.2.1 Lessons from the Exhibitions concerning Taiwan 
 The exhibitions concerning Taiwan during the Art Deco period 
encouraged me to investigate and to learn from these events (see sections 3.2). I 
believe that the 1910’s Japan-British exhibition in London and also the Taiwan 
Exhibitions during the 1920s and 1930s were opportunities and attempts by 
Japan to show off its cultural domination not only to its colonies but also to the 
world. Those exhibitions in Taiwan, supported by Japan under their colonial 
propaganda and during Art Deco era, not only had they demonised Taiwanese 
aboriginal peoples as the ‘human zoo’ but also showed the limited freedom we 
had under the colonial regime. Over several centuries of colonisation in our 
history, many Taiwanese were brainwashed and preferred to obey the colonisers.  
In comparison with the Art Deco’s women designers being ignored by 
their patriarchal society, they had succeeded in creating their own possibilities. I 
would point out that Taiwanese can similarly learn from their successful 
experiences in facing the unjust treatment from international society. We are at 
the same time neglected and marginalised by the global community, being 
excluded from most of the organisations of the world, because of the 
interference caused by mainland China’s ‘One China Policy’. Externally, Taiwan 
can not proclaim its independence, nor internally because of the confusion and 
lack of national consciousness and identity. Consequently, Taiwanese are 
suffering from the internal conflicts and are without confidence. It is only 
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through a series of processes of de-demonising our negative identity caused by 
the past colonialism, challenging the authority and the shadows of our past 
dictatorships, establishing Taiwanese recognition and the confidence in self, 
ascertaining the transitional justice [Note 22], that can we recover and integrate 
within the international scene.  
5.2.2 The importance of regaining cultural autonomy and self respect 
for the Taiwanese 
From my experience in studies, exhibitions and research, I have realised 
that cultural imperialism has heavily impacted Taiwan and its peoples. The 
resulting lost of self-confidence and the forfeiting of our identity is a major 
problem yet to be resolved. I would position hybridity of the ‘impurity’ in the 
majority of Taiwanese’s blood heritages as a new consciousness and identity, 
arguing that we should be proud of the present state of our cultural diversity and 
regard it as an advantage for our people to create a new identity by using it. Said 
argues on the impacts of imperialism and colonialism: 
Neither Imperialism nor Colonialism is a simple act of accumulation and 
acquisition. Both are supported and perhaps even impelled by impressive 
ideological formations that include notions that certain territories and 
people require and beseech domination, as well as forms of knowledge 
affiliated with domination: the vocabulary of classic nineteenth-century 
imperial culture is plentiful with such words and concepts as ‘inferior’ or 
‘subject races’, ‘subordinate peoples’, ‘dependency’, ‘expansion’, and 
‘authority’. Out of the imperial experiences, notions about culture were 
clarified, reinforced, criticized, or rejected (1993: 8–9). 
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The influence of imperialism and colonialism is complex. It may not be a 
simple matter of intruding on a country but it could be in response to a request 
from the dependent country for protection. However, the protector usually 
develops an arrogant attitude toward its subordinate peoples. The motherland 
took everything of its dependency for granted and treated these inferior people as 
savages and uncultivated peoples. Comparing Said’s thoughts to the actual 
situation in Taiwan, Taiwanese have not recovered from the negative impacts of 
colonisation. Nevertheless, to regain cultural autonomy and reposition our 
identity in the world is a crucial issue, still being debated. Despite many negative 
impacts from colonialism the dependents still gain benefits from colonisation.  
As Said continues: 
But, equally, debate in Third World countries about colonialist practice 
and the imperialist ideology … the bitterness and humiliations of the 
experience which virtually enslaved them nevertheless delivered benefits 
— liberal ideas, national self-consciousness, and technological goods — 
that over time seem to have made Imperialism much less unpleasant (1993: 
18).  
I acknowledge and accredit some benefits such as the after-effects from a 
long-time colonisation where people will put more value and more appreciation 
on their freedom and the self-determination they earn. These efforts are based on 
a sufferance under colonisation that can be turned into a positive reconciliation 
and the recognition of self. The dominant country will put efforts into education, 
basic infrastructure construction and communication improvements to facilitate 
colonisation. It is ironical when we contrast Said’s argument with Taiwan’s 
present position, because Taiwan’s sovereignty in the world is a political dilemma. 
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Taiwan belongs neither to the First or Second Worlds, nor to the Third World. 
Taiwan is classified as “unavailable” regarding its position in the world (“Political 
status of Taiwan”, from fpc.state.gov, 2006). Taiwan has been a democratic 
regime for almost two decades since the abolition of martial law in 1987 (Elegant, 
1990: 36), but is still not recognised by the world community as a full nation. It is 
by concentrating Taiwanese consciousness on our origins from both the Chinese 
and the aborigines that could produce a solution for creating a new identity. 
Because the hybrid facts mean so much to Taiwanese people — we are neither 
Chinese nor aborigines — this in-between state of a “New Taiwanese identity” 
(Brown, 2004: 12–13; Corcuff, 2002: 37–38) contains a deeper meaning of variety, 
diversity and a unique position that is also beneficial to the social and cultural 
environment. 
I argue that we can conquer the side effects of colonialism in Asia; it is also 
a key issue that Taiwanese people have to face. As Said stresses: 
 Domination and inequalities of power and wealth are perennial facts of 
human society …. The nations of contemporary Asia, Latin America, and 
Africa are politically independent but in many ways are as dominated and 
dependent as they were when ruled directly by European powers. On the 
one hand, this is the consequence of self-inflicted wounds (1993: 20).  
Here is an analogy to Said’s argument of the colonial influence in Taiwan. 
It is a fact that the empire’s dominations and its authority is still prominent in 
Taiwan. Taiwan is still under the shadows of China and the USA, the former 
proclaims legitimate ownership of Taiwan, the latter helps to establish Taiwan’s 
self-defence force against China under the “Taiwan Relations Act” (Taiwan 
Relations Act, from standford.edu, 2006).  
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The need to erase the dreadful memory and recover from colonialism’s 
incursions is an important issue for most Taiwanese. I suggest that Taiwanese can 
regain dignity and pride by reviving their local culture and conceptualising their 
identity consciousness in the next generation through the education system. I 
argue this based on the findings through this research on the four women 
designers during the Art Deco era, through the acknowledgement and 
understanding of their struggles to succeed and knowing the process of how they 
learned from the East and West. This gave birth to the idea that cultural hybridity 
could create a further strength and impact a new cultural position in Taiwan.  
5.2.3 Hybridity of different cultures and races merging together 
The aborigines, once in the majority in Taiwan, have become the minority 
owing to intermarriage and assimilation. Genetic and cultural blending has not 
only formed a new type of group and ideology but also has presented a new hope 
for the future. 
The women designers in my research also achieved the merging of cultural 
elements from the East and West to build their creative patterns. These new 
forms of hybrid creations evidenced this cultural blending process, such as Eileen 
Gray’s mixed Cubism and African elements into her furniture creation; Coco 
Chanel’s applied exotic Russian and Oriental influences; Sonia Delaunay used 
decoration patterns from Egypt and De Stijl and Clarice Cliff introduced Japanese 
components into Western décor. They were the pioneers of the hybrid trend 
during the avant-garde period. As Bhabha argues: 
The importance of hybridity is not to be able to trace two original 
moments from which the third emerges, rather hybridity … is the ‘third 
space’ which enables other positions to emerge. This third space displaces 
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the histories that constitute it, and sets up new structures of authority, new 
political initiatives, which are inadequately understood through received 
wisdom (1990a: 211).  
According to Bhabha’s argument, hybridity is a new form of freedom that 
unfolds a variety of viewpoints. The new space emerging from hybridity 
constitutes a new power structure, which in turn transforms the existing 
discourse. I stress this concept from Bhabha’s argument above, that the finding 
of this research on these four women designers between the Wars and their 
works represents the cultural blending possibilities between the West and East. 
The four women designers in this project had found their own paths to success 
through borrowing, intermingling and reassembling elements to become 
completely new creations. Eileen Gray insisted that her multi-functional furniture 
designs and architectures coped with the living needs; Coco Chanel used men’s 
wear and simple cut dresses to become women’s new costumes to match their 
living needs; Sonia Delaunay crossed the borderline of art and design to explore 
new possibilities for daily living and Clarice Cliff re-assembled several fashion 
trends and exotic patterns to create stylish ceramic designs suitable for any home. 
This hybridity of culture located in the third space points out the direction 
for us to learn and to recognise a new identity for Taiwanese to follow. Whether 
we are unifying because of blood ties or of cultural connections, we need to 
recognise a new identity of self and identify this new space as suitable for most of 
our people to develop their potential equally. We can then have the opportunity 
to generate a new Taiwanese consciousness. It is important for my students in art 
and design to understand the hybrid reality of Taiwanese in both blood 
relationships and in cultural connections.  
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I hope that they can use this to advantage in the creating field to originate 
and express their freedom in this new space.   
5.3 Fine art and design – a Taiwanese perspective 
 I am positioning third space identity is a new possibility for Taiwanese to 
end the political disruptions we are now facing. As a local politician, Mr. Ding-Yu 
Wang argues, “the recognition decides the ancestry” [Note 23]. What he illustrated is 
that Taiwanese consciousness is built mainly on the recognition of self and on 
this land, rather than on the percentage of one’s blood composition. I believe this 
is also an important issue for Taiwanese art and designer student to position 
them with Taiwanese consciousness. 
5.3.1  Cultural identity for my students in Taiwan: when the West 
meets the East 
 Evidence shows that the four women designers in Art Deco were 
influenced by the cultures of the East in their design developments. Therefore, to 
use their experiences of battling toward success is a useful analogy for my 
country’s struggle to win recognition in this world. I hope this will also provoke 
my country fellows into investigating their own culture and learning from the 
West. As Taiwan has experienced several colonial transitions it is crucial for most 
Taiwanese art and design students to understand and use their cultural heritage to 
enrich the cultural content. This will also be a potential opportunity to build 
recognition for their work and establish a new Taiwanese consciousness. 
 I argue that these four women designers’ stories of appropriating from the 
East and West design elements could be an ideal model, this providing an 
analogy for each of my design students in Taiwan to represent themselves as a 
people from the East and to pursue their identities to the West. 
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5.4   Key future directions for this research 
In the future the research outcomes, together with the illustrations, of 
these two women designers will be shared through the Internet to initiate 
relevant discussions. However, some issues and possibilities need to be carefully 
arranged. 
5.4.1 Posting my ideas online and the copyright issues 
The copyright of the works is a major concern when designing a website 
to introduce these four women designers of the Art Deco era. Most of these 
women designers’ works now belong in museums or private collections. It is 
therefore necessary to obtain permission from these institutions before posting 
them online.  However, if the use of the images is limited to educational and 
research purposes without any commercial considerations, it should be much 
easier to get approval and be achievable. 
5.4.2 A research website should include the following  
To post online this research on the four women designers in the Art Deco 
era will include the general information of Art Deco and the major documents 
and databases on these four women designers’ works, and the research outcomes 
as the most significant part on the website. 
This website would be designed to target design researchers, students, 
connoisseurs of art and design and art collectors. The web page design should be 
easy to access, colourful, interactive, fun to study, trilingual (Chinese, English and 
French) and educational. 
By enabling a multiple comparison of pictorial and documental materials 
through the Web pages and with multi-media contents, such as recorded sounds, 
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short films, interviews and words files, these resources will allow immediate 
access. 
To sustain the maintenance of this website, government or research 
funding and/or parallel research students’ projects will be essential. 
I would like to close this dissertation with Gunew’s argument on multi-
culturalism: 
In Australia one of the few unthreatening ways to speak of multi-
culturalism is in relation to food, in other words, to say that all these 
migrants have improved the diversity of the national cuisine. The usual 
way in which this diversity is acceptably celebrated is through a multi-
cultural food festival (1993: 16).  
It is very true that culture is present in countless forms. The notion of 
multi-culturalism is easy for the public to grasp if it is presented through casual 
ways or fused into their daily lives. Therefore, my research on postcolonialism 
and the women designers between the World Wars may serve as one platform for 
my countrymen to look back at Taiwan’s past and to anticipate her future 
development. To improve art and design education in Taiwan, I will have to 
make efforts to put relevant theories such as these into practice. There are many 
new possibilities of thinking how my students and my society can cross the 
borders of time, space, nations, genders, art, design and cultures. 
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Notes 
 [Note 1] Page 16, Japonism, from www2.hawaii.edu: 
<http://www2.hawaii.edu/~yokokudo/694/weblio.htm> 
 
 [Note 2] Page 16, Ukiyo-e, from spectacle.berkeley.edu: 
<http://spectacle.berkeley.edu/~fiorillo/texts/ukiyoetexts/ukiyoe_intro.html> 
 
 [Note 3] Page 17, in 1897–1898, Paul Gauguin made this one of his most famous 
painting in Tahiti entitled: D'où venons nous? Que sommes-nous? Où allons-nous? Translate in 
English : Where do we come from? What are we? Where are we going?  From Réunion des musées 
nationaux: <http://www.rmn.fr/fr/03expo/01calendrier/2004/gauguin/page.html> 
 
[Note 4] Page 18, Taiwan’s land surface is: 32,260 sq km 
<https://www.cia.gov/cia/publications/factbook/geos/tw.html>, and Tasmania 
Island’s land surface is: 64,519 sq km <http://www.dfat.gov.au/facts/intro.html>, 
which means Taiwan is about half size of Tasmania Island (50.1% in size), but Taiwan 
with a population of 2,300,000 in 2006. 
 
[Note 5] Page 19, this section is written after the telephone interviews with both of my 
parents, their oral histories were noted on 9 and 11 June 2006.  Then I developed it 
further from my own experiences. 
 
[Note 6] Page 30, the Ling Tung University, Taichung, Taiwan: 
<http://www.ltc.edu.tw/%7Ecd/vcd/teacher.html#> 
 
[Note 7] Page 74, Human zoo: 
A Human zoo (also called ‘ethnological expositions’ or ‘Negro Villages’) was a 19th and 
twentieth century public exhibit of human beings, usually in their natural or ‘primitive’ 
state”. It was usually set up by the authority with “the status of human zoos for the 
amusement of tourists and the delight of anthropologists” (Van Den Berghe, 1967: 86). 
 
[Note 8] pp. 85, 190, Simultaneous contrast theory: in 1911, influenced by the theories 
of Michel-Eugene Chevreul, Sonia Delaunay made one of the very first abstract works 
in the world, a geometric form of cloth made for her son’s bed.  This innovation 
launched the Simultaneous theory.  This theory deals with different bright and 
contrasting colours. Based on this theory, the relations between colours create a new 
order of circular form, each of which is independent but can be unified into different 
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new groups. This theory is attached to Orphism, and Orphism’s theory is based on 
Cubism. 
 
[Note 9] Page 101, the National Taiwan College of Arts: 
<http://www.ntua.edu.tw/eng/index.html> 
 
[Note 10] Page 101, the Taipei Veterans General Hospital: 
<http://www.vghtpe.gov.tw/doce/> 
 
[Note 11] Page 101, the École des Beaux Arts de Paris: <http://www.ensba.fr/index.asp> 
 
[Note 12] Page 102, the Ecole Nationale Supérieure d'Arts Appliqués et des Métiers d’Art: 
<http://www.ensaama.net/HTTP/OdS_HTML/Index.html> 
 
[Note 13] Page 103, the Cathedral of Chartres: <http://www.chartres-csm.org/> 
 
[Note 14] pp. 103, 168, the Ecole Nationale Supérieure d'Arts Paris-Cergy: 
<http://www.ensapc.fr/menu_arts.html>  
 
[Note 15] Page 104, the Appreciation of Modern Art, Wenjin Press, Taipei, Taiwan: 
<http://www.books.com.tw/exep/prod/booksfile.php?item=0010180108> 
 
[Note 16] Page 104, Art and Life – Appreciation of Contemporary Fine Arts, Neo-Wenjin 
Press, Taipei, Taiwan: 
<http://www.books.com.tw/exep/prod/booksfile.php?item=0010210108> 
 
[Note 17] Page 105, the E&PDE International Design Education Conference in the 
Napier University, Edinburgh: 
<http://www.napier.ac.uk/dama/epde05/proceed.html>  
 
[Note 18] Page 105, the IDC – The International Design Congress – held in the 
National Yunlin University of Technology, Taiwan: 
<http://www.2005idc.yuntech.edu.tw/> 
 
[Note 19] Page 105, the InSEA Congress, Viseu, Portugal: 
<http://insea2006.apecv.pt/>; <http://portal.unesco.org/culture/en/ev.php-
URL_ID=28038&URL_DO=DO_TOPIC&URL_SECTION=201.html> 
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[Note 20] Page 168, the Université de Paris VIII Vincennes-Saint-Denis :  
<http://www.univ-paris8.fr/> 
<http://www.ipt.univ-paris8.fr/hist/> 
 
[Note 21] Page 168, the French ministry of culture  
<http://www.culture.gouv.fr/culture/dap/dap/html/ecole.htm> 
<http://www.ensapc.fr/cursus.html> 
 
[Note 22] Page 249, ‘What is transitional justice?’ <http://www.ictj.org/en/tj/>; 
‘Oxford International Journal of Transitional Justice’ <http://ijtj.oxfordjournals.org/> 
 
[Note 23] Page 254, Mr Ding-Yu Wang (王定宇) in a TV debate “Taiwan Da-Jie-Ma” 
program on 28 Dec. 2006, he stressed the idea of “the recognition decides the ancestry” 
“認同決定血統” <http://www.taiwanyes.org/film/200612/061228twdecode2.wmv > 
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